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Abstract 

This Memoir is both a contribution to the theory of Borel equivalence rela
tions, considered up to Borel reducibility, and measure preserving group actions 
considered up to orbit equivalence. Here E is said to be Borel reducible to F if 
there is a Borel function f with xEy if and only if f(x )F f(y ). ~Ioreover , E is orbit 
equivalent to F if the respective measure spaces equipped with the extra structure 
provided by the equivalence relations are almost everywhere isomorphic. 

vVe consider product groups acting ergodically and by measure preserving trans
formations on standard Borel probability spaces. In general terms, the basic parts 
of the monograph show that if the groups involved have a suitable notion of ··bound
ary"· (we make this precise with the definition of near hyperbolic). then one orbit 
equivalence relation can only be Borel reduced to another if there is some kind of 
algebraic resemblance between the product groups and coupling of the action. This 
also has consequence for orbit equivalence. In the case that the original equivalence 
relations do not have non-trivial almost invariant sets, the techniques lead to rela
tive ergodicity results. An equivalence relation E is said to be relatively ergodic to 
F if any f with xEy::::} f(x)Ff(y) has [f(x)]F constant almost everywhere. 

This underlying collection of lemmas and structural theorems is employed in a 
number of different ways. 

One of the most pressing concerns was to give completely self-contained proofs 
of results which had previously only been obtained using Zimmer's superrigidity 
theory. vVe present ·'elementary proofs'' that there are incomparable countable 
Borel equivalence relations (Adams-Kecb.ris). inclusion does not imply reducibility 
(Adams) , and (n + l)E is not necessarily reducible tonE (Thomas). 

In the later parts of the paper we give applications of the theory to specific 
cases of product groups. In particular, we catalog the actions of products of the 
free group and obtain additional rigidity theorems and relative ergodicity results in 
this context. 

There is a rather long series of appendices, whose primary goal is to give the 
reader a comprehensive account of the basic techniques. But included here are also 
some new results. For instance, we show that the Furstenberg-Zimmer lemma on 
cocycles from amenable groups fails with respect to Baire category. and use this 
to answer a question of Weiss. We also present a different proof that F2 has the 
Haagerup approximation property. 
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Introduction 

A ) This paper is a contribution to the theory of countable Borel equi,·alence 
relations on standard Borel spaces. As usual, by a standard Borel space we mean a 
Polish (complete separable metric) space equipped with its a-algebra of Borel sets. 
An equivalence relation E on a standard Borel space X is Borel if it is a Borel 
subset of X 2 -

Given two equivalence relations E, F on spaces X. Y, resp., we say that E is 
Borel reducible to F. in symbols. 

E $_B F, 

if there is a Borel map p: X__. Y such that 

xEy ¢:} p(x)Fp(y). 

\\'e also say that E is Borel bireducible to F. in symbols 

E"'BF 

if E $.B F and F $_B E. Finally put 

E <B F ¢:? E $.B F & F 'i:.B E. 

\Ve refer the reader to [Ke99J for a detailed discussion of the motivation for the 
study of the reducibility order on Borel (and more general definable) equivalence 
relations. On the one hand, this can be viewed as providing the basic underlying 
concept for the deYelopment of a theory of complexity of classification problems in 
mathematics. On the other hand. it can be understood as the basis of a theory of 
Borel (as opposed to the classical Cantor) cardinality of quotients of standard Borel 
spaces by Borel equivalence relations. One can view here E $_ 8 F as expressing 
that X / E has Borel cardinality$_ to that of Y j F, and E "'B F as expressing that 
X / E. Y / F have the same Borel cardinality. 

In this paper. we will only discu countable Borel equivalence relations. An 
equivalence relation E on a space X is called countable if every equivalence class 
[x]E,X E X . is countable. These include many important examples, like, for in
stance, all equivalence relations induced by Borel actions of countable (discrete) 
groups on standard Borel spaces, and, up to bireducibility, even those induced 
by Borel actions of Polish locally compact groups, the isomorphism relation on 
,·arious types of countable structures that haYe '·finite t_vpe·· (again this is up to 
bireducibility), Turing or arithmetical equivalence. etc. Their study is actually 
closely connected with ergodic theory and other areas in dynamical systems. since 
by a result of Feldman-:\1oore [FM], the countable Borel equivalence relations are in 
fact exactly those induced by Borel actions of countable groups on standard Borel 
spaces. 
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Let us note here that, when E, F are countable Borel equivalence relations. 
E "'8 F can be also expressed as follows: E "'8 F iff there are Borel sets A ~ 
X, B ~ Y meeting every E, F-class. resp .. and a Borel isomorphism of E A >vith 
FIB. Also E "' 8 F is equivalent to the existence of a bijection a : X I E ~ Y I F 
which is ··Borer·. in the sense that it admits a Borel lifting (in both directions), i.e., 
there are Borel maps p: X---> Y. p': Y---> X such that [p(x)]F = a ([x]E), [p'(y)JE = 
a-1([y)F). for x E X.y E Y (see [DJK]. 2.6). 

B) v\ie first state some basic facts concerning the structure of 5:8 on countable 
Borel equivalence relations. for which we refer the reader to [DJK], [JKL]. Below we 
identify a standard Borel space X with the equivalence relation ll. (X) of equality 
on X , and we call a countable Borel equivalence relation tame if it admits a Borel 
selector. Finally. we call a Borel equivalence relation finite if every equivalence class 
is finite (so a finite relation is tame). and hyperfinite if it can be written as a union 
of an increasing sequence of finite Borel equivalence relations. v,·e now have: 

(i) l <B 2 <B 3 <B · · · <B n <B · · · <B N <B IR (where n is any space of 
cardinality n ) and, up to"' 8 , these are exactly the tame countable Borel equivalence 
relations. 

(ii) All non-tame hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations are Borel bireducible 
to each other, and if Eo denotes any one of them, then 

l < B 2 < B · · · < B N < B IR < B Eo 

is an initial segment of the countable Borel equivalence relations under 5: 8 . 

(iii) There is a largest countable Borel equivalence relation, in the sense of 5:B

called universal and denoted by E 00 . It is of course unique. up to ""B· r..Ioreover. 
Eo <B E00 • Thus every countable Borel equivalence relation is, up to "'B, one of 
l, 2 ..... n, . .. , N. R if it is smooth. or else belongs in the interval Eo 5: E 5: E 00 • 

It has been also known for quite some time that there are intermediate equiv
alence relations 

Eo <B E <B E 00 • 

but until very recently only a small finite number of distinct , up to "'B, examples 
were known and they were all comparable under 5: 8 . Then Adams-Kechris [AKJ 
showed that the structure of 5: 8 on countable Borel equivalence relations is indeed 
complex. by establishing that the partial order of inclusion among Borel sets of 
reals can be embedded in 5:B on countable Borel equivalence relations, so, for 
example. any Borel partial order can be embedded as well. They also showed that 
the relations 5:B· "'B on countable Borel equivalence relations are :E~-complete (in 
the codes). 

C) The proofs of the main results of [AK] made heavy use of work of Zimmer 
[Zi84] in the ergodic theory of linear algebraic groups, in particular the so-called 
superrigidity theory. The key point can be informally summarized by saying that 
there is in our context a phenomenon of set theoretic rigidity analogous to the 
measure theoretic rigidity discovered by Zimmer. 

Roughly speaking. measure theoretic rigidity refers to the fact that, under 
certain circumstances, the equivalence relation induced by a group action, with 
an associated invariant measure, ''encodes·· or '·remembers"' a lot of information 
about the group (and the action). Set theoretic rigidity, refers to the fact that such 
information about the group is simply "encoded·· in the Borel cardinality of the orbit 
space (i.e .. the quotient space of the induced equivalence relation). For example. if 
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,,.e use the notation Ia to denote Borel cardinalities. then for the standard action 
of GL0 (Z) (=the group of n x n integer matrices with determinant ±1) by matrix 
multiplication on '::'0 ' we haYe: m < n => 'Tm / GLm(Z) a < nrn / GLn (Z) a. so 
that, in particular. we have invariance of dimem,ion, i.e., the Borel cardinality of 
Tn j GLn (Z) ··encodes·· the dimension n. (Of course the classical cardinality of these 
quotient spaces is that of the continuum, for each n.) Also, if for a countable group 
r we consider the shift action of r on 2r (! · f(o) = f('-y - 18), for 1 E r. f E 2r), 
and denote by (2)r = {J E 2r: V') =f. 1(1 · f =f. f)} the free part of the action, and 
by F(f, 2) the induced equivalence relation on (2)r, then for r P = S07 (Z[1 / p]), p 
a prime. we have F (fp,2) S:a F(fq,2) ¢? p = q. so F(fp.2) "encodes" p, and in 
particular the equivalence relations F(f p· 2) are incomparable under $a. For some 
,·cry interesting more recent applications of these ideas to the classical classification 
problem of finite rank torsion-free abelian groups. see the papers of S. Thomas [T01] 
(and the references contained therein) and [T02]. 

D) It is therefore important to understand further the phenomenon of set 
theoretic rigidity as well as its connection with measure theoretic rigidity. To start 
with, there is an important dividing line, concerning rigidity, that of amenability 
versus non-amenability. Amenability is associated with '"elasticity'' (the opposite 
of rigidity) and non-amenability is (often) associated to rigidity. Recall that a 
countable group is amenable if it admits an invariant finitely additive probability 
measure defined on all its subsets. For example, all abelian. solvable, etc .. groups 
are amenable, but all countable groups containing free groups Fn. 2 5: n 5: oo. arc 
not. 

In the sequel, we will use the following notation: If r acts on X, the induced 
equivalence relation "·ill be denoted by E{, so that 

xEfy¢?3"' Ef(t·x=y). 

\Ye will also use the convention that measure on a standard Borel space always 
means Borel pmbability measure. Finally. we recall the following terminology from 
ergodic theory: If E, Fare countable Borel equivalence relations on standard Borel 
spaces X,}·. resp., and Jl· v are measures on X. Y, resp .. then we say that E is orbit 
equivalent (OE) to F iff there are Borel co-null sets A. B in X, Y resp .. which are 
E. F-invariant. resp., and a Borel bijection 1r : A --+ B which sends E to F and J1 to 
v (i .e., for x. yEA. xEy {:} Ti(x)F1r(y), and 7r•Jl = v, where r..J1(Y0 ) = J1(7r- 1(Y0 )) , 

for any Borel Yo ~ Y). We say that E is stably orbit equivalent to F (SOE) if there 
are Borel sets A ~ X. B ~ Y of positive measure, with A meeting almost every 
£-class and B meeting almost every F-class. such that if JlA· va . resp .. denote 
the normalized restrictions of Jl, v to A. B. resp., then there is a Borel bijection 
7i : A - B sending E to F and JlA to va. Thus SOE is the measure theoretic 
analog of hi-reducibility. ""a. \\'e also say that Borel actions of countable groups 
r. ~ on X.}·. which carry measures Jl. v, resp .. are OE or SOE if the corresponding 
E{, El are OE or SOE. 

·ow Ornstein-Weiss [0\\'] have shown that if r is amenable and acts in a Borel 
way on a standard Borel space X, then for e,·ery measure Jl, Ef is 11-hyperfinite, i.e .. 
hyperfinite when restricted to a conull Borel [-invariant set. From this and Dye's 
Theorem [D]. one sees. for example, tha t if two countable amenable groups f 1,f2 

act freely on standard Borel spaces X 1. X 2 (an action being free if 1 · x =f. x, v, =f. 1) 
with invariant, ergodic measures J1 1 ,J12 . then Ef.\1 is OE to £~2 (ergodicity of 
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course means that [ 1-invariant Borel sets are either null or conull ). Conversely, 
if r 1 · r 2 are arbitrary countable groups. and r 1 acts freely on X I with invariant 
measure Jli · while r2 acts freely on x2 with im·ariant measure J12- then if £~1 is 

SOE to £~2 . r 1 is amenable iff r 2 is amenable. Thus for an amenable group r. 
acting freely on X with ergodic. invariant measure Jl· (Ef. Jl) ··encodes·· nothing . 
. except the amenability of r. thereby exhibiting the ··elasticity" that we referred to 
earlier. 

In the set theoretic context. this ·'elasticity" is only partially known at the 
present time. It was shown in [JKL], following work of Weiss for the groups zn. 
that if r is a finitely generated group of polynomial growth. then for any Borel 
action of r on a standard Borel space X. Ef is hyperfinite. and thus if r 1 • f2 are 
two such groups acting on X 1 . X 2 so that E{/ . E{/ are not tame. then E{/ "'8 

Efz2 
("' 8 Eo). 
For example. one cannot tell apart non-tame actions of zm.zn. up to "'8 , for 

any m . n . 
It is open however whether the previous result extends to all amenable groups 

(an open problem raised by Weiss in [\ \" 4]). 

E ) In the non-amenable case, there are seYeral important measure theoretic 
rigidity results for actions of lattices of simple Lie groups of higher rank, see e.g., 
Zimmer [Zi84] and. more recently, Furman [Fu]. We will concentrate below on 
results and problems concerning the simplest, in some sense, non-amenable groups, 
namely the free (non-abelian) groups and related ones. 

F ) Solving a long standing problem, Gaboriau [GaOO] has recently shown that 
the idea of the ··cost·· of an equivalence relation, introduced in LeY itt [Lev]. prO\·ides 
a new invariant that leads to the following rigidity result: Let the free groups 
Fm, Fn act freely in a Borel \vay on standard Borel spaces X . Y resp .. with invariant 
probability measures J.L. v. resp. Then if E"f.m is OE to E}n. ,,.e ha,·e m = n. 
(Concerning actions of the san1e free group. say F2 . it is knO\\'n that there are non
OE measure preserving. ergodic free Borel actions of F2 . but only finitely many 
distinct examples are known at this time (see the discussion in §1. C) below).) 

However, it is well-known that this fails if OE is replaced by SOE, which is the 
measure theoretic analog of bireducibility, ......, 8. For example, there are free, ergodic 
measure preserving actions of F2 . F3 which are SOE. 

One can therefore ask whether there is any set theoretic rigidity for actions of 
free groups. _and the plain answer at this time is that we do not know. In fact. our 
ignorance goes much further than this. 

Consider all the equivalence relations Ef., induced by a free Borel action of a 
countable free group F on a standard Borel space X. Up to "'8 , these are exactly 
the so-called treeable countable Borel equivalence relations. Here E. a countable 
Borel equivalence relation on X, is treeable if there is a Borel acyclic graph on X. 
whose connected components are the £ -classes. i.e .. we can assign in a uniform 
Borel way to each £-class C a tree Tc with vertex set C . Among the non-tame 
treeable equivalence relations there is a smallest one. in the sense of :::; 8 , namely 
Eo. and a largest one. called universal treeable, and denoted by Ex;r. which is of 
course unique, up to "'B· One realization of EooT· is, for example. F(F2 . 2), the 
equivalence relation induced by the shift action of F2 on (2)F2 • which i. the free 
part of the shift action of F2 on 2F2 . It is well-known that Eo <s ExT (see. e.g .. 
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[JKL]) but it is not known whether there are any E strictly between E 0 , Eocr: 

Eo <a E <a E-x>T· 

In other words. it is not knmvn if there are treeable non-hyperfinite Borel equi\'a
lence relations, which arc different , up to ......, a. than E -x>T . In particular. since every 
free Borel action of a free non-abelian group F on a standard Borel space X, which 
admits an invariant measure. has the property that E; is not hyperfinite, it is 
unknown whether all such E; are the same. up to '""a· It is natural to conjecture 
that this is not the case. but we are missing the techniques to demonstrate that . 

In fact. even the following seems to be open: Is E ocr the smallest, in the sense 
of Sa. countable Borel equivalence relation which is bigger (in <a) than £ 0? 

G) Although we are completely ignorant about set theoretic rigidity in the 
realm of free actions of free groups. it turns out that there are interesting such 
rigidity phenomena, when one considers product groups, such as F 2 x F2 . F2 x Z, ... 
(and sometimes even such products involving hyperbolic groups). 

Gaboriau [GaOl] has recently introduced some new invariants. called £2-Betti 
numbers, ergodic dimension, etc., inspired by ideas in algebraic topology. in which 
one studies, instead of trees, higher dimensional analogs. i.e .. contractible finite 
dimensional simplicial complexes. These can be used to obtain measure theoretic 
rigidity results as well as set theoretic ones. 

In this paper, we employ a different method, which originates in work of 1\lostow 
[Mo]. l\fargulis )Ia77, .l\fa77aJ (see also [Zi84]) and. in a context closer to ours. 
further used in papers of Zimmer [Zi8lj and Adams [Ad8 . Ad94. Ad94a, Ad95. 
Ad96j. It has to do with the action of groups on "boundaries·· , and allows us to 
obtain several set theoretic (as well as measure theoretic) rigidity results for actions 
of product groups. An interesting feature of this method. at least as it is used in our 
paper.. is its '·elementary·· character, as it requires no more than standard measure 
theory and functional analysis. 

Although there are some results that can be obtained by both Gaboriau 's meth
ods and the methods used in our paper, these techniques seem to be complementary 
to each other. 

H ) We will not try to list in this introduction the various rigidity theorems 
that are obtained here, and which often take the form of cocycle reduction results. 
but "'·e will rather state some of their applications, concerning the structure of Sa 
on countable Borel equivalence relations. that is our main motivation here. 

The first application is to give an '·elementary .. proof of the main results in 
Adams-Kechris [AK] . one that avoids the use of Zimmer's Superrigidity Theory. 
This is based on the following result , proved in Chapter 3. (B). 

Below, if E is a countable Borel equivalence relation on a standard Borel space 
X. J.L is a measure on X and F is a countable Borel equivalence relation on a 
standard Borel space Y. we say that (E. J.L). or simply E. is F - ergodic if for every 
Borel homomorphism p : X ~ Y of E to F (i.e .. a map satisfying x 1Ex2 =? 

p(x1)Fp(x2)). there is a conull set in X which is mapped by pinto a single F-class. 

Theorem 1. For each non-empty set S of odd primes. let 
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and consider the shift action of r s on 2r s (1 · f ( 8) = f ( ".' -l c5)) and the equivalence 
relation induced by this action on its free part (2)rs = {! E 2rs : 'rf"t E r sb · f f. 
f)} . which is denoted by F(f s. 2). Let 11-s be the usual product measure on 2r s . 

which concentmtes on (2)r2 . Then 

S !l T => Es is ET-ergodic. 

For example. if p f. q are odd primes and r P = r {p} . f q = f {q} , then 
F(fp, 2). F(fq. 2) are incomparable under <S,B. ·otice that in some sense the equiv
alence relations F(fp,2).F(fq,2) are ··just above·· ExT· since F (Zp * Zp,2) ""'B 

F(Zq * Zq. 2) ""B EocT (see [JKL. §3]). In fact. replacing Z by an infinite locally 
finite group in the definition of r p above. produces incomparable equivalence rela
tions. which are unions of increasing sequences of treeable equivalence relations. 

Our next application. discussed in §3. (C). is to prO\-ide --elementary'· proofs of 
two other, more recent results, in the theory of Borel reducibility, that were origi
nally proved by using Zimmer's Supcrrigidity Theory as well as Ratner's measure 
classification theorem [Raj. First, Adams [Ad02]. in response to a question of S. 
Thomas. constructed the first examples of countable Borel equivalence relations 
E, F. on an uncountable Polish space. with E ~ F but E 1:, 8 F. Thomas [T02a] 
then used these techniques to solve two other wcll-knO\vn problems. by constructing 
the first example of a countable Borel equivalence relation E. on an uncountable 
Polish space, satisfying E <B 2E, where 2E denotes the (disjoint) sum of two 
copies of E, and also the first examples of aperiodic (i.e .. having no finite classes) 
countable Borel equivalence relations E. F with E "" 8 F but for which E ~ 8 F 
fails. (Here E ~B F means that E is Borel bireducible to F via injective reduc
tions.) In §3. {C) we give new proofs of these results. that avoid superrigidity and 
Ratner's theorem. 

For the next result. proved in Chapter 3, (D) . we need the following concepts. 
If a countable group r acts in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X and 11- is 
a f-invariant measure on X, then for any r 1 ~ r we say that f 1 acts ergodically 
if every r 1-invariant Borel set in X is either null or conull. Given any countable 
Borel equivalence relation F on a standard Borel space Y , we say that r 1 acts 
F-ergodically if for every Borel homomorphism p: X --. Y of E~ to F. there is a 
conull set mapped by p into a single F-class. Thus f 1 acts ergoclically iff it acts 
F-ergodically for any tame F, and f 1 acts E0-ergodically iff it acts F-ergoclically 
for any hyperfinite F. 

Theorem 2. Let n 2: 1. r = r, X ... X r n X ~- where f ; are countable groups 
and ~ is a countable infinite amenable group. Assume r acts in a Borel way on a 
standard Borel space X with invariant measure 11-· so that ~ acts ergodically. and 
each ri acts Eo-ergodically. Then if H = H, X ... X Hn is any product of free 
groups and H acts freely in a Borel way on a standard Borel space Y. we have that 
Ef is E1-ergodic. 

In Chapter 5. (B) we also prove the following non-reducibility result. (approxi
mately) weakening the hypothesis and the conclusion. For the notion of hyperbolic 
groups, see. e.g .. [GdlH]. 

Theorem 3. Let n 2: 1 and r = r 1 X ... X r n X t:,.. where each r t is a countable 
non-amenable group and t::.. is a countable infinite amenable group. Let r act freely 
in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X with invariant measure 11- and assume 
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that ~ acts ergodically. Let H = H I x · · · x H n , where each H, is a torsion
free hyperbolic group (e.g .. a free group) and let H act freely in a Borel way on a 
standard Borel space 1'. Then 

In Chapter 5, (A ) . we also prove some rigidity results, of which the following 
is a sample. 

Theorem 4. Let Ho be a non-amenable countable torsion-free hyperbolic group 
(e.g. , a non-abelian free group) and let boo be an infinite amenable group. Let also 
H 1 be a torsion-free hyperbolic group and let bo1 be an amenable group. Suppose 
H0 x tio acts freely in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X with invariant 
measure J.L. so that bo0 acts ergodically. and HI x ~1 acts freely in a Borel way on 
a standard Borel spaceY. Then if E~ox .:lo ~8 E1

1
x .:l

1
• Ho is isomorphic to a 

subgroup of H 1. 

There is also a ''ersion of this result for stable orbit equivalence. 

Theorem 5 . In the context of Theorem 4. assume also that bo 1 is infinite. the 
action of HI x ti1 on Y has an invariant measure v and bo1 acts ergodically. If 
the action of Ho x boo on X is SOE to the action of H 1 x bo1 on Y. then H0 is 
isomorphic to H 1 . 

Recall that there are . for example. ergodic free measme preserving actions 
of F2, F3 which are SOE. In particular, by considering product actions, there are 
ergodic free measme preserving actions of F2 x Z. F3 x Z which are SOE. However, 
the preceding result shows that if free measure preserving actions of Fm x Z, Fn x Z 
are Z-ergoctic, and they are SOE, then m = n. 

\Ve next consider product actions of groups. A sample result is the following. 
proved in §7. (Th.is also follows from a recent, unpublished. result of Gaboriau, 
who uses very different methods.) 

Theorem 6. Let n ~ 1 and suppose F!j acts freely in a Borel way on a standard 
Borel space X 1 with invariant measure J.ll and Z acts freely in a Borel way on a 
standard Borel space X2 with invariant measure J.L2 . Consider the product action of 
F!j x.Z on X1 x X2 ((11,12)·(x1,x2) = (1'1 ·X1·r2·x2)). Then for any treeable Borel 
equivalence relations EI , .... En , E:.~ ~£2 'i8 EI X·· · x E n {where (x1 , . .. , Xn)E1 x 

2 

···X En(Yl • ... Yn ) <=?'Vi~ n(x;E;yi)}. 

Finally, in Chapter 8. by putting together several of these results and also 
using some theorems in Gaboriau [GaOl]. we obtain the following application, which 
among other th.ings, completely determines the relationship between the products 
(ExT )n ,.._, 8 E (F2 , 2)n . i.e. , products of the shift equivalence relation of F2 , and 
(the free part of) the shift equivalence relation of the product groups F2n . F (F2'· 2). 
Below Z is any infinite locally finite countable group (e.g .. Z2 8 Z2 e ... ). 
Theorem 7. i) 

Eoor < 8 Eocr X Eo <8 (Exr)2 
<8 ··· <8 (Exr)n <8 (Eoor)" X Eo <8 

(EooT )n+l <8 ... 

ii) 
EocT <8 F (F2 X Z. 2) <8 F (F:j, 2) <8 · · · <8 F (F!j . 2) 
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<a F (F2n x Z, 2) <a F (r;-l, 2) <a ... 

iii) Finally. forn ~ l. (Exr)n ~a F(F2n.2) and (E':X)r)n x Eo ~a F(F2' x Z,2). 
but F(F2 x Z. 2) <La (Ex rt . (Exr)n <La F (F2n-l x Z. 2) and (Eocr)n X Eo <La 
F(F2n, 2). In particular F (F2n. 2) and (E=r )m are incomparable in ~a. i/2 ~ n < 
m. 

It was already known that Exr <a E r x £ 0 (see [JKL. 3.28]) and (Exr )n < 
Eoc (see [HK 10. ]) . 

The paper is organized as follows. After a chapter on preliminaries. we discuss 
in Chapter 1 treeable equivalence relations. In Chapter 2, we prove a cocycle re
duction result concerning Eo-ergodic actions of groups. The related Appendix A 
discusses E0-ergodicity and other strong notions of ergodicity, and contains proofs 
of related facts that are needed in this paper. It also provides a survey of rele
vant results in the literature. Also important here is Appendix B, which provides 
background information about cocycles and cocycle-invariant functions. The ideas 
involved in this Appendix can be also used to solve a problem of Weiss. see [WOO]. 
p. 290. concerning equivariant projections on the space of sequences of Baire mea
surable functions, see B3.5. In Chapter 3, we provide applications of this cocycle 
reduction result. Relevant here is Appendix C. which discusses in general concepts 
and results. concerning actions of groups on trees and boundaries. that are needed 
in our paper, and also summarizes some important properties of hyperbolic groups 
that we use here. In Chapter 4. we consider what happens when E 0-ergodicity is 
relaxed and prove a .. factoring .. result that often allows us to deal with this relax
ation. Applications are given in Chapter 5. In Chapters 6. 7, , we discuss the case 
of product actions and give various further applications. The work in Chapter 7 
also uses ideas and results in Gaboriau [GaOl]. and the related Appendix D pro
vides some links between concepts contained in that paper and Borel reducibility. 
Finally. Appendix E contains a full proof of the factoring Theorem 4.4, which is 
only proved in a special case in Chapter 4. sufficient for the applications in Chapter 
5. 

In concluding this introduction, we would like to thankS. Adams, D. Gaboriau, 
J. ~Ielleray, B. !\Iiller. S. Popa, and S. Thomas for providing helpful information or 
comments related to our work in this paper. 

Addendum 1. After the first draft of this paper was completed, we received two 
recent preprints by -. :\Ionod and Y. Shalom, [l\IS02,1\IS02a], which also contain 
several rigidity results about product groups. in the measure theoretic context. 
obtained by using the techniques of bounded cohomology. Some of their results 
seem to have connections to results proved in our paper. For example. in certain 
cases there is an overlap between Theorem 5.3 below and Theorem 2.22 in the 
second paper above. 

Addendum 2. In connection to the problems discussed in F ). Hjorth has re
cently shown that there are indeed treeable equivalence relations strictly between 
Eo , E=r. This also answers negatively the question at the end of F ). Also Gaboriau 
and Popa found continuum many non orbit equivalent measure preserving. ergodic 
free Borel actions of F 2 . 



CHAPTER 0 

Preliminaries 

OA. Actions 

Consider an action h' X) E r X X t---7 I . X of a group r on a set X' sometimes 
referred to as a [-action or a f-space. It induces an equivalence rela tion on X , 

xE{ y <=> 3"( E r(1 · :r = y). 

whose equivalence classes are the orbits of the action. The [- saturation of A ~ X 
is the set f ·A = {r · x : x E A. 1 E f}. If [·A = A. we call A f- invariant. The 
stabilizer of a point X E X' Stab(x) or r I• is the subgroup of r defined by 

f x = Stab(x) =bE r: "( .X = x} . 

If Stab(x) = {1} for all x E X . i.e., 1' · x =I x, 'h E r. x E X , we call the action 
free. In general the free part of the action of r on X i the r -invariant set {X E X : 
Stab(x) = {1}}) . 

If r acts on spaces X , Y . a map p : X ---> Y is called a f-map if p("f · x) = 
~. · p(x). V: E [. x EX. 

For any group r and any set X. we haYe the shift action of X on xr, defined 
by (/· !)(6) = f(J- 16). The corresponding equivalence relation is denoted by 

E(f,X). 

We let (Xl be the free part of this action. i.e. , the set 

(X )r = {! E xr: 1 · f =I f. 'hE r.~, # 1}. 

The equivalence relation induced by the action of r on (X )r is denoted by 

F (f.X ). 

If r acts on each space X; . i E I , the diagonal action of ron IT; X, is given by: 

1 · (x;) = (1· x,). 

If each f ; acts on X , . i E I. then the product action of IT,[; on IT, X; is given by: 

(1,) · (x;) = (1', · x,). 

OB. Equivalence relations 

If E ~ X 2 is an equivalence relation on a set X , we write interchangeably x Ey 
or (.r . y) E E to indicate that x is equivalent toy. We denote by X / E the quotient 
space. i.e., the set of its equivalence classes. ' :'-"e also denote by [x]E the equivalence 
class or £ -class of x E X. ~lore generally if A ~ X , we Jet 

[A]E = {x E X: 3y E A(xEy)}, 

and call [A]E the £-saturation of A. If [A]E = A. we call A £- invariant. If 
[A]E =X. we call A a complete section of E. Finally, EIA = EnA2 is the restriction 

9 
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of E to A. A transversal for E is a subset T ~ X such that T intersects every £
class in exactly one point. We call an equivalence relation E finite (resp .. countable) 
if all its classes [x]E are finite (resp .. countable). For each set X. I(X) = X 2 denotes 
the coarsest, and .6-(X) = {(x ,x): x EX} the finest equivalence relation on X. If 
E. F are equi,·alence relations on X, then E is a subequivalence relation of F. in 
symbols E ~ F , if xEy =? xFy, Vx, y EX. 

Suppose E; is an equivalence relation on X ;. i E I. The product is the equiva
lence relation fl; E; on [I; X;. given by 

If E. Fare equivalence relations on sets X. Y, resp., a homomorphism of E to 
F is a map p : X --> Y such that 

x1Ex2 =? p(xi)Fp(x2)-

\\le call p a reduction if. moreover. 

x1Ex2 {::} p(xl)Fp(x2)-

A homomorphism p induces a map p: X / E--> Y / F, given by p( [x]E) = [p(x) ]F- If 
p is a reduction this map is 1-1. Conversely, if a : X / E --> Y / F is a map, a lifting 
of a is any homomorphism p of E to F with a = p. 

OC. Borel notions 

In this paper we work with standard Borel spaces, i.e. , Polish (complete sep
arable metric) spaces equipped with their a-algebra of Borel sets. An equivalence 
relation E on X is Borel if it is a Borel subset of X 2 . 

A Borel isomorphism between Borel equivalence relations E, F on st~dard 
Borel spaces X. Y , resp., is a Borel bijection 1r: X --> Y which sends E to F . i.e. , 
x1Ex2 {::} 1r(xl)F1r (x2 ) . We use 

E~BF 

to denote that E, Fare Borel isomorphic. 
We say that E is Borel reducible to F. in symbols 

E~BF. 

if there is a Borel reduction of E to F. If there is a 1-1 Borel reduction of E to F. 
we write E i;;;B F . We say that E is Borel bireducible to F. in symbols. 

E""BF. 

if E ~B F and F ~BE. When E, Fare countable Borel equivalence relations. the 
following are equivalent (see [DJK, Prop. 2.6]) : 

(i) E ""B F. 
(ii) There are Borel sets A~ X. B ~ Y which are complete sections for E. F, 

resp. , so that (EI.4.) ~B (FIB). 
(iii) There is a "Borel" bijection of X / E onto Y / F . i.e .. a bijection a : X / E--> 

Y / F. so that both a . a-1 admit Borelliftings. 
Finally. we let 

E <B F {::} E ~B F & F lB E. 
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A Borel equivalence relation E on X is called tame (or smooth) if there is a 
Borel map p: X -----> Y. where Y is a standard Borel space. such that 

XlE:r2 ¢? p(:r!) = p(:r2)· 

i.e., E ~B D.(Y). If E is also countable, this means exactly that E has a Borel 
transversal. We call E hypertame (or hypersmooth) if E = U, En, where E 1 ~ 

£ 2 ~ ... are tame Borel equivalence relations. 
A countable Borel equivalence relation is called hyperfinite if it can be written 

as E = Un En. where E 1 ~ £ 2 ~ . .. are finite Borel equivalence relation . (It 
can be shown. see [DJK. 5.1], that hyperfinite i equivalent to being countable and 
hypersmooth. ) 

Finally, we call a countable Borel equivalence relation E on a standard Borel 
space X compressible if there is a 1-1 Borel map p: X----+ X such that xEp(:r). Vx . 
and for each £-class C. p(C ) ~ C. 

Our general references for the descriptive set theory of countable Borel equi,·
alence relations will be [DJK] and [JKL]. 

OD. Measures 

In this paper, measure in a standard Borel space. always means a probability 
Borel measur·e on that space. 

If 11 is a measure on X , a Borel set A ~ X is called (11 )-null if 11(A ) = 0 and 
(11 )-conull if 11(A) = 1. 

The measure class of a measure 11 is the equivalence class of 11 under measure 
equivalence: 

11 "' v ¢? 11. v has the same null sets 

¢? V83t(I1( A) < E => v(A) < b) & 

Vb:3E(v( A ) < c: => 11(A) < b). 

where A varies over Borel sets. 
If 11 is a measure on X and 11 : X -----> } ' is a Borel function, the image measure 

IT zl1 is the measure On Y defined by 

"•11(B) = 11(1r- 1(B )) . 

for every Borel set B ~ Y . 
If 11 is a measure on X. we say that E is p-hyperfinite if for some £-invariant 

conull Borel set A, E IA is hyperfinite. 

OE. Borel actions and measures 

Let r be a countable group and suppose r acts in a Borel way on a standard 
Borel space X (i.e .. for each ') E r. X t---+ "(·X is Borel). Then r acts (also in a Borel 
way) on the standard Borel space M (X ) of measures on X (see [Ke95]) by 

(1 · 11 )(A) = 11h-1 ·A), 

for any Borel set A ~ X. We say that 11 if [- invariant if -y· 11 = 11· 'V"( E r. \\·e say 
that 11 is [ -quasi-invariant if 1 · 11 '"" 11· "'') E [ (in that case one also says that the 
action is non-singular). 

vVe generalize this to countable Borel equivalence relations. By a theorem of 
Feldman-}.Ioore [F:-.I]. if E is a countable Borel equivalence relation on X. there is 
a countable group rand a Borel action of ron X such that E{ =E. "''e then say 
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that the measure J1 is E-invariant (resp .. quasi-inmriant) if J1 is [-invariant (resp .. 
quasi-invariant ) for some (equimlently any) countahle group rand Borel action of 
r on X with Ef = E. In the case of quasi-invariance. it is easy to see that this is 
equivalent to saying that the £-saturation of any null Borel set is null. 

Finally. if J1 is a measure on X and we have a Borel action of a countable group 
ron X. we say that the measure J1 is [- ergodic or that the f-action is ergodic 
(relati\·e to Jl ) if every [ -invariant Borel set A is either null or conull. Similarly we 
say that a countable Borel equivalence relation Eon X is ergodic (with respect to 
p ) or that p is £-ergodic. if every £-invariant Borel set is either null or conull. 

OF. Ame nability 

\Ye follow here [JKL. Section 2]. Given a countable set C. a finitely additive 
probability measure (f. a. p.) on C is a map .;; : {A : A <;;; C} -+ [0. 1] such that 
.p(C) = 1. .p(A U B ) = .;;(A )+ .p(B). if A n B = 0. A mean on C is a positive 
linear functional .p on l'oc (C). the Banach space of bounded real functions on C. 
with ;,3(1) = 1. r-- Ieans and f.a.p.·s are the same thing via the identification: 

where .p(f) = J fd.;; and ;p(A) = ;,3(1.4) . with 

1.4 = the characteristic function of A. 

\\'e will not distinguish between o.p . ..p from now on. 
A countable group r is amenable if there is a left-invariant mean o.p on r (i.e .. a 

mean 9 on r such that.;;(!) = .;;(r ·f), with 1· f (J) = f(J-L; ). V1 E r, f E { 00 (f )). 
\\"e also say that a mean o.p on N is shift-invariant if 9(!) = .;;(!6 ), when 

f s(n) = f (n + 1) for f E f::x:(N). 
By a result of Christensen [C]. ~Iokobodzki. for each measure p on [-1.1]N. 

N admits a It-measurable. shift-invariant mean .;; (i.e .. a shift-invariant mean .;; 
such that .pl[-1. 1]N is p-measurable). and similarly for any amenable group [ and 
measure J1 on [-1.1]1 there is left-invariant mean 9 on r such that .;;1[-1, 1]1 is !1-
measurable. ~IoreO\·er. assuming the Continuum Hypothesis (CH), .;;. in both cases. 
can be taken to be universally measurable. i.e .. 11-measurable for any 11 as before. 
Finally. in all the above, '·)eft-invariant"' can be replaced by --right-im·ariant" or 
e\·en •·( two-sided)-invariant". 

A basic result. due to Folner. is that e\·ery countable amenable group r admits 
a sequence (Fn ) of nonempty finite subsets with the property ; ...,f;.~F I -+ 0, V1 E r. 

where lA = card (A) is the cardinality of A . Such a sequence is called a Folner 
sequence. 

If now E is a countable Borel equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X 
and JL is a measure on X. we say that E is p-amcnable if there is a map C ,_. 'PC 
assigning to each £-class C a mean .;;c on C. such that if f : E -+ [ -1. 1] is Borel. 
then x >-+ '-P[x]EUr) is 11-measurable. where f x(Y) = f (x . y). \Ye call E measure 
amenable if x ......... .P[x) E (! x) is universally measurable. 

If r is amenable and acts in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X. then. 
for any measure p on X. E{ is It-amenable. Since the hyperfinite equivalence rela
tions are exactly those of the form E{. every hyperfinite equiYalence relation is 11-
an1enable for each p. Finally. by the result of [CFW]. p-amenability is equivalent to 
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{1-hyperfiniteness. Under CH, measure-amenability is equivalent to (J.L-amenability, 
for C'very J.L) and to (11-hyperfiniteness. for every J.L). 

\\·e will also occasionally refer to the concept of n-amenability (for nan ordinal. 
but we will be only dealing \\·ith n = 1. 2). for which we refer the reader to [JKL. 
Section 2Aj. 

Finally. we will often use the following standard fact (see, e.g .. [JKL, 2.51): If r 
is a countable group which acts freely on a standard Borel space X with invariant 
mea.."iure 11· and if E{ is J.L-arnenable. then r is amenable. 



CHAPTER 1 

Actions of Free Groups and Treeable Equivalence 
Relations 

A) First we recall some results from [JKL,§3]. 
A countable Borel equivalence relation Eon a standard Borel space X is treeable 

if it is T-structurable. where Tis the class of trees (connected. acyclic graphs) (see 
also Appendix D). This means that there is a map C E X J E >--+ Tc assigning to 
each £-class C a tree Tc with wrtex set C such that the relation 

R(x.y.z) ¢:? (x.y) E T;z]E 

is Borel. This is of course equivalent to saying that there is a Borel acyclic graph 
with Yertex set X. whose connected components are the £-classes. 

Treeable equivalence relations are clearly connected to free actions of free 
groups, in view of t he following fact. 

Proposition 1.1. Suppose the free group Fn ( 1 :=:; n :=:; oc) acts freely and in a 
Borel way on the standard Borel space X. Then Ef. is treeable. Conversely. if 
a countable Borel equivalence relation E is treeable, there is a free Borel action of 
Fn (n 2:: 2) on a tandard Borel space X such that 

E "'B Ef," . 

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. For the second . we can assume that 
E is compressible (since E "'B E x J(N)). By [JKL. 3.1]. E !;;;;a F(F2 , 2). the 
equivalence relation induced by the shift action of F2 on (2)F2 . But then. by [DJK. 
2.3]. E ~B F(F2 . 2)IA, with A a Borel invariant subset of (2V2 • so clearly E is 
induced by a free Borel action of F2 . -1 

There is a (unique up to "'B) largest or universal treeable equivalence relation. 
denoted by Eocr, i.e., 

for any treeable E. \\"e have 

Exr "'B F(Fn. 2), 

for 2 :=:; n :=:; oo. There is also a (unique up to "'a) smallest non-tame treeable 
equivalence relation. denoted by E0 , i.e .. 

Eo :Sa E 

for any treeable E. Here Eo can be taken to be the equivalence relation on 2N 
defined by 

xEoy ¢:? 3nVm 2:: n(xm = Ym)· 

15 
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or any hyperfinite non-tame equivalence relation. since these are all the same, up 
to "'B· by [DJK. 7.1]. 

Thus the non-tame treeable equi\·alence relations are exactly those in the in
terval 

Eo ~B E ~B E ocT· 
!\Ioreover, Eo < 8 Eocr (see [JKL, 3.5]). However, it is not known whether this 
interval is non-tri\·ial. 

Open Problem 1.2 (see [JKL, 6.4]) . Is there a countable Borel equivalence E 
with 

Eo <BE <B Eocr? 

In fact even the following. much bigger gap in our knowledge, exists. 

Open Problem 1.3. Is it true that Eocr is the smallest non-hyperfinite Borel 
equivalence relation, i.e .. 

Exr ~BE. 

for any non-hyperfinite countable Borel equiYalence relation E? 

Addendum. Hjorth has recently provided a positiw answer to 1.2. and therefore 
a negative one to 1.3. 

B) Thus we are missing at this stage techniques by which we can distinguish 
non-hyperfinite treeable equivalence relations. up to rv B· :-Joticing that if E is 
induced by a free Borel action of Fn (n ~ 2) admitting an invariant measure, 
then E is not hyperfinite (see [JKL. 1.7]), we have a rich source of examples of 
non-hyperfinite treeable equivalence relations. Here is a sample: 

(i) F (Fn . 2), the free part of the equivalence relation induced by the shift action 
of Fn on 2Fn' n ~ 2. 

(ii) Let G be a compact Polish group containing a free subgroup with more than 
one generator (e.g .. G = S0(3)). Thus Fn ~ G. n ~ 2. Consider the equivalence 
relation induced by the left-translation action of Fn on G (whose classes are the 
right cosets of Fn in G). Since this action leaves the Haar measure of G invariant, 
it is treeable but not hyperfinite. 

(iii) Consider the natural action of SLn(Z) on Tn (n ~ 2) (by matrix multi
plication). Fix a copy of F2 ~ SLn(Z). Then the action of F2 on 'll'n is free a.e. 
with respect to the standard measure on Tn, which is invariant under this action. 
So restricted to a co-null set. it gives rise to a treeable non-hy-perfinite equivalence 
relation. 

(iv) Similarly consider F2 as a subgroup of SO(n + 1) (n ~ 2) and consider its 
natural action on sn. 

(v) Let G be the group of Lipschitz automorphisms of 2N (that is the group 
of automorphisms of the rooted binary tree). It can be seen (see e.g. [SS. Lemma 
2]) that there are f. g in G so that eYery non-trivial reduced word in f. g moves 
every point of 2N. Thus F2 = (f. g) acts freely on 2N and. since it leaves the 
usual product measure on 2N invariant, it giYes rise to a treeable non-hyperfinite 
equivalence relation. 

(vi) Consider a free action of Fn on X 1 with invariant measure f.Ll and any 
action of Fn on X2 with invariant measure f.L2· The diagonal action of Fn on 
X1 X X2 is defined by 
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It is free with invariant measure fl.l x JJ.2. So Eff: x x 2 is treeable and non-hyperfinite. 

if n 2: 2. ~otice that EJ: may well be hyperfinite. This happens, for example. if we 
take an action of 7l on X2 \vith invariant measure JJ.2. fix a subjective homomorphism 
.;; : Fn ---+ 7l and let g · .1:2 = <p(g) · X2 forgE Fn. 

C) Although we do not know how to distinguish non-hyperfinite treeable equiv
alence relations, up to "'B, there are many important results in ergodic theory that 
distinguish such relations with respect to stricter notions of equivalence and it is 
instructive to reYiew them here. 

Suppose E; is a countable Borel equivalence relation on the standard Borel 
space X ; with invariant measure Ji;. i = 1. 2. \:\.'e say that (E 1 . J1I) . (E2, JJ.2) (or just 
£ 1. £2) are orbit equivalent (OE) if there are itwariant conull Borel sets A; ~ X ;. i = 
1. 2. and a Borel isomorphism <.p of E 1IA1 with E2IA2 such that <.p .. JJ.1 = J12· We say 
that £ 1 . E 2 are stably orbit equivalent (SOE) if there are Borel sets S; ~X; . i = 1, 2. 
whose saturations [S,]E, are conull, and there is a Borel isomorphism <.p of Et S1 

with E2IS2 such that <p*(J1 1 )s, = (J12)s2 , where 

( ) 
Ji,IS; 

Jli s. = -----:-----( s. ) fl.t t 

is the normalized restriction of J11 to S;. 
Since for cow1table Borel equivalence relations E ; on X; . i = 1.2,£1 "'B ~ 

iff there are Borel sets A; ~ X ; with [A;]E. = X; such that Et!At ~B E2IA2 (see 
[DJK, 2.6]). one can vie>v SOE as a measure theoretic analog of "'B· 

Actions of groups are called (stably) orbit equivalent if the corresponding equiv
alence relations are. 

Gaboriau [GaOO] has shown that free measure preserving actions of Fm. Fn are 
not orbit equivalent if m =/=- n. This can be also stated as: 

Theorem L4 (Gaboriau [GaOO]) . Suppose E. F are countable Borel equivalence 
relations on X. Y resp .. each admitting an invariant measure. If E is induced by a 
free Borel action of Fn and F is induced by a free Borel action of Fm. with m =/=- n , 
then E ~B F. 

However it is well-known that there are free ergodic measure preserving actions 
of F2, F3 which are SOE (see. e.g .. Gaboriau [GaOO. p. 44 or Il.15]). so the preceding 
result fails if OE is replaced by SOE. 

'vVe next consider what is known about actions of the same free group, say 
F2. At this stage only finitely many distinct , up to OE, examples of free measure 
preserving ergodic actions of F 2 are knmvn. The first property that distinguished 
such actions was £ 0-ergodicity, and this is discussed in Appendix A.7. Very recently 
Popa [Po] established the existence of a further non-OE example using the theory 
of YOn Newnann algebras. 

\Ve will conclude this Chapter by reconsidering the method used to provide the 
first examples of two distinct. up to OE. free measure preserYing ergodic actions 
of F2 • and studying its properties from the descriptive point of view. This method 
provided an example of a free measure preserving ergodic action of F2 which is not 
OE to F (F2, 2). It would be interesting then to see whether this method could be 
used to produce examples of E such that £ 0 <8 E <B E00r. 
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D ) This method is based on example (vi) of B). For a countable group r . 
denote by (2)r the free part of the shift action of r on 2r: 

(2)r = {:r E 2r: V~, -=f. 1(-:, · J.' -=f. x)}, 

where 1 · x(£5) = xb-1£5). Denote by E (f. 2) the equimlence relation induced by 
the shift action of ron 2r and by F (r. 2) its restriction to (2)r. 

Consider now the shift action of F2 on (2)F2 and Jet J1 be the usual product 
measure on 2F2 . which of course concentrates on (2)F2 • Let also F2 act in a Borel 
''<ay on a standard Borel space Y with ergodic, invariant measure v, so that E}

2 

is hyperfinite. Consider finally the diagonal (thus free ) action of F2 on (2)F2 x Y , 
which admits J1 x v as an ergodic. invariant measure. As discussed in the proof of 

A7.1. (E';r2

. J1) = (F (Fz,2).J1 ) is not OE to (E';r2

xY,J1 X v). \Ve will discuss 

here the place of the equivalence relation Eg) F
2 

x Y, even in the case Y has no 
invariant measure, in the Borel reducibility hierarchy. 

Theorem 1.5. Let F2 act in a Borel way on a standard Borel spaceY with E~, 
hyperfinite. Then exactly one of the following holds: -

( .) E (2)F2xY E 
Z F 2 ""B ·oaT · 

(ii} EWF
2 

x }· is an increasing union of a sequence of hyperfinite Borel equiva
lence relations. 

Proof. \Ve will make use of the following general lemma. 

Lemma 1.6. Suppose r is a countable group. X 1 . X 2 are two Borel [-spaces and 
IT is a Borel r -map from x1 onto X2 . i.e .. nb . x) = ~I . n(x) . Suppose that 
E ; 2 is hyper finite and all the stabilizers [ y, y E X 2 . are finitely generated of 
polynomial growth. Then Ef' is an increasing union of a sequence of hyperfinite 
Borel equivalence relations. 

Granting this lemma. we will complete the proof. 

Since Eg1
F

2 
x Y is given by a free action of F2 . clearly it is ~B EocT· 

Case (1). There is y0 E Y such that its stabilizer is a free group isomorphic to 

some Fn. 2 ~ n ~ CXJ. Call this stabilizer 6 ~ F2 . Let E~)F2 be the subequivalence 
(?)F2 

relation of E F, given by the restriction of the shift action to 6. Consider now 
(2),:,. (2)~ (2)F2 

the shift action of 6 on (2)~ . Clearly E~ ""B E XJT· :'\owE~ ~8 E .:, via 
the map p E (2)~ f--> pk E (2)F2 given by 

We ''"ill now show that 

p*(g) = { p(g) . 
0. 

if g E 6. 

if g (j 6. 

(2)F2x }· 
so we have EF

2 
"'B ExT· To see this consider the map: 

p E (2)F2 
f--> j5 = (p, Yo) E (2)F2 X Y. 
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If 6 E ~ . then 6 · p = (6 · p. Yo) = (6 · p. 6 ·Yo) = 6 · j5. 
then there is ~, E F2 with 1 · j5 = ij or 1 · (p. Yo) 

(2)F2 
~. · Yo = Yo, '"'.• E ~ . and ~, · p = q. so pE.::,. q. 

Conversely. if j5ER)F2 
x}· ij, 

(~~ · P·1 · Yo) = (q~ Yo). so 

Case (2}. All the stabilizers of the action on Y are isomorphic to Z or trivial. 
In that case, noticing that the map (p. y) .....- y is an F2-map from the F2-space 

(2)F2 x Y onto Y. Lemma 1.6 implies that £~)F2 
x }· is an increasing union of a 

sequence of hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations. 
This completes the proof modulo t he lemma. 

Proof of Lemma 1.6. Let R be the following equivalence relation on X 1 : 

xRy {=> xE{'x' &: 1r(x) = 1r(x'). 

Then notice that if for y E X 2 . we let 

X1(y) = {x EXt : 1r(x) = y}. 

then X 1(y) is R-invariant and fy-im·ariant and RIX1(y) is induced by the fy-action 
on X 1 (y). Thus it is hyperfinite (see [JKL. 1.20]) uniformly in y. So. as the sets 
X 1 (y) form a partition of X 1 . R is hyperfinite. 

\low let {En} be an increasing sequence of finite Borel equivalence relat ions 
with Un En = E{2

. Let £,: be defined on XL by: 

xE~x' {=> xE{'x' &: 1r(x)En1r(x') . 

Then{£~} is increasing and Un E~ = E{'. fo.Ioreover, each £,:-class contains only 
finitely many R-classes. so, by [JKL. 1.3]. each E,: is hyperfinite. thus E[.¥:1 is an 
increasing union of a sequence of hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations. -1 

R emarks. (i) Simon Thomas pointed out that if the action of F2 on Y admits an 
invariant measure, then (i) of 1.5 holds. This is because in this case F2 acts freely 

F X l' 

on (2)F2 x Y with invariant probability measure, say Jl· If (ii) is true. then£~) 2 

being an increasing union of hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations. is 11-amenable 
(see. e.g .. [JKL. 2.9]). contradicting the fact tated in the last paragraph of OF. 

(ii) The argument for Lemma 1.6 also shows that if all stabilizers f y are 
amenable. then E{' is an increasing union of a sequence of equivalence relations 
each of which is !-amenable, thus E{' is 2-amenable (for the definitions. see !JKL. 
2.-l]). Also if all the stabilizers f y are finite. then E{' is actually hyperfinite. 

(iii) ote also the following additional ob ervations concerning 1.6: 
If X2 can be split into two [-invariant Borel sets Y, Z such that Ef' is tame 

and for y E } .. f y is finitely generated of polynomial growth. while for z E Z. fz is 
finite, then E{' is also hyperfinite. To see this. note first that E{' 1r-1 (Z) is hy
perfinitc by the preceding paragraph. Con ider now E{' 1r- 1(Y). LetT be a Borel 
transversal for }' . Then, as before. for any y E Y. R,n-1 ( {y}) = E{' ln-1 ( {y}) is 
given by a Borel action of r y · uniformly in y. so it is hyperfinite. uniformly in y . 

It follows that E{' 1r-1 (T) is hyperfinite and. since the [-saturation of 1r-1 (T) is 
1r- 1(Y). it follows that E{' 7i-

1 (Y) is hyperfinite. Thus E{' is hyperfinite. 
For example. if we take r = F2 . X2 = the boundary of F2 (i.e., the space of 

all infinite reduced words in the generators a, b of F2 ) on which F2 acts by left 
concatenation and cancelation. then E-:,2 is hyperfinite and the stabilizers of this 
action are trivial except on a countable set on which they are isomorphic to Z (see 
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Appendix C2). Thus the diagonal action of F2 on xl X X2, where xl is a compact 
metrizable space on which F2 acts freely by homeomorphisms (see, e.g .. (ii) or (v) 
of lB), is an example of a free action of F2 by homeomorphisms on a compact 
metrizable space with hyperfinite induced equivalence relation. 

In a discussion about whether such an action exists. Adams pointed out that 
Zimmer [Zi78] proved that an extension of an amenable action (in the measure 
theoretic context) is also amenable and asked if a similar result is true in the 
hyperfinite case (in the Borel) context. This moti,·ated the proof of Lemma 1.6. 

(iv) It is not known whether an increasing union of a sequence of h:vperfinite 
Borel equivalence relations is hyperfinite (see [JKL. 6.1 (A)]) . So those equivalence 

relations of the form E<j}F2 
x }· \Vhich satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5 and are 

not hyperfinite, either provide a counterexample to this assertion or else they are 
the same. up to "'B· as EocT· 



CHAPTER 2 

A Cocycle Reduction Result 

" 'e will proYe in this section a general cocycle reduction result for Eo-ergodic 
actions of groups containing infinite amenable normal subgroups, with target hy
perbolic groups, and derive various applications in the next Chapter. In order to 
make the ideas of the proof more transparent, and the treatment of the particular 
cases, that come up in the applications that we have in mind, as elementary as 
possible. we will formulate an ad hoc property. which we call near-hyperbolicity. 
already used. without a name. in [Ad96. Th. -L ]. This is satisfied by all hyper
bolic groups. but i not hard to verify by elementary means for the free groups. and 
related groups. that come up in the applications. 

In the definition below. we use the following notation: For each compact metric 
space K, we denote by M (K ) the compact, metric space of all measures on K. see. 
e.g .. [Ke95]. Let M 9 (K) be the Borel subset of M (K) consisting of all v E M (K ) 
with support of cardinality :S 2. i.e .. v( {a. b}) = 1 for some a. b E J( (not necessarily 
distinct). \ \ .. e also let 

M 3(K ) = }vt(I<) \ .-Vf $2(K ). 

If a countable group H acts continuou lyon I<, it al o induces a continuous act ion 
011 .-\.lf (K ). defined by 

h · v(A) = v(h-1 ·A), 

for A ~ I< Borel (or equiYalently for eYery continuous f : J( ---> C. J fd(h · v ) = 
j(h- 1 

· f)dv. where h · f(k ) = f(h- 1 
• k )) . Clearly M 9 (K). M 3 (K ) are im·ariant 

under this action. 

D efinition 2.1. A countable group H is near-hyperbolic if it admits a continuous 
action on a compact metric space 1\ with the following properties: 

(a) The induced action of H on M <2 (K ) has amenable stabilizers and the 

corre ponding equimlence relation E-:: 52
(K) is >..-hyperfinite for all measures ).. on 

'\;f (!\ .. ) . 
{b) The induced action of H on M 3 (I< ) has finite stabilizers and the corre

sponding equivalence relation E;:'3 ( I<) is tame. 

Thus by Appendix C2.4. Fn. for 1 :S n :S ::x:. is near-hyperbolic and by Appen
dix C4.4, e\·ery hyperbolic group is near-hyperbolic. ..ote also that a subgroup of 
a near-hyperbolic group is near-hyperbolic. 

\Ye now have the follo\\·ing result. where we refer the reader to Appendix Bl 
for the basic notions concerning cocycles. 

Theorem 2.2. Let r be a countable group and 6. ~ r an infinite normal amenable 
subgroup. Suppose r acts in a Borel way on the standard Borel space X with 
inwriant measure fl. A ssume that this action is E 0 -ergodic and the action of ~ is 

21 
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ergodic. Let H be near-hyperbolic and a : f x X __. H a Borel cocycle. Then one 
of the following holds: 

(i} There is a Borel cocycle .3 : f x X __. H equivalent to a, a "' ;3. such that 
3([ x X)~ H0 . where H 0 ::=; H is an amenable subgroup of H. 

(ii} There is a Borel cocycle (3: r X X -+ H equivalent to a. a "-' (3 . such that 
!3(6. x X) ~ F0 . where F0 ::=; H is a finite subgroup of H. And in this case. the 
double coset 

1r(T-) = Fof3(!, x)Fo. ~~ E f. 

depends only on 'Y . 11-a. e. (x) . 
In particular. if H is torsion-free, then (ii} can be replaced by: 
(ii}' There is a homomorphism 1r : f-+ H with n(6.) = {1} such that 1r (viewed 

as a cocycle from r x X into H via 1r('-t, x) = 1r(1 )) is equivalent to a, a"' 1r. 

Proof. Let all. = aJ6. x X. so that O:CJ. is a Borel cocycle from 6. x X into H. 
Since 6. is amenable, by Appendix B3.1 , there is a 11-measurable map 

x ,...._. Dx E M(K). 

which is O:CJ.-invariant, i.e .. for all 6 E 6. , 

a(6,x) · iix = ii0.x,11-a.e.(x). 

We now have two cases: 
(i) All11-measurable maps x ,...._. vx E 11(K) which are all.-invariant, are such 

that Vx E M 9 (K). 11-a.e. (x) . Then, by B4.l. there is a maximum such map. 
which we denote by x .....-+ Vx, and we can assume that Vx assigns equal mass to the 
elements of its support. Note that, by 6.-ergodicity, the size of supp(i/x) is fixed, 
11--a.e. (x). \i'v-e now check that this map is also a-invariant, i.e .. for all1 E f. 

a('-t, x) · i/x = v-,.x·l1-a.e.(x). 

To see this. fix 'Y E f and put 

v~ = a('y, x)- 1
. v-,.x · 

Then x r-. v~ E M 9 (K ) is 11--measurable. and we claim that it is O:'CJ.-invariant. 
i.e., for o E 6.. 

a(6. x) · v~ = v~-x 11-a.e.(x). 

or 
a(6, x) · ab · x)- 1 

· V-y-x =a (I, 6 · x)-1 
· v--,o·x · 11-a.e.(:r). 

Since D.. g r. let 6' E 6. be such that ~;6 = 6'1, so that v...,0.x = Vo'-.·x = a(6'.: ·x) ·v1 .x· 
Then it is enough to check that, 11-a.e. (x), 

a(6. x)a(T x) - 1 =a(/'. 6 · x)-1a (6' . 'Y · x) 

or. 11-a.e. (x), 
a(1,6 · x)a(o.x) = a<J'.'Y · x)a('Y,x). 

But the left hand side is a(l6, x) and the right hand side is a(8'1'· x) . so we are 
done. 

Since x r-. Vx is maximum, we have 

v~ ::=; Vx. 11--a.e.(x). 

in the notation of B4.l. Since the support of v~ has the same size as that of Vx and 
assigns equal mass to each element of its support, it follows that 

v~ = Vx . 11-a.e.(x). 
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i.e .. 

("') a(t. x) · v:c = v1 .z . J.L-a.e.(.r} 

Define p: X - .~\11 9(K) by 

p(x) = Vx · 

Let .A = P~J.L, a measure on J\..1 -:;2 (K ). Since E'): 9 ( K ) is .A-hyperfinite, fix an H
invariaut Borel subset Yo s;; M <2 (K ) and a f-invariant Borel subset X 0 s;; X with 
J.L(Xo) = 1. p(X0 ) s;; Y0 . E~0 hJ~perfini te , and (by ( *)) such that p : X 0 --> Yo is a 
homomorphism of E~Xo t o £~0 . 

Since Efo is Eo-ergodic. it follows. by B2.1, that there is some fixed v0 E Yo 
and J ,...., a such that 3(f x X ) s;; H 0 = stabilizer of v0 . which is amenable. by 
condition (a} of near-hyperbolicity. 

(ii) There is a J.L-measurable map J.' ~----' Vx E .M (K ) which is 0:~ -im·ariant but 
v:r E M 3 (K ) on a set of J.L-positi,·e measure. Then since, J.L-a.e. (x) . vx E JVf 3 (K ) 
iff a(8. x) · vx = VfJ.x E JVf3 (K ). for any 8 E 6, it follows, by the ergodicity of 
the ti-action, that vx E M 3 (K ), J.L-a.e. (x). Then. on a conull set. x ~--' vx is a 
homomorphism from Ef to E'): 3

(K), which is tame. so by condition (b) of near
hyperbolicity and the ergodicity of the 6-action again, we conclude. using B2.1 
again, that there is a Borel cocycle (3 . with a "' (J and ,8(6 x X ) s;; F0 , where 
F0 :::; H is the stabilizer of some v0 E M 3 (K ), thus it is finite. 

We verify in this case that also 1r(l'} = F0J('y . x)Fo,')' E r. depends only on 1'· 
J.L-a.e. (x). To see this, fix 1 and let 

8(x} = Fo3(1. x)Fo. 

It is enough to show. by the ergodicity of the 6-action. that 

8(8 · x) = 8(x). J.L-a.e. (x). 

Fix 8' E 6 with 18 = 8'1- Then 8(8 · x) = F0 3(1'. c5 · x)Fo = Fo3(1c5. x)f3(8. x}-1 

Fo = FoB('T8. x)Fo = Fo(3(8'')', x)Fo = Fo3(8' .1 · x)3(1', x)Fo = FoJ("!. x)Fo = 
8(J.·). J.L-a.e. (x) . since 3(6 x X ) s;; Fo. 

Finally. note that if H is torsion-free. F0 = { 1}. so 3( 6 x X ) = { 1} and 

1r(T) = J('y . x) J.L-a.e.(x), 

thus 

7r('YI12) = J("''l'i2 · J.') 

= 3(11·12 · x)8("!2 . . r) . J.L-a.e. (x) 

= rr(~n)7r(/2)· 

so 7i is a homomorphism \Yith 1r( 6 ) = { 1}. -1 

R e mark. Theorem 2.2 is related to Theorem 5.4 in Adams [Ad95], " ·ith the new 
ingredient being the use of £ 0-ergodicity to refine the analys is and derive stronger 
conclusions in our case. 



CHAPTER 3 

Some Applications 

We will now use Theorem 2.2 to derive various applications concerning Borel 
reducibility. 

3A. An "elementary" proof of existence of incomparables 

We will actually find an infinite family of countable groups {r P} and a Borel 
free action of each r P on a standard Borel space Xp , with invariant measure Jlp , so 

that if p =/: q, E{" is E{•-ergodic. In particular, E{" f:a E{•. if p =/: q. 
p q p q 

For prime p ~ 3, let 
r p = (Zp * Zp) x z, 

where Zp = Z fpZ, and let X v = (2)r" = the free part of the shift action of r P 

on 2r". Let Ep = F(r P > 2) be the associated equivalence relation and Jlp the usual 
product measure on Xp· 

Theorem 3 .1. If p. q are distinct odd primes, then Ev is E9 -ergodic. In particular. 

Ep i:a E9 . 

Proof. The group Z9 * Z9 is of course hyperbolic. In Appendix C3 we actually 
give an explicit elementary proof that Z9 * Z9 is near-hyperbolic, and this is all that 
we are going to use here. 

Now assume that 
p: Xp--> X9 

is a Borel homomorphism of Ev to E9 . Since r 9 acts freely on X9 . let o be the 
associated cocycle 0: r p X Xp--> r q, given by 

for "( E r p, X E Xp. Write 

where 

o ('y, x) · p(x) = p('y · x). 

01 = P1 o o, 

02 = P2 o o. 

with P1 : r 9 --> (Z9 * Z9), P2 : r 9 --> Z the two projections. So o1. o2 are co cycles of 
the r v-action on Xp to H = Z9 * Z9 , Z, resp. 

We now apply Theorem 2.2 tor= rp . 6 = Z,X = Xp.Jl = Jlp , a 1 . H. The 
hypotheses about (r. 6 , X , Jl) are satisfied by Appendices A4.1, A6.1 , and about 
H by the above remarks. So we have that one of (i), (ii ) of 2.2 is true. 

If (i) holds, then o 1 ,..... {31 , say via the Borel function x ..__. hx E H. 

o1('y, x) = h"''·xf31('y, x)h;\ J,L-a.e. (x). 

25 
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v.·here ,31 (r x X ) ~ H0 :::; H. an amenable subgroup of H. ::\ow it is well knovm 
that an amenable subgroup of His cyclic. (This follm.vs immediately from Kurash's 
Theorem, see [Ro. 11.55]. It is easier to see that H0 is cyclic-by-finite, using the 
standard fact that H is free-by-finite, see, e.g .. [dlH. IIA..l6], or [LS, p. 177]. and 
this is enough for our purposes.) Also 

a"' (,J1,a2), 

via t he Borel map~-~ fx = (hx . 1), therefore 

a.-vB 

for the Borel cocycle B = (81.a2) . with B(r x X)~ f o ~ rq, where f o = H o x Z. 
Put 

a(x) = J;1 
· p(x). 

Then, since a (I. x) = f"f·xf3b. x)J; 1
, J.L-a.e. (x), a is a Borel homomorphism of 

EP into Eq with associated co cycle {3(-y, x) . 11-a.e. ( x) . It follows that if F is the 

equivalence relation E;
0

• induced by the r 0-action on X q. then, on a co-null set in 
X. a is a Borel homomorphism of Ep into F. But F is hyperfinite. so a maps into 
a single F-class 11-a.e. (x) , and thus p(x) = fx · a(x) maps into a single Eq-class 
a .e .. which completes the proof in case (i). 

l\ow suppose that we are in case (ii) . Then o 1 "' /31 , where /31 (!::. x X ) ~ 
Fo, Fo :::; H a finite subgroup of H. i\Ioreover 1r('y) = F0 8 1 (1,x) F0 . for 1 E r. 
depends only on "(. J.L-a.e. ( x). Since F0 is a finite subgroup of H = Zq * Zq = A* B. 
where we write A for t he first copy of Zq and B for the second. it follows that there 
is h0 E H with h0 F0 h01 ~A or h 0 F0 h01 ~ B (see, e.g. [Ro. 11.57]). \ 'Vithout loss 
of generality. we assume that h0F0 h01 ~ A. Let ]I(')' . X)= hof31(1.x)h01

. Then 
,81 "'(31 and 31 (!::. x X)~ A. So replacing /31 by 31 . if necessary. we can assume. 
to start with, that already 31 (!::. x X)~ A and 1r('y) = A (31 (1,x)A depends only 
on 'Y, 11-a.e. (x) . 

Let now /'o be an element of order pin Zp * Zp. Then 'Y~ = 1, so 

(*) (JI( "fb· x) = S1 bo. ~~- 1 · x) ... S1 ho-lo · x) .81 ('Yo , x) = 1. 

Fix h E H so that 

(**) AhA= AB1bo -x) A. J.L-a.e. (x) 

Then. from ( *), ( **) . we have that there are a 1 , ... , lip+ 1 in A such that 

a1ha2ha3 ... iiphap-1 = 1. 

Claim. hE A . 

Granting this claim. we conclude that 

81(Jo.x)E A. J.L-a .e. (x) . 

Applying this to the generators of Zp * Zp. we conclude that for all ~, E Zp * Zp . 

. 81(1 .x) EA. J.L-a.e. (x) . 

It follows that a"' (3, where (3 = (/31 . o 2 ) , and for all 'Y E Zp * Zp, 

/3(-y, x) E Ax Z. 11-a.e. (x). 

Suppose x,...... Px E H x Z is Borel with a(l,x) = p1 .xf3(J',x)p;;l, 11-a.e. (x), 
for ~, E r , and put T(x) = p;;1 . p(x). Then T is a Borel homomorphism of Ep 
into Eq with associated cocycle 3('Y. x). 11-a.e. (x) . But as B('y, x) takes values in 
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A. xZ. Jl-a.e. (x).for~1 EZp*Zp. itfollo\v thatri ahomomorphlsmfromE?! ~, 
-op•,;;:..p 

restricted to a conull set. to£;;=. which is hyperfinite. Since E::_~-=p is E 0-ergodic, 

by A..!.l. it follows that r maps into a single E.~;z-class. 11-a.e .. sop map into a 
single Eq-class. 11-a.e., and the proof is complete. 

So it only remains to prove the claim. Till follows from the following algebraic 
lemma and the fact that A has no non-trivial elements of order p. 

Lemma 3.2. Suppose A,B are groups, n:::: 1,h = a1b1a2b2 .. . anbn E A* B. with 
a, EA. b; E B. b1, a2. b2 ... . , an. bn all different from 1. and ii1hii2hii3 ... iiphiip+I = 
1 with ii., E A. p :::: 2. Assume also that A. B have no involutions. If c is the middle 
element in the sequence b1 . a2. b2 . .... an, bn. then cP = 1. 

Proof. In case n = 1. h = a 1 b1. so that a~ b1 a~b1 ... a~b1 a~+l = 1. for orne 
a; E A . Since b1 =/= 1. it is clear that II{ = 1. 

A ume now n :::: 2. \\'e have a~ (b1a2 ... anbn)a~ (bia2 ... anbn)a~ ... a~ 
(b1a 2 . .. anbn)a~_1 = 1. for some a; E A. Then there is 1 < i < p + 1 with 
a; = 1. and \\'e have a largest number of cancelations 

bnb1 = 1,ana2 = 1, ... , 

but these cannot reach the middle element c of the sequence b1 . a2 , .. . an. bn. oth
erwise c2 = 1. It follows that all a~ . ... , a~ are 1 and bnb1 = 1, ana2 = 1. . . . are all 
canceled up to the middle element c of the sequence 

b1, a2 ..... anbn . 

so that cP = 1. 

Remark. J. l\Ielleray pointed out that this lemma is true even without assuming 
that A. B have no involutions. 

3B. Further "elementary" proofs of theorems of Adams-K echris 

As can be een by reading sections 4. 5 in [AK]. to derive Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 
in that paper, one only needs to provide examples that satisfy Lemma 4.5 in [AK]. 

For each non-empty subset S of odd primes. let 

f s = (*pEs(Zp * Zp)) x Z. 

Let also X s = (2)rs, Es = F ( f s. 2). Then we have the following result. which 
provides the desired examples. 

Theorem 3.3. If S <l T . then E s is Er-ergodic. 

Proof. Fix an odd prime p E S \ T. Fix a Borel homomorphism 

p: X s- Xr 

of Es into Er. Let o be the associated cocycle. and let o = (o1 , o 2 ), where 
01 = P1 o o. 02 = P2 o o. PI· P2 the two projections of fr on *qET(Zq x Zq) . Z resp. 

·ow consider the subgroup r P = (Zp ,. Zp) x Z and its action on X s and apply 
Theorem 2.2 to f = f p.-6 = Z, X = X s .Jl = Jls (=the usual product measure on 
(2t5 ). o 1 , H = *qET(Zq * Zq)· The hypotheses about (f . .6,X,J1) are satisfied by 
Appendices A4.1 , A6.1. and about H by Appendix C3.3. So one of the alternatives 
(i), (ii) of 2.2 hold. Kow (i) can be handled exactly as in the proof of 3.1 (we again 
haw that an amenable subgroup of H i cyclic, by Kurosh 's Theorem, see. [Ro, 
11.55]). 
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I\ my consider case (ii) , so that a 1 "' .J1. where 31 (~ x X) ~ Fo . Fo ~ H a 
finite subgroup of H and r.('l ) = F0 3I(f'. :r)Fo. for ".• E f. depends only on'), p,-a.e. 
(:r). Again F0 is conjugate to a subgroup of some Zq. q E T. '"hich we can assume 
it is the first copy in Zq * 'Zq. So by changing 31 a bit if nece sary. as in the proof 
of 3.1. we can assume that 31( .6. x X) ~ A= Zq and n{l') = AJt (r. x)A depends 
only on')' . 11-a.e. (:r). Again as in the proof of 3.1. we will complete the proof if we 
can show that 31 (r, x) EA. 11-a.e. (.r). and for that it is enough to show that if ~,o 
is an element of order p in Zp * Zp a nd h E H is such that 

AhA= AJtho· x)A tL-a.e. (x). 

then h E A. Again we have a1 , ... , iip+I in A so that a 1ha2hii3 ... iiphiip-I = 1. 
Suppose h 1/. A. toward a contradiction. We can assume that h E A* B, where 
B is a subgroup of H of the form B = Zq, "'Zq2 * · · · * Zqn for QI· . ... Qn E T, and 
h = a1b1a2b2···anbn. with a, E A.b, E B.n ~ 1 and all b1.a2 ..... bn =/: 1. Then 
by Lemma 3.2. there will be some c E (AU B) \ {1} with cP = 1. But c, being of 
finite order. is a conjugate of some element of one of Zq. Zq, .... , 'Zq,, so cP =/: 1. as 
P 1/. { Q. Q1 .... , q11 }. a contradiction. --j 

3C. "Elementary" proofs of results of Adams and Thomas 

Using Zimmer 's superrigidity theory as well as Ratner's measure classification 
theorem [RaJ. Adams [Ad02] constructed the first examples of countable Borel 
equivalence relations E. F, on an uncountable Polish space, with E ~ F but 
E </; 8 F. Thomas [T02a] then used these techniques to solve two other ·well-knmm 
problems. by constructing the first example of a countable Borel equivalence re
lation E. on an uncountable Polish space, satisfying E <8 2E and also the first 
examples of aperiodic countable Borel equivalence relations E. F such that E "'8 F 
but for which E ~B F fails. (Here E ~8 F means that E 1;;;8 F and F 1;;;8 E. 
where E 1;;; 8 F signifies that there is an injective Borel reduction of E to F.) We 
provide here alternative proofs of these results. that aYoid the use of superrigidity 
and Ratner's theorem. 

We will first need the following corollaries of 2.2. 

Lemma 3.4. Suppose r = F2 x F2 acts freely in a Borel way on the standard 
Borel space X with invariant measure p,, so that the action of each non-amenable 
subgroup is £ 0 -ergodic and the action of each infinite subgroup is ergodic. Let H 2 
be a countable non-amenable, torsion-free. hyperbolic group and let H = F2 x H 2 . 

Let a : r x X -. H be a Borel cocycle such that its restriction to any non-amenable 
subgroup is not equivalent to a cocycle taking values in an amenable subgroup of 
H. Then. if F2 = (a.b).a ((a) x {1}) x X- His equiralent to a non-trivial 
homomorphism r.: (a) x {1}---> H . 

Proof. Let an : ((a ) x F2) x X -+ F2 . a12 : ((a) x F2) x X -. H2 , an : 
(F2 x (a)) x X -+ F2. a 22 : (F2 x (a)) x X -+ H2 be the projections of a, restricted 
to the appropriate subgroups, to the first and second factors of H. Our assumptions 
and 2.2 imply that one of a 11 • a 12 is equivalent to a homomorphism, which is trivial 
on (a) x {1}, and has non-amenable range. Similarly for one of o21. o22· Assume 
without loss of generality that o 11 has t his property. We claim then that a22 has 
also this property, and thus ol ((a) x { 1}) x X is equivalent to a non-trivial homo
morphism. Indeed. otherwise o 21 does. Then it follows that the projection to F2 of 
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o ((a) x { 1}) x X is equimlent to both a trivial and a non-trivial homomorphism. 
This contradicts the following fact . 

Sublemma 3.5. Let Z act freely in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X, 
with invariant measure Jl.· Let 3 : Z x X --> G be a Borel cocycle into a countable 
torsion-free group G. Then 3 cannot be equivalent to both a trit:ial and a non-trivial 
homomorphism. 

Proof. Otherwise there is a non-trivial homomorphism 1r : Z --> G which is 
equivalent to the trivial homomorphism, i.e., there is a Borel function f : X __, G 
such that Vn E Z 

1r(n) = f(n · x)f(:r)- 1
. JJ.-a.e.(x). 

or 
f(n · x) = 1r(n) f(:r). JJ.-a.e. (x). 

Say rr(1) =a, so that n(Z) = (a ) . Choose a subset T ~ G meeting every right coset 
(a)g.g E Gin exactly one point. Since f i(Z · x) is a bijection between Z · x and 
(a) f(x), let g(x) =the element y E Z · x such that f(y) E T. Then g: X__, X is 
a Borel selector for E{. i.e .. E{ is tame. contradicting the fact that Z acts freely 
with invariant measure. -1 

Lemma 3.6. Let H2 be a countable non-amenable group which cannot be mapped 
homomorphically onto a non-abelian free group. Let H = F2 x H 2 act freely in a 
Borel way on a standard Borel space Y with invariant measure v and assume that 
every non-amenable subgroup of H acts Eo-ergodically and every infinite subgroup 
acts ergodically. Let r = F2 x F2 act freely in a Borel way on a standard Borel 
space X. Then Ej; i:B Ef. 

Proof. Let p : Y __, X be a Borel reduction of Ej; to Ef, towards a contra
diction. let o be the associated cocycle. and let a 1 , o 2 be its projections to the first 
and second copy of F2 in f . By 2.2. and our assumptions, ad((a) x H2) x Y \Yilt 
be equivalent to a homomorphism. tri,·ial on (a ) x { 1}. with non-amenable range. 
for some i E {1. 2}. where F2 = (a, b) . Say it is a 1 i( (a ) x H2) x Y. Then this gives 
a homomorphism from H2 to F2 with free non-abelian range. a contradiction. -1 

We will finally need the concept of unique ergodicity. (The idea of using unique 
ergodicity in these problems, as in the proof of 3.8 below, goes back to Adams 
[Ad02].) A Borel action of a countable group r on a standard Borel space X is 
uniquely ergodic if there is exactly one [ -invariant measure on X (which must then 
necessarily be [ -ergodic). It is a standard fact (e.g .. a consequence of the ergodic 
decomposition theorem. see Farrell [F]. Varadarajan [V]) that if the action of f 
on X has an invariant ergodic measure Jl.· then there is a [-invariant Borel set 
Xo ~ X, with JJ.(Xo) = 1, such that the f -action on X0 is uniquely ergodic (with 
corresponding measure J1. restricted to X 0 ). (In case r = Z. which is really all we 
will use below. this can be easily proved using the Birkhoff ergodic theorem: Fix 
a countable Boolean algebra { Bk} of Borel subsets of X which generate the Borel 
sets. Let T be the Borel automorphism of X that gives the Z-action. By the ergodic 
theorem. 

card({i E [-n,n]: Ti(x) E Bk}) __, (B) 
2n + 1 J1. k • 

for every k, p-a.e. (x). Define X 0 to be the set of x 's for which this happens for all 
k.) 
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We thus have: 

Lemma 3. 7. Let r be a countable group acting in a Borel way on a standard 
Borel space X with invariant measure 11· If the action is mixing. then th ere is a r
invariant Borel set X0 <;:; X such that J.L(X 0 ) = 1. and every infinite cyclic subgroup 
of r acts uniquely ergodically on Xo. 

\\·e are nO\\' ready to give the new proof of 

Theore m 3 .8 (Adams [Ad02]). There are countable Borel equivalence relations 
E. F with E <;:; F and E 1:. B F. 

Proof. We fix a countable torsion-free, hyperbolic group H 2 . containing a copy 
of F2 . which cannot be mapped homomorphically onto a non-abelian free group. 
(\\'e will discuss specific examples of such H 2 below.) Let H = F2 x H 2. Since H2 
contains a copy of F2 . we can view r = F2 x F2 as a subgroup of H. Consider 
the free part (2)H of the shift action of H on 2H and the usual product measure 
11· \\'e recall from A6.1 that this action is mixing. so every infinite subgroup acts 
ergodically. and from A4.1 that every non-amenable subgroup acts Eo-ergodically. 
Fix an H -invariant Borel subset X of (2)H such that 11(X ) = 1 and every cyclic 
subgroup of H acts uniquely ergodically on X. \ \·e also write 11 for the restriction 
of J.L to X. 

v\'e now let 

E =E{,F = E~. 

Clearly E <;:; F. So it is enough to check that E iB F. Suppose p : X --> X 
is a Borel reduction of Ef to E~ and let a : r x X ---. H be the corresponding 
cocycle. Then, by 3.4, a l((a) x {1}) x X ,....., 1r, where 1r : (a) x {1} --> His 
a non-trivial homomorphism. As usuaL we can then modify p to another Borel 
reduction a with p(x)E~a(x) .11-a.e . (x), so that if .3 is the cocycle associated 
to a. then ,3(1'. x) = r.("y) , 'v'"( E (a) x {1}.11-a.e. (x) (see B.1). Thus a (J · x) = 
1r(1) · a(x). V'1 E (a ) x {1} ).11-a.e. (x) . Let v = a.11 be the image of 11 under a. 

Claim. If 1r( (a ) x {1} ) = Z <;:; H , then vis Z-invariant. 

Proof. Fi..x a Borel set A<;:; X. Then for 6 = 1r("y) E Z. where -y E (a) x {1}, 
we have a- 1 (8 ·A) = 1 · a- 1 (A) , so v(8 ·A) = J.L(a-1 (6 ·A)) = 11b · a - 1 (A)) = 
J.L(a- 1(A)) = v(A). 

Then by unique ergodicity (since Z is cyclic) 11 = v. It follows that tL (a(X)) = 
1. and. by using a Borel inverse to a. we see that there is a Borel conull H-invariant 
set Y <;:; X with E}'; ~B Ef. This contradicts 3.6. 

We finally comment on the existence of the group H2 . Here is an example 
provided to us by S. Thomas: Let H 2 = (a, blaba2ba3b .. . ban) . If n is large enough, 
H2 satisfies the small cancelation property C'(1/6) (see [LS, p. 240] or [GdlH, 
p. 227]). \\'e take n = 22. \,·hich is enough. Thus H2 is hyperbolic (see [GdlH, 
p. 25·-1]). It is torsion-free. since the word aba2 ba3b ... ba22 is not a proper power 
(see [LS. II. 5.18]). Also H2 contains a copy of F2 . For example. a 23b23

, a46b46 

generate a free group, since any nonempty freely reduced word in a. b. generated 
by these two elements. cannot contain more than half of an initial segment of a 
cyclic permutation of t he relator of H2 or its inverse. Thus, by Dehn 's algorithm 
(see [GdlH, p. 244]) , it cannot represent the identity of H2 . F inally, H 2 cannot be 
mapped homomorphically onto a free non-abelian group F . since then the image 
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of the two generators a. b would be a basi for F (see. e.g .. [LS. I. 2.7;). which i 
obviously \\Tong. -; 

The equivalence relation E used in the proof of 3. can be also recycled to prove 
the result of Thomas [T02a]. 

Theore m 3.9 (Thomas [T02a]). There i.s a countable Borel equivalence relationE 
u·ith nE <B (n- 1)£. Vn 2 1. and Ex /(2) ~B E. 

Here nE is the (disjoint) sum of n copies of E, i.e. the equivalence relation on 
X x n (where E lives on X). given by (x, i)nE(y.j) ¢'? i = j & xEy and Ex /(2) 
is the equivalence relation on X x 2 given by 

(x . i)E x I(2)(y.j) ¢'? xEy. 

Thus clearly Ex / (2) "'BE. 

Proof of 3 .9 . \\'e let E = Ef be as in the proof of 3 .. If (n- 1)£ <8 nE 
for some n 2 1, then. by ergodicity of J1 and the pigeonhole principle. \ve ee 
that there is a Borel f -invariant set Y ~ X. with JL{)") = 1 and two reductions 
P1 : Y --+ X. P2 : Y --4 X of Ef to Ef '"ith P1 (Y) n P2(Y) = 0. As in the 
proof of 3. (using 3.4 again but with H2 = F2 this time). we can assume that 
(pl).p = (p2)•JL = JL . o that p1 (Y) n p2(Y) #0. a contradiction. 

T he proof of E x / (2) ~B E is similar. -1 

At the expense of making the argument more technical. one can also give a proof 
of 3. (and 3.9) that uses the group Zp * Z instead of H 2 as defined above. thus 
making the proof even more ·'elementary ... Since the ideas in\'olved can probably 
be used to deal '>'·ith other problems, in thi context. concerning groups that have 
tor ion. we present this proof below. 

Let r be a group acting on a probability pace (X. JL). A cocycle (3 : r X X --4 G 
is diffuse if the function 

'I ....... 3b. x) 

is finite-to-one a.e; the cocycle is narrow if 

has finite image a .e. 
Clearly when r is infinite these are opposing concepts. v:e observe in the next 

lemma that these are opposing even up to equivalence of cocycles. 

Lemma 3 .10. Let r be a countably infinite group acting freely by measure preser-v
ing transformations on a standard Borel probability space (X. JL). Then no cocycle 
3 : r x X -.. G can be simultaneously equivalent to both a diffuse cocycle and a 
narrou· cocycle. 

Proof. Otherwise we may find diffuse 

and narrow 

i3t : fxX-4G 

and measurable 0 : X --4 G such that a.e. 
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Claim. For almost every x E X , the function 

Y ~ e(y) 

is finite-to-one on [xJr. 

Proof. Otherwise, for all x in a set of positive measure, we may collect together 
an infinite { 'Yi : i E N} ~ r such that there is a single g0 E G with 

8(-yi · x) =go . 

We may apply narrowness of (31 to assume that fJ1 ( 'Yi, x ) = g1 some single g1 , and 
obtain that for every i, 

f3o('Y; . x) = gog18(x), 

contradicting the diffuseness of Bo. 

Now we let (hn)nEN enumerate r and at each x we let n (x) be least such 
that there exists y E [xJr with B(y) = hn(x )· ~ote that this is measurable and r
invariant, and so if we assign to each x the set S x = {y E [xJr : B(y) = hn(x) } then 
we obtain a measurable and invariant selection of a finite subset of each equivalence 
class. Taking a Borel linear ordering on X and selecting for each x the least element 
of Sx we obtain a selector with the usual contradiction to the invariance of the 
measure. -I 

For the next lemma we need to know that Zp*Z is near hyperbolic. This can be 
seen eit her by a direct proof along the lines of C3 from the appendix or an outright 
appeal to the well known fact that this group is actually hyperbolic and hence near 
hyperbolic by C4.4. 

Lemma 3 .11. Suppose that r = F2 X F2 acts freely and in a Borel way on a 
standard Borel space X with an invariant probability measure JJ- , so that the action 
of each non-amenable subgroup is Eo-ergodic and the action of each infinite subgroup 
is ergodic. Let fl2 = Zp * Z and let fl = F2 x fl2. Let 

cr :r x X-+fl 

be a Borel cocycle such that its restriction to any non-amenable subgroup is not 
equivalent to a cocycle taking values in an amenable subgroup of fl . Then there is 
an infinite cyclic subgroup 6. of r such that the restricted cocycle 

cr : 6. x X -+ fl = F2 x fl2 

is equivalent to a cocycle 

such that 
{i) P1 o & : 6. x X -+ F2 is given by a non-trivial homomorphism into F2; 
{ii) p2 o & : 6. x X-+ fl2 takes its image inside Zp a. e. 

Proof. We let F2 = (a, b) and consider the induced cocycles 

cru : (F2 x (a)) x X-+ F2 , 

cr21: ((a) x F2) x X-+ F2 , 

obtained by restricting cr to the indicated subgroups and composing with the pro
jection of fi onto its first coordinate. The proof splits here into cases. 

Case(l). One of cru, cr21 is equivalent to a homomorphism whose image in F2 
is non-abelian. 
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We may then assume without damage to the generality of our argument that 
there is a homomorphism 1r : F2 x (a) -> F2 with non-abelian image such that 
almost everywhere 

a u('Y.x) = 1r{1') . 
Note then that restriction of au, and hence also a 21 , to ((a ) x { 1}) x X is diffuse. 

We now apply the dichotomy of Theorem 2.2 to the cocycle 

a21 : ((a ) x F2) x X-> F2 

and the normal cyclic subgroup !::::.. = (a) x { 1} of (a) x F2 . By 3.10 we must have 
that alternative (ii) of 2.2 is excluded, and thus we have (i). 

At this stage we consider the cocycle 

a22: ((a) x F2) x X-> fl2 , 

obtained by composing the restriction of o with the projection onto the second 
coordinate of H. We again apply 2.2 to this cocycle and the amenable subgroup 
~ = (a) x {1}. Alternative (i) of 2.2 would give that the restricted cocycle 

n2 : ((a) x F2) x X -> fi 

is equivalent to a cocycle into an amenable subgroup. 
Therefore, we must be in case (ii) of 2.2. We have then a cocycle (3 : ((a ) x 

F2) x X -> fi2 equivalent to a 2 and a finite subgroup Fo of H2 = Zp * Z with 
(3(x. o) E Fo , for all o E !::::.. . It is an easy combinatorial fact (proved for instance 
by applying Kurosh's theorem as in the proof of 3.1) that F0 must be cyclic with 
generator of the form 

gug-1 

for some u E Zp, g E H2 . Replacing (3 by the equivalent cocycle (1'. x ) ~----> g- 1(3(1'. x)g 
'"'e obtain the conclusion of the lemma for the cocycle 

& : !::::.. X X -> F2 X fi2 

(((at). 1), x)-> (1r(at , 1), g-1(3(at. x)g). 

Case(2). Neither of au , o 21 is equivalent to a homomorphism whose image in 
F2 is non-abelian. And hence. by 2.2, both are equivalent to cocycles into amenable 
subgroups. 

We will complete the proof of the lemma by gradually arguing that t his case 
splits into a sequence of subcases, each of which in turn renders a contradiction. 

We first consider the induced cocycle 

n12: (F2 x (a)) x X-> fl2. 

Applying 2.2. and the lemma hypothesis as in the proof for Case(1), we can find 
an equivalent cocycle 

such that 
x ~----> Zpf3o((T, 1),x)Zp 

is constant a.e. for any 1 E F2 . Then for each 1 in F2 we may choose h-r E fl2 such 
that 

(a) h-r has the form h1 = nd1n2 ... nklknk+1> some k each ni E Z, each 
f ; E Zp , and 
(b) Zp(30 ((T , 1), x)Zp = Zph1 Zp a.e. 

In other words, we strip away from the ends of (30 (1 , x) any elements of Zp. 
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Subcase(2a) . There is some h'"~" for 1 E F2. which is not torsion. 

Thus the co cycle obtained by restricting i30 to ( (r) x { 1}) x X is diffuse. \Ne 
then go across. as in the proof of Case(1). and consider the cocycle on the other 
side. 

0:22 : ((I) X F2) X X -> fh 
Again. following 3.10. we haYe that 0:22 restricted to ((r) x {1}) is not equivalent 
to a narrow cocycle. We again apply 2.2. to conclude that n 22 must be equivalent 
to a cocycle into an amenable subgroup of H 2 , and hence the restricted cocycle 

( { 1} X F2) X X -> R 

((1. a) . x) r---> (a21 ((1, a). x), n22((l. a). x) 

is equivalent to a cocycle into an amenable subgroup. with a contradiction to the 
assumptions of the lemma. 

Subcase(2b). Whenever 1 E F2 . h-y is torsion. 

And '"e split again. 

Subsubcase(2bi). {h1 : 1 E F2} is finite. 

Then, to each x. we may assign the finite set Sx = {{30 ( (J, 1), x) : 1 E F2} and 
observe that xEF2 x{l}Y always implies that Sx is an H2-translation of Sy, and in 
fact if y = (;, 1) · x then 

Sy = IJo((;, l ) .x)Sx. 

Since the action of H2 on its finite sets has only countably many orbits and the 
action of F2 x {1} is ergodic. we can apply the usual cocycle reduction and obtain 
a single, finite, non-empty S ~ H2 and a cocycle fh equivalent to .60 , with 

fJ1((1, l ).x)·S=S. 

aU 1 E F2. a.e. x E X. Since the stabilizer of S is a finite subgroup of H2. 
and therefore in particular amenable, we obtain that a restricted to F2 x { 1} is 
equivalent to 

((;, 1),x) ..__.. (nu((;. 1),x),/31((;, l ),x)) . 

which in turn. by the case assumptions. is equivalent to a cocycle into an amenable 
subgroup of H , with a contradiction to assumptions of lemma. 

Subsubcase(2bii). {h1 : 1 E F2 } is infinite. 

Recalling our subcase assumptions we have that each h1 is torsion. and hence 
by considering the combinatorics of Zp * Z (or applying Kurosh's theorem as at 
C3.1), we have 

h - 1 
'Y = 9-y U-y9-y· ' 

where u E Zp and g1 = n-,.Jl-y.1n-,.2 . ..l-y.k(-y)- ln-,,k(-y) · where k(;) EN. each n-y.i E 
Z non-zero. assuming g-y f. 1. and each l-r.i E Zp non-zero. We will forthwith 
remember this notation. and say that k(;) is the length of h-y. 

Cla im. If g"'1 , g"'2 f. 1 and the length of h.'fl is no greater than the length of 
h1 , . then for every i :::; 1 1 ( k) 

and for i < 11 (k) 

e,l·' = l-y,.i· 
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Proof. Otherwise. a moment's consideration of the combinatorics of concate
nating \\'Ord in Zp * 7t. shows that for any u·1 . 1c2. w3 E Zp. 

lL'l h.., I lL'2 h12 lL'3 

is of infinite order. But then since each Jo(h112·1}.J:) has this form for a.e. x, we 
obtain a contradiction to the subcase assumptions. 

Appealing to the subsubcase assumptions. we have that a.e. 

{Jo((/.1}, x): 1 E F2} C {w1h1 w2: "( E F2. W1. lL'2 E Zp} 

is infinite. The last claim implies that its clo ure under subsequences in the Cayley 
graph of H2. which we henceforth denote by Tx. has at most 2p incompatible 
elements: this in turn implies that 8Tx has a finite. non-zero, number of infinite 
branches. 

Therefore. in the notation of appendix C3.1. we have an assignment 

I I- Ex. 

X~ [S.H2]<oc, 
of finite sub ets of the reduced words from Zp U Z, such that for all 1 E F2. a.e. 
x E X 

E b.l)·x = Jo((1.1}. x) ·Ex. 

Since the shift action of fi2 on [S.HJ<oc gives rise to an equivalence relation which 
is hyperfinite (since it can be viewed as the tail equivalence relation. just as in the 
proof of C3.1 i). and the action of F2 x {1} on X is E0-ergodic. we may apply the 
usual cocycle reduction to find a cocycle 31 which is equivalent to (30 and a single 
E E [SH

2
]<oc such that a.e. 

81((1. 1). x) · E =E. 

Then the restriction of a to (F2 x {1}) x X is equivalent to the cocycle 

( F2 X { 1} ) X X ~ [I 

((r, 1). x) f-t (a21((1. 1). x) . . BI((~t. 1). x), 

thus equivalent to a cocycle into an amenable subgroup. with a contradiction to 
the assumptions of the lemma. --1 

Corollary 3.12. Suppose that r = F2 x F2 acts freely and in a Borel way on a 
standard Borel space X with an invariant measure Jl. so that the action of each 
non-amenable subgroup is E0 -ergodic and the action of each infinite subgroup is 
ergodic. Let fi2 = Zp * 7t and let fi = F2 x fi2 act freely and in a Borel way on a 
standard Borel space Y. Suppose p : X ~ Y witnesses E{ ~B E};. 

Then there is an infinite cyclic subgroup 6 o off! and a ~0-invariant measure 
v on Y with 

v(p(X)) -::J 0. 

Proof. Let a be the cocycle associated to the reduction p. Applying the last 
lemma we may assume that there is an infinite cyclic 6 ~ r such that: 

(i) p1 oa: 6 x X--> F2 is given by a non-trivial homomorphism 1r: 6--> F2; 
(ii} p2 o a : 6 x X --> fi2 has image inside Zp a.e. 

Then let 6 0 = 1r(6 ). and note that the actions of 6 0 and Zp on Y commute. 
Since Zp is finite. \\'C may assume that Y = Yo x Zp and that Zp acts by permuting 
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the second coordinate of Y. \\Te first obtain a suitably invariant measure on Y0. 
Defining the function 

by 

<,o(x) = y 

if and only if p(x) = (y . l) for SOme f, we can define the measure Vo = 'P•Jl by 

vo(A) = f.L(<p- 1(A)). 

Since cp respects the homomorphism 1r : 1::. ----> l::.o, we obtain a 6.0 invariant measure 
on Y by 

v(A) = ( { e: (y.C) E A} dv0 (y). 
}Yo 

-I 

On the basis of these facts. we can complete the proof as before. The argument 
in Lemma 3.6 goes through untouched for H2, since this group cannot be mapped 
homomorphically onto a non-abelian free group. The rest of this alternate proof of 
3.8 goes then as follows: 

Let r = F2 x F2 and fi = F2 x fl2. Since fl2 contains a copy of F2. we view 
r as a subgroup of fl. We consider the free part (2)if of the shift action of fl on 
2if and the usual product measure. We recall from A6.1 that this action is mixing. 
so every infinite subgroup acts ergodically, and from A4.1 that every non-amenable 
subgroup acts E 0-ergodically. Fix an fl-invariant Borel subset X of (2)H such that 
f.L( X) = 1 and every infinite cyclic subgroup of H acts uniquely ergodically on X. 
We also write 11 for the restriction of 11 to X. 

We now let 

E = E{.F = E~. 
Clearly E ~F. So it is enough to check that E 1,8 F. 

Suppose instead p : X -+ X is a Borel reduction of E to F. Applying 3.12, 
we obtain that there is an infinite cyclic subgroup 6.0 of H and a 6.0-invariant 
measure von Y with v(p(X)) to 0. Appealing to unique ergodicity. we have v = f.L, 
and hence 

Jl(p(X)) to 0, 

so 

f.L(I::.o · (p(X))) = 1. 

We let 

Y = n h · f::.o · (p( X)), 
hEH 

and note that Y is H-invariant and still of 11 measure 1; we let f.L denote the 
restriction of 11 to Y. 

For each y E Y, we may in a Borel manner assign some B(y) E X with 
p(B(y))E~y. But then(} witnesses 

which contradicts 3.6. 
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3D. R elative er godicity and rigidity results for product group actions 

Theore m 3.13. Let r = r1 X .. . X f n X t::.. , n 2: 1, be a countable group, where 
~ i an infinite amenable group. and let H = H 1 x · · · x H n. where each H 1 is 
countable and amenable or free. Let r act in a Borel way on a standard Borel space 
.Y with invariant measure 11. and assume that t::.. acts ergodically and each r 1 acts 
Eo-ergodically. Let a : r X X .... H be a Borel cocycle. Then one of the following 
holds: 

(i) There is 0 i= { il .. . . . ik} ~ {1. .... n} such that al ((r i, X . . . x rik X t::.. ) X X) rv 

.3. with .;((r,, x · · · x r ,k x t::.. ) x X)~ H0 ~ H . where H0 is amenable. 
{ii} For some 1 ~ i ~ n.1 ~ j ~ n , we have that o l((f 1 x t::.. ) x X),...., 3 . with 

J((f, X t::.. ) X X)~ Hj . 

Corollary 3.14 Let f. H , X be as in the preceding theorem. Then if H acts freely 
in a Borel way on Y , E{ is Ej; -ergodic. 

In particular' the shift action of r = r 1 X . .. X r n X z on 2r. where r 1 are 
not amenable. is £-ergodic. for any equivalence relation E induced by a free Borel 
action of the product of n amenable or free groups, e.g., F!j or F!)- 1 x Z, etc. 

Proof of 3.14. Suppose H acts freely in a Borel way on Y and p: X-> Y is 
a Borel homomorphism of E{ to Ej;. Let a be the associated cocycle. 

a(J•, x) · p(x) = p(l · x), 1 E f. 

If (i) of Theorem 3.13 holds, we can let x f--> hx be a Borel map from X to H , so 
that for I E r 1, X ... X rik X t::.. , 

a(!. x) = h..,.xf3(1 . x)h; 1
. 11.-a.e. (x) . 

Then if 
a(x) = h; 1 

· p(x), 

a is also a Borel homomorphism of E{ to £1 and its associated cocycle restricted 
to r 1, X .. . X r,k X t::.. is equal to S(l, x). 11.-a.e. (x). so it takes values as an 
amenable group H0 ~ H , 11.-a.e. It follows that a , re tricted to a co-null set, is 
a homomorphism of E{ to a hyperfinite subequivalence relation of E1 (since an 

'1 

equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of an amenable group is hyperfinite 
a.e. for any measure. by [OW]). Since r ,, acts £ 0-ergodically, a maps into a single 
Ej';-class, thu so does p. 

So let us as ume that (ii) of Theorem 3.13 holds. Then let x f--> fx be Borel 
from X to H , so that for I E r i X t::... 

a(l,x) = f ..,.x3(/.x)J; 1
, 11.-a.e. (x). 

Put as usual 
r (x) = f ; 1 

· p(x). 

so that r is a Borel homomorphism of E{ to E1, whose associated cocycle a' 
atisfies. for I E f i X 6. , 

o'(J,x) = .3(/,x) 11.-a.e. (x), 

so a'(!, x) takes values in Hi 11.-a.e. (x). If Hi is amenable, then we can see that 
p maps into a single £1-class as in the previous case. So let us assume that Hj 
is free. Then we can apply T heorem 2.2 to the action of r i x t::.. on X and the 
cocycle a' ((f, x t::.. ) x X), which takes values in Hj 11.-a.e. If case (i) of 2.2 applies, 
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we are done. as before, so we can assume that we are in case (ii)' of 2.2. Then 
n'l(fi x ~) x X is equivalent to a homomorphism 7i off; x ~ into H j. which is 
trivial on D.. As usual. we can change T to a Borel homomorphism .p of Ef.x~ into 
Ej; such that the cocycle of <pis equal to 7i, J..L-a.e .. and <p(x)E};r(x), J..L-a.e. (x). 
But then <p is ~-invariant. so by the ergodicity of the ~-action . it is constant a.e., 
and thus r and so p maps into a single E};-class. a.e. -l 

Proof of Theorem 3 .13. 
Write a= (n1 . ... ,an), where aj = p1 o a. with p1 the projection of H onto 

Hi. Then. applying 2.2 to a1. we see that we have one of two possibilities: 

(I) a1 ~ (31. where {31 takes values into an amenable subgroup of H1 
or 

(II) a1 "" 1iJ. where 1fJ is a homomorphism off into H1 . and 7ij is trivial on ~-

If (I) holds for all j = 1. ... , n, clearly a "" /3, where {J takes values in an 
amenable subgroup of H. so (i) holds (with { i 1 .... , ik} = {1. ... , n} ). 

Otherwise (II) holds for some j, \vith 1r1 not taking values into an amenable 
subgroup of H1. If n = 1. clearly (ii) of 3.13 holds, so we assume n > 1. Also 
obviously Hi is free. We now use the following standard fact about free groups 
(see, e.g., [LS. 2.18]): The relation aDb ¢? ab = ba. in any free group F, is an 
equivalence relation on the set of non-trivial elements of F. It follows that there 
is a unique i such that 7i1(f i) is not abelian and 7ij(ri') = {1} . fori' =f. i. Then 
nl((f1 X· ·· X f\ X ··· X [ n X ~) X X) ""{J. with {3 taking values in H1 X · · · X 

Hj X ... X Hn. where r,, Hj means that the corresponding groups are omitted. 
Proceeding this way by induction, we either get 0 =f. {i1 .... ik} ~ {1, .. . , n}, so 
that ai(fi, X ..• X r i. X ~) X X is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in an 
amenable subgroup of H or else this procedure continues for n - 1 steps and we 
find some i .j so that nl(f i x ~) x X is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in Hi . 
so we are done. -l 

We also have the following rigidity result concerning the shift action of product 
groups. ('i\le will see stronger results in §5.) 

Theorem 3 .15. Let ~0 be a countable. infinite amenable group. H0 a countable 
non-amenable group. ~1 a countable amenable group and H 1 a torsion-free near
hyperbolic countable group. Then if F (Ho x ~0 . 2) 'S.a F(H1 x ~1 .2) . there is a 
normal amenable subgroup N:::) H0 such that H 0 j]'·,- is (isomorphic to) a subgroup 
of H1. In particular, if H 0 is torsion-free, hyperbolic. 

F(Ho x ~o. 2) 'S.a F(H1 x ~1 - 2) 

iff Ho is (isomorphic to) a subgroup of H 1 . 

P r oof. Denote by Jl the usual product measure on 2Hoxt:>.o which concentrates 
on (2)HoxJ.o_ Suppose p: (2)HoxJ.o --> (2)H,x~, is a Borel reduction of F (Ho x 
D.o, 2) to F (H1 x D.1. 2). Let a : Ho x D.o --> H 1 x ~1 be the associated cocycle. 
Let a1 be its projection to H 1. Then by 2.2. for H0 x D.0 and a 1. we have two 
possibilities: 

(i) n1 is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in an amenable subgroup of H1 
and thus a is equivalent to a cocycle .B taking values in an amenable subgroup G 
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of H 1 x Dq. Let then a be a reduction from F(Ho x 6-o. 2) to F(H1 x ti1 , 2). 
\\·ho. e associated cocyclc is 3, p-a.e. Then. p.-a.e .. a reduces F (Ho x tio. 2) to 

(2)Hl x :.l (2)H1 x :.1 
Ec and Ec is hyperfinitc. v-a.e .. where v = a.fl. Thus F (Fo x ~o- 2) 
is hyperfinite. p.-a.e., o H 1 x ~ 1 is amenable. a contradiction. 

(ii) There i a homomorphism 1r: Ho x 6.0 ~ H1 , which is trivial on ~0 and 
a 1 ,....., 1r . It is thus enough to verify that .V = ker(rr) is amenable. If a= (a1 . a 2 ) . 

where a 2 is the projection to 6.1 . then a,....., (rr,a2 ), and we can find a reduction T 

of F(Ho x 6-o. 2) to F (H1 x ti1 . 2) , whose associated cocycle is ( 1r. a2), p.-a.c. Then 
(2)Hox C.o (2 ) H1 x c. 1 

note that T is also a reduction of Ex toE :,
1 

• which is hyperfinite .X-a.e .. 

where .X = T•IJ.· It follows that E\~)Ho x .::.o is hyperfinite. p.-a.e .. so ,y is amenable. 
The final conclusion follows from C4..2. _, 



CHAPTER 4 

Factoring Homomorphisms 

"·e "·ill start with a refinement of Theorem 2.2. \\·hich deals "·ith the case when 
the action of r is not necessarily £ 0-ergodic. In stat ing this result it ib conYenient 
to introduce the following: 

Definition 4.1. A near-hyperbolic group H is called nice if in the definition 2. 1. (a) 
1::. strengthened by requiring that the action of H on the set of elements of ,\.11 9 (1\) 
with non-trivial stabilizers has corresponding equivalence relation tame. 

By Appendices C2.2. C4.3 this is true for all free groups and more generally 
all torsion-free hyperbolic groups. z2 * z3 is, ho\\·ever. an example of a non-nice. 
near-hyperbolic group. 

Theorem 4.2 . Let r be a countable group and 6. ~ r an infinite normal amenable 
subgroup. Suppose r acts in a Borel way on the standard Borel spare X with 
inmriant measure Jl· Assume that the action of ti is ergodic. Let H be a nice 
near-hyperbolic group and let o : r x X ----> H be a B orel cocycle. Then one of the 
following three possibilities holds: 

(i} There is a Borel cocycle ,3 : r X X ----> H equivalent to Q. Q "' 3. such that 
J([ x X)~ Ho. where Ho ::=; H is an amenable subgroup of H. 

(it There is a conull Borel f -invariant X o ~ X. a free Borel action of H 
on a standard Borel space Yo with £1° hype1jinite. and a Borel homomorphism 

X ) ' 
p: Ef- 0

----> EH0 such that for all) E r.x E Xo 

oh. x) = 1 ¢:? p(x) =Ph · :r). 

(ii) Th ere is a Borel cocycle J : r X X _, H equivalent to 0, Q "' .3 . such that 
3(~ x X ) ~ Fo. where Fo ::::; H is a finite subgroup of H. And in this case. the 
double coset 

r.("r) = Fo3(1. x)Fo . 1 E f. 

depends only on I· 11-a.e. (:r) . 
In particular. if H is torsion-free. then {ii} can be replaced by: 
(ii)' There is a homomorphism r. : r----> H with r.(l:..) = {1} such that r. (viewed 

on cocycle from r X X into H. via r.h. X) = r.( '))) is equivalent to o . Q ,..._, IT. 

Proof. \\'e use the notation and follow the argument in the proof of 2.2. except 
that \ve also assume that if 

Z = {v E /vf ~2 (K) : v has non-tri\·ial stabilizer} . 

then E~ is tame. Let Y = M 9 (K ) \ Z. 
Case (ii) is identical to that of 2.2. so we analyze further case (i) of 2.2. in order 

to obtain (i) or (i)*. 

41 
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Becaw;e r acts ergodically on X. \\'e haw that 

p(r) E Z. J.l.-a.e. (.r) 

or 
p(r) E L J.l.-a.e. (r) 

In the first case. we obtain (i), exactly a~ in the proof of 2.2. noting that since E~ 
iti tame we only need the ergodicity of the f-action. In the second case. let A= P•J.l 
and find a f-inntriant Borel set X0 ~ X and an H-i1wariant Borel set Yo ~ Y 
with J.l(Xo) = 1, p(X0 ) = Y0 ~ L E~' hypcrfinite, and a(J,r) · p(r) = p(r · .r). for 
1 E r. ~- E X 0 . Then p : Ef-'0 

- E~0 is a Borel homomorphism, H acts free!~· on 
)'(!,and for 1 E f.x E Xo 

a(! .. r) = 1 <* p(r) = p(J · r). 

so the proof is complete. 

\\'e next define the notion of factoring for Borel homomorphisms. 

D efinition 4.3. Let E. F be countable Borel equivalence relations on X. Y. resp. 
Let p: X~ } ' be a Borel homomorphism of E to F. We say that p factors through 
a countable Borel equivalence relation R on Z if there are Borel homom017Jhisms 
a:X-.Z,T:Z-1. ofE toR. andR to F. resp .. withp=Toa. 

\\·e now have the following result which we will use in conjunction with Theorem 
4.2 to obtain rigidity theorems for actions of product groups. 

Theorem 4.4. Let r be a countable group acting in a Borel way on a standard Borel 
space X. Let H 1 ... .. H n be countable groups and assume that H = H 1 x · · · x H n 
acts freely in a Borel way on a standard Borel space Y . Let p : X - Y be a Borel 
homomorphism of Ef to E).;. with associated cocycle a. i.e .. a(J.r) ·p(r) = p(1·.r). 
Let p, be the projection of H to H, and put a, = p, o a. i = 1. .... n. Suppose that 
for each i. one of the following holds: 

(i) ai (r x X) ~ H :. where H: is an amenable subgroup of H i. 
(ii) There is a hyperfinite Borel equivalence relation E, on Z, and a Borel 

homomorphism p, : X ~ z, of Ef to E, such that for~, E r. X E X: 

a,(J, .r) = 1 {:::} p,(J · J:) = p,(x). 

Then there is a countable Borel equivalence -relation F on Z such thai p factors 
through f. and F is j.L-hyperfinite. for any measure j.L on Z. 

Proof. \\'e will prove the result here in the case p is a Borel reduction. which 
is enough for the applications in §5. \\'e \\'ill give the proof in the general case. 
where pis an arbitrary Borel homomorphism. in Appendix E. sec E2.1. 

\\"e will also assume. for convenience. that the Continuwn Hypothesis (CH) 
is true. This is harmless, since the proposition we want to prove is a projecti,·e 
statement. so CH can be a\·oided by standard metamathcmatical results (see. e.g .. 
Appendix 2 in (AL]. \vhere this is explained in some detail). Since pis a reduction. 
clearly pis countable-te-l. so p[X] is Borel and thus the £1-saturation of p(X) is 
Borel. So we can assume without loss of generalit_\· that p(X) is a complete section 
for E~ . i.e .. it meets every £~-class. 

It is clear that it is enough to proYc the result for n = 2. Then there are three 
different cases depending on whether (i) holds for both a 1 . a 2 , (ii) holds for both 
a 1 . a 2 , or (i) holds for one a, and (ii) for the other. 
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In the first case, Jet H' = H~ x H~ :::; H, so that H' is amenable. Let Z = 
Y. F = Ej;,. Then clearly F is 11-hyperfinite for all J1 {by [0\Yj). as it is induced 
bv a Borel action of an amenable group, and of course p factors through F. 

The proofs in the last two cases are quite similar, so we will give below the 
argument for the third case. So let us assume that a 1 (r x X ) ~ H~ :::; H 1 . with H~ 
amenable. and that there is a hyperfinite Borel equivalence relation £ 2 on Z2 and 
a Borel homomorphism P2 : X ---. Z2 of Ef to £2 such that for 1 E [ . . r E X: 

et2(1 . .r) = 1 {::} P2h · x) = P2(.r). 

Since clearly p is a homomorphism of Ef to E};; x H
2

• we may as well assume 

that H 1 itself is amenable. We will then show that we can take Z = }-. F = £1. 
Since clearly p factors t hrough F, it is enough to show that £1 is j1-hyperfinite 
for each IL By [CF\<Vj, and the discussion in [JKL. Sections 2.2, 2.3], it is enough 
to show that E); is measure-amenable, which means that there is a universally 
measurable (in the sense of [JKL, Def. 2.7]) map C ~-+'PC which assigns to each 

)" c E H-class C a mean 'PC on . 
Let F1 = E};,. F2 = E'£

2
, and, since £ 2 is hyperfinite. fi.x a Borel relation -<on 

Z2 which induces on each £ 2-class an ordering isomorphic to Z or else finite. 
:\ow fi.x y. z E p(X) with yF1z and take any x 1 . .r2 E X with p(xl) = y. p(x·2 ) = 

::. Then there is 1 E r, with 1 · x1 = x2 and, since a2h- x·l) = L it follows that 
p2(x1) = P2Cx2). Put, for any y E p(X), 

O"(y) = P2(x), for any .rEX with p(x) = y. 

The above shows that O" is well-defined, Borel (since it has analytic graph), and 
F1-invariant. Also if y,;;; E p(X). yE1z. and it is not the case that yF1z. then 
if .r1.x2 E X. 1 E r. are such that p(:rl) = y.p(x2) = z and'"': · x1 = .r2. then 
a2('y,.-r1) i 1, so P2C.r1) i P2(x2). thus O"(y) i O"(z). For any E};-class C, define 
then the following ordering -<c on the &et of classes [Y]F,. with y E p(X) n C: 

:Y]F, -<c [z]F, {::} O"(y)-< O"(z). 

By the above. this is well defined. and -<c has order type Z, N. N~ ( = the reverse 
ordering in N) or finite. We will assume that -<c has always order type Z. since 
the other cases can be handled in a similar. but easier wav. 

Since H 1 is amenable. and F1 = E';;,. F1 is measure=amenable (sec, e.g .. the 
paragraph following [JKL, Theorem 2.8]) . so fix a universally measurable map C 1 ~-+ 
vc,. where vc, is a mean on C1. and C 1 varies over F 1-classes. \Ye finally define 
a universally measurable map C ~-+ .;c. where C varies over E};-cla&ses. with 'PC a 
mean on C. 

Let () be a universally measurable invariant mean on Z (see. e.g., [JKL. Cor. 
2.2]). Then for each £};-class C, we define '-Pc, a mean on C. as follows: 

Fix f = loc(C) . For each F1-class C1 ~ C, let fc, = J IC1 E £-x:(Cl). Let 
g(CI) = 'liJC, UcJ- ~ow fix a bijection~: z-+ {[Y]F, : y E p(X) n C}. so that 

m < n {::} ~(m) -<c ~(n). 

Put. finally 
.PcU) = ()(g 0 0-

::\ote here that go~ E Coc (IZ) and that ?c(J) is independent off,. by the invariance 
of (). The verification that C ~-+ 'PC is universally measurable is routine and the 
proof is therefore complete. ""i 
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Remark. The preceding proof, for the case when p is a reduction. shows without 
any usc of CH or the result of [CF\Y]. that one can take in thib case the relation 
F in the statement of-!.-! to be 2-amenable (in the sense of [JKL. Dcf. 2.12]). and 
again this is enough for the application;, in §5. 

\Ye finally note. for further reference. that the argument for the proof of-!.-! 
also giYes the following. 

Theorem 4.5 Let r be a countable group acting in a Borel way on a standard Borel 
space X. Let H be a countable group. ~1 :::J H a normal aml'nable subgroup and 
put H 1 = H / j.1 . Assuml' that H acts in a Borel way on a standard Borel space 
Y. Let p be a Borel reduction of Ef to E~ with associated cocycle o. Let p 1 be 
the projection of H to H I and put o 1 =PI o o. Suppose that there is a hyperfinite 
Borel equimlence relation El on ZI and a Borel homomorphism PI : X ____,. zl of 
E{ to Et such that for 1 E f .. rEX : 

OJb,.r) = 1 {::} P1h · .r) = PI(.r). 

Th en Ef. i.s jl-hyperfinite for any measure p on X. 



CHAPTER 5 

Further Applications 

\\'e will now deri,·e some applications of the result in §4. 

5A. Rigidity results for r educibility and s table orbit equivalence 

Theorem 5.1. Let r be a countable non-amenable group. ~ :::; r an infinite 
amenable normal subgroup and suppose r acts freely in a Borel way on a stan
dard Borel space X with invariant measure Jl · so that the action of ~ i ergodic. 
Let H be a countable group. ~1 ~ H a normal subgroup such that H 1 = H / ~1 is 
a nice, near-hyperbolic. to7·sion-free group. Suppose H acts freely in a Borel way 
on a standard Borel space Y . If E{ ~B E);, then there is an amenable normal 
ubgroup .\' ~ r containing 6. . o that r / X is (isomorphic to) a subgroup of H 1 . 

Proof. Let p: X--. }' be a Borel reduction of E{ to E);. let o: [ x X~ H 
be the associated cocycle and o 1 = p1 oo its projection to H 1 . where p1 : H ~HI 
is the canonical projection. \Ye apply -1.2 to o 1 . 

If (i) of 4.2 holds. then. by the u ual arguments (. ee Appendix B.1). and ne
glecting null sets. we see that t here is a Borel reduction p : X ----+ } • of E{ to E); . 
whose as ociated cocycle a satisfies n(f x X) <;;; G ~ H. with G amenable. Then 
Erx ~B Ei;. so E{ is 1-amenable (in the terminology of [JKL. Section 2.-t]). thus 
by :.JKL. 2.15. 2.13. 2.14] r is amenable. a contradiction. 

If (i)* of -l.2 holds. then. by 4.5, "'·e see that E{ is p-hyperfinite. for any measure 
J1 on X. so r is again amenable. a contradiction. 

Finally. if (ii) of 4.2 holds. or rather (ii)'. since H I is torsion-free. we have a 
homomorphism 1r : r _,. H 1 with JY = ker(rr) ~ ~ and o 1 "' "· Then we can find 
a reduction p of Ef to E); such that the associated cocycle Ci satisfies p1 o a= To. 

neglecting null sets. Then nj(.\' x X) takes \'aiues in ~1 . so E~ ~8 El_,. thus. as 
before. X is amenable. and" clearly show that r f.\' is (isomorphic to) a subgroup 
~~. ~ 

Corollary 5.2. Suppose that a non-amenable countable group H0 contains no 
non-trivial normal amenable subgroups (e .g .. a non-abelian free group or el'Pn any 
torsion-free hyperbolic group which is not cyclic) . Suppose 6.0 i.s infinite amenable 
and Ho x ~0 acts freely in a Borel way on X with inmrianl measure Jl . such that 
the ~a-action is ergodic. Let H 1 be tor ion-free hyperbolic (e.g .. a free group). ~1 
amenable and uppose H 1 x ~1 acts freely in a Borel way on }'. If E~0 x 210 ~B 
E';;,x~, · then Ho is (isomorphic to) a subgroup of H 1 . 

The conclusion of Theorem 5.1 can be strengthened in the case that the actions 
of ron X and H on ) ' are stab!~· orbit equiYalent. l\lore precisely \\'e have: 
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Theorem 5.3. In the context of 5.1. assume moreot•er that the actwn of H on Y 
has an im•ariant measure v and H' acts ergodically for any non-amenable subgroup 
~1 :::; H' :::; H. If the action of r on X and of H on Y are stably orbit equivalent. 
then there i.s an amenable normal subgroup X ~ r containing ~- so that r /X~ H 1 . 

Proof. In the notation of the proof of 5.1. our extra assumptions imply that we 
can choose p: X ---.. Y. so that for any null set X 0 ~ X,p(Xo) ~ Y is null, and for 
each co-null set X 1 ~ X, the £);-saturation of p(X1) is co-null. By following the 
proof of 5.1, \\·e see that there is a homomorphism 7i: f ~ H1 with N = ker(7r) ~ 6.. 
and N amenable. and a Borel reduction p of E{ toE}; with p(x)E};p(x), 11-a.e. (x), 
so that p also sends null sets to null sets. and co-null sets to sets whose saturation 
is co-null. and moreover the cocycle o associated to p satisfies (a.e., but we will 
assume it is everywhere, without causing any harm) P1 oo = 7i. where P1 : H ~ H1 
is the canonical projection. Say 7r(r) = H0 :::; H1. "·e want to show that Ho = H1. 
Of course o(r x X)~ P11(Ho) = H'. 

Put p(X) = Y' . Then, neglecting again a null set. Y' is a Borel complete 
section of E};. i.e .. it meets every orbit of H. Let y1 ,y2 E Y' satisfy YIEkY2· Say 
YI = p(xr), Y2 = p(x2)· Then XIEf X2- so let IE r be such that I . X} = X2- Then 
o(l, xi) · Y1 = y2 , so y1E};•Y2· Thus in every H-orbit C. Y' n Cis contained in a 
single E};, -class. So if Yo is the H'-saturation of Y' and we assume that H oi= H 1 • 

towards a contradiction, so that H' i= H. Yo and Y \ Y0 both meet every E};
class. so they have positive measure. ~ow H' cannot be amenable, since then H0 

would be amenable and then r would be amenable (recall that r / N ~ H 0 and N 
is amenable). So by H'-ergodicity, one of Y0 . Y \ Yo is null, a contradiction. -l 

Corollary 5.4. Let H0 be a countable group which contains no non-trivial normal 
amenable subgroups (e.g., a non-abelian free group or even a torsion-free hyperbolic 
group. which is not cyclic). Suppose .6.o is infinite amenable and Ho x .6.o acts freely 
in a Borel way on X with invariant measure J1 and the ~0 -action is ergodic. Let 
H 1 be torsion-free hyperbolic (e. g .. a free group}. 6.1 infinite amenable, and suppose 
H 1 x ~ ~ acts freely in a Borel way on Y with invariant measure v and H x 6 1 acts 
ergodically for any non-amenable subgroup H :::; H 1 . If the action of Ho x 6 o on 
X and of H 1 x 6 1 on Y are stably orbit equivalent. then H o ~ H1. 

v\"e have seen in Chapter 1, C ) that there are free measure preserving ergoclic 
actions of F2 . F3 which are SOE. In particular. by considering product actions, 
there are ergodic free measure preserving actions of F2 x 71.. . F3 x 71.. which are SOE. 
However, the preceding corollary shows that if free measure preserving actions of 
Fm x 71... Fn x 71.. are Z-ergodic. and they are SOE. we must have m = n. 

5B. Products of hyperbolic groups 

Theorem 5.5. Let f 1 • f 2 ... . , r n (n ~ 1) be countable non-amenable groups. 6 a 
countable amenable group and let r = r 1 X ... X r n X 6 act freely in a Borel way 
on a standard Borel space X with invariant measure Jl. so that the action of 6 is 
ergodic. Let H 1 , ...• H n be torsion-free hyperbolic groups (e.g .. free groups) and let 
H = H 1 x · · · x H n act freely in a Borel way on Y. Then 

)[ }-' 
Ef "£B EH. 
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Proof. By induction on n. 

Consider first the case n = 1. Suppose Ef "5.8 E~. where r = rl X ~' H = H ]. 
Let p : X - Y be a Borel reduction of Ef to E~, and a the associated cocycle. 
Then. by -1.2, we have one of the following cases. in each of which \\'e \\·ill derive a 
contradiction: 

(i) : a is equivalent to a cocycle with Yalues in an amenable. thus cyclic-by-finite 
(sec C4.1). subgroup of H. Then b~· changing p to another reduction. if necessary. 
and neglecting null sets. '''e can assume that a itself takes values in such a subgroup 
Hoof H. Then clearly E{- "5.8 E~0 • so, since E~0 is hyperfinite. E{- is hyperfinite. 
so r is amenable a contradiction. 

(i)* : There is a hyperfinite equivalence relation F on a standard Borel space 
Z and a Borel homomorphism a: X- Z of E{- to F with a(T . .r) = 1 {:} a(.r) = 
ah · .r). 11-a.e. (.r). \:/"! E r. \Yithout loss of generality \ve can assume this is 
true for all .r. Then by 4.4, and neglecting 11-null sets. \\'e conclude that there 
is a hyperfinite countable Borel equi,·alence relation F on Z such that p factors 
through F. say p = P2 o p1 . where p1 is a Borel homomorphism of E{ to f and p2 

a Borel homomorphism off toE~. It follows that p1 is a reduction and so Er-' is 
hyperfinite. thus r is amenable. a contradiction. 

(ii)' : a is equivalent to a homomorphism": r ~ H with 1r(6.) = {1}. Again 
we can assume, by changing p and by neglecting null sets, that actually a = ;;. 
This implies that p is C.-inYariant. so that by the ergodicity of the 6.-act ion. it is 
constant a.e., a contradiction. 

:\ow suppose n > 1 is arbitrary. Assume again p is a Borel reduction of E{ to 
E~. towards a contradiction. and let a be the associated cocycle. Let a; = p; o a. 
where p; is the projection of H to H ;. \\"e apply again 4.2 to each a;. If (i) or (i)* 
of 4.2 holds for each i. then again by changing p to another reduction. if necessary. 
and neglecting null sets . we can assume that for each i. either a, maps into an 
amenable subgroup of H, or (i)* holds for a;. Then by 4.4. neglecting null sets. p 

factors through some hyperfinite equiYalence relation and we get a contradiction as 
iu the case n = 1. 

So for some 1 "5. i "5. n, a, satisfies (ii)'. i.e., a; ~ 7r, where " : r --> H; is a 
homomorphism. \.vith ~t(fl) = { 1 }, and ~t(r) not amenable. \Ne claim then that 
there is a unique 1 "5. k "5. n such that 1r(f k) =I { 1}. Indeed. there is at least one 
such k. Assume also ~t(ft) =I {1}. for some [=I k. Fix h E ~t(fk) \ {1}. so that 
h has infinite order. Then for any m =I k. ~t(f m) <;;; CH, (h) = the centralizer of h 
in H ;. But (h) has finite index in CH, (h). see [Gd!H. p. 156. Theoreme 34j (in 
case. H; is free. of course CH, (h) is cyclic). so 1r(f m) is amenable. Thus ~t(f m) is 
amenable. for each m =I k. and similarly 7r(f m) is amenable, for each m =j;l. Since 
k =I[. this shows that n:=l 7i(r m) = 7T(r) is amenable. a contradiction. 

\\"e can assume without loss of generality that k = i = l. so that ~t(f2 ) = 
;r(f3) = · · · = 1r(f n) = {1}. Let r~ = f 1 'l kcr(1r) . so that 1r(fD = {1} as welL 
By changing p, if necessary. to another reduction. and neglecting null sets. we can 
assume that actually a 1 = Tt. otice then that pis a reduction of Er\ xr 2x---x rn xJ. 

to E~2 X···XHn" Indeed. if .r£i; xr2x···xrnx J.Y· say hi-~12, . ···tn·c5). :r = y with 
~~~ E [~· /2 E f2 ... -~In E f ,.. . c5 E C.. then 

(a I((/~ · /2 · .. . , In · 6), x) .... . On((/~. "12· .... "'n· c5). x)) · p(:r) = p(y). 
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But 
ar((1~ ..... ~,n.b) . .r) = rr (1 ~ .. ... '{11 .6) = 1, 

so p(.r)Ej;
2
x···xHnp(y). Conversely. if p(x)Ej;

2
x xHnp(y) . clearly xEf y. so let 

h1 - .. . · 'Yn -6) · .r = y. with'{; E f ; .b E .6.. Then 

(ar((/1 .. .. , '}n. J) . ~·) .. · · . Gn((:l .. ... ~,,. 6), x)) E H 2 X ··· X H.,. 

i.e .. a 1 ((11 , .... 'f11 , 6). :r) = rr(11) = 1, so 11 E f~ and .rF Rxr
2
x···xrnx t::.Y· 

Put f~ = f~ x f 2 , f~ = f 3 •...• f~ = r n · Then r: is not amenable, for 2 :S i :S n 
and Ef, x -xr' x!'. :Sa Ej;

2
x···x H . violating the induction hypot hesis. --l 

2 n n 

Remark. For the case where the f ;'s are free. non-abelian and the H;·s are free. 
and one of them is abelian, this result also follows from the results of Gaboriau 
[GaOlJ. 



CHAPTER 6 

Product Actions, I 

In this and the next section. \\'C \\'ill pro\·e some rc::.ult::. concerning relatiw non
reducibility of product actions. and u::.e them in § to pro\·idc some applications 
concerning the relationship of the shift actions of product groups. \\·ho::.c factors 
arc free or amenable groups. wrsus product actions of such groups. In general. if 
groups r 1· .... r n act on ::.paces X 1' .... X n. resp.' the product action of r I X ... X r n 

on xl X ... X Xn is gi\·en by 

(~.I· ~,2 · · · · • ~. n) · ( J'1 · · · · ·In) = h 1 · I1. · · · · ') n · In)· 

If £ 1 ..... En arc the equi\·alence relations induced by f 1 ..... f n· resp .. then the 
<'quivalence relation induced by the product action is E 1 x · · · x En. \\·here 

(IJ .... . l'n)Et X· · · X En(Yt· .... Yn) {::} 'r/i:::; n(l·;E;y,). 

Theorem 6.1. Let r be a countable non-amenable group. which contains tu·o in
fimte amenable subgroups ~1 . ~2:::; r such that ~1 <;;; Xr(~2). ~2 <;;; Sr(~t).r = 

.Yr(~ I).Yr(~2 ) . 1rhere for any ~ <;;; f . .Y~ (r) is the normalizer of ~ in r. Suppose 
f acts freely in a Borel u•ay on a standard Borel space X u•ith inmriant mea ure f.1 
and assume that each infinite subgroup of r acts ergodical/y (e.g .. the r -action is 
mixing). Let E 1 , ... , E 11 be treeable countable Borel equimlence relations. Then 

>: E[ "f:.a E1 x · · · x En · 

Corollary 6.2. Let r = r 1 X ... X r m. m :::: 2. be a countable non-amenable group. 
u•here at least two of the r, ·s contain an infinite amenable subgroup. Then for any 
free mixing Borel action of r on X with inuariant measure. E{ cannot be Borel 
reduced to a finite product of treeable countable Borel equivalence relations. 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. \\'e will employ a \'ariation of the ideas explained in 
Appendices B3. B-1. \\'e use the concept of the boundary of a tree. oT. as discussed 
inCl. 

\\'c will first introduce a few concepts that are neC'ded in the proof. 
Suppose the free group F2 = (a, b) acts free!~· in a Borel way ou a standard 

Borel space 1·. Fix an orbit C of this action. Then define a tree Tc. with vertex 
set C. by 

(Yl· .1/2) E Tc {::} 3" E {a=. b=}(~. · Y1 = .112). 

For any y E C. the bijection .Py : C - F2 gi\·cn by .;:y(.::) = the unique 'i E F2 
with ~1 - 1 · y = ::. ciC'arly gives an isomorphism betwC'en Tc and the Cayley graph 
of F2 (see C2), and induces a homeomorphism. also denoted by '-?y· of 8Tc with 
8F2. It also induces a Borel bijection of [8Tc]k with [8F2]k and a homeomorphism 
of ;V1 (8Tc) and JV1(8F2 ). all denoted by .Py again. ~ote that if') E F2·.Py(z) = b 
(::.o that 6 · :; = y). then .y..,.y(z) = "'b (since 16 · z = 1 · y) . So .p-..y(z) = ~1..py(z). 

19 
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thus, if e is in aTe . then y:..,.y(e) = -, · :Py(e). ,,·here in the right hand side we have 
the action of F2 on 8F2. 

i\ ssume nO\\' If : X ---> Y is a Borel homomorphism of E{ to E}
2 

= E . As 
usuaL we denote by [Y]s = F2 · y, the £-class of y. 

\Ye will often consider below maps x ,__. S(x) . with domain X and Yalues S(x), 
which are either finite subsets of OT[r.(x))E or measures on 8T[.,-(x )] E . GiYen a class of 
functions F. whose domain is X and co-domain is a Polish space (e.g., :F =BoreL 
universally measurable, 11-measurable. etc.). we want to define what it means for S 
to be in F. Consider . for example. the case when S(x) is a measure on 8T[rr(xl]E· 

V•/e say then that Sis in :F if the mapS* :X____.. ;\11 (8F2), defined by 

S*(x) = <r'rr (x)(S(x)) . 

is in t he class F. 
For the remainder of the proof. it will be convenient to assume the Continuum 

Hypothesis (CH). This is harmless. as explained in the proof of 4.4. 
We will derive the theorem from the following lemma: 

Lemma 6.3. Let r. X ,Jl be as in the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1. and let F2 act 
freely in a Borel way on a standard Borel space Y with induced equivalence relation 
£~2 = E. and let C ,__. Tc . for C E Y / E. be the corresponding trees. Let 1r : X ---> Y 

be a Borel homomorphism of E{ to E. and assume that it does not map 11 -a.e. into 
a single E -class. Then there is a universally measurable map x ,__. S(x) such that: 

{i) S(x) ~ 8T[rr(x)]E · 1-£-a.e. (x) . 
{ii) 0 < IS(x) l :::; 2. 11-a.e. (x) . 
{iii) '<11 E f (S ('y · x) = S(x)) . 11-a. e. (x) . i.e .. S is r -invariant a. e. 

Granting this lemma. we can complete the proof of 6.1 as follows: 
If 6.1 fails, we can assume that Ef :::;B E 1 x · · · x E n. and n is least so that for 

some action of r on some X' . f-£1 satisfying the hypotheses of 6.1. E{ can be Borel 
reduced to a product of n treeable equivalence relations. B:· 1.1. we can also assume 
that E; ( 1 :::; i :::; n) is induced by a free Borel action of F2 on a standard Borel 
spaceY,. Fix then a Borel reduction p : X---> Y1 x · · · x Yn of E{ to E 1 x · · · x En. 

Write p = (1r1 ... . , 7rn). where 7r; = p, o p, \\·ith Pi : Yr x · · · x Yn ---> Y, the ith 
projection function. We will apply Lemma 6.3 tor, X. 1-£ , E ,.Tf,. 

If !-£(7ri 1(C)) = 1 for some E;-class C. then letting X ' = 7ri 1 (C) . which is 
[ -invariant , we see that 1r' = (1r1 •... ,7r;- 1 .'lri+J · ... . 7rn) is such that 

xE{ y {:} 7r1(x)(Er X· ·· x E;-1 X E ,_l X ··· x E n)7r1(y) . 

contradicting the minimality of n . (If n = 1. then p : X ____.. Y1 maps into a 
single E 1-class. 1-£-a.e., contradicting t he fact that p is a reduction. Thus n 2': 2. if 
!-£(7r,- 1(C)) = 1 for some i and some £,-class C.) 

It follows that !-£(7ri1(C)) = 0, for all i = 1. .... n . and all £ ;-classes C. Apply 
then 6.3 to each 71'; . i = 1. .... n to find a uniYersally measurable map .T >--+ S, (x) 
such that for 1-£-a .e. (x) : 

(i) S;(x ) ~ OT[rr, (x )]E, · 

(ii) 0 < ]S;(x)l:::; 2. 
(iii) S;(x) is [-invariant. 
By restricting to a [ -invariant set of measure 1. we can assume that each S, is 

actually defined everywhere and Borel. 
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Let [p(X)]E.x···XEn =A~ Y1 X· ·· X Yn. \ Ve will argue that (Er X··· X En) IA 
is measure-amenable (see [JKL. 8.3]). so since Erx S.B (E1 x · · · x En) lA, Ef is 
measure-amenable. so r is amenable. a contradiction. 

We will consider the case where n = 2. S 1 (x) = 1, S2 (x) = 2. The general 
case is only notationally more complicated. 

Consider an (Et X E2)-class c contained in A. Then c = Cr X c2. where 
C1 E YI/ Er, C2 E Y2/ E2, and, since S1 (x)l = LIS2 (x)l = 2, \Ve can assign to C 
an end e~ E 8Tc1 and a pair { d~. e~} ~ 8Tc2 • We will use this to define means 
.pf on C1 and <Pf on C2. We will then take <pc = <Pf ® cpf, the Fubini product of 
.pf. <pf. It will be straightforward to verify that C ......., <pc is universally measurable, 
in the sense of [JKL. 2.7]. Thus (E1 x E2)IA is measure amenable, as claimed. 

To define ,of, fix any a E C 1 and let ao = a. o-1 , o-2 ... be the geodesic from a 
toe~. Put T n(a) =On- Define then for any fEe (C1) . 

<p~(f) = j f(ro(a)) +n-~: f(Tn(a)) dB(n), 

"·here B is a universally measurable shift invariant mean on N (see [JKL, 2.1]-we 
are using CH here). Then it is easy to see that <p~ is independent of a:, so we put 

<pf = <p~. for any a: E C1 . 

To define <Pf, note that by the usual arguments (see [JKL, 3.19] and [KeOL 
.2]). we can find equivalence relations {E~.c} on C:;, where C2 = [d~,e~J is 

the line determined by { d~, e~}, depending in a Borel way on any representative 
(xr.x2) E C. such that 

(a) EZ.c ~ Ei_c ~ Ei.c ~ · · · · 
(b) Un E~.c = c:; X C2, 
(c) Each E~.c is finite (i.e., has finite classes). 
For each E~.c class D now define the mean <p;_D by 

2 (f ) = l:eED f(.B) 
"Pn,D Dl ' 

for f E £. (D)= R_D (as Dis finite). Then put for any j3 E C2.f E t 00 (C2), 

cp~(f) = J C?;.,[/Jls~.c (fl[B]E~.c)dB(n). 
Again it is easy to check that cp~ is independent of B E C2, so put 

<pf = <p~. for any 8 E C2. 
It only remains to give the 

Proof of Lemma 6.3. 

Fix ~ ~ r infinite amenable. 

Lemma 6.4. There is a map X,.._.... S 0 (x) . defined on X. such that 
(i) S

0 (x) ~ aT[1r(x)]s' 

(ii} 0 < IS0 (x)l $. 2, 
(iii} S 0 is ~-invariant. 
(iv) S 0 is universally measurable. 

Proof. By B3.2 applied to the ~-action on X. H = F2. K = 8F2 . a: the (strict) 
cocycle as ociated to 1r (restricted to ~ x X). we see that there is a universally 
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measurable map .1· f- Vx from X to }v1(8F2). \\'ith n(c5 . .r) · Vx = Vo·r• for .rE X . 6 E 
~. Let 

V~ = .p;/r)(vx) E ;\..1(8T[r.(rl]E) . 

Then it is cas~· to verify that .r ......., v~ is uniwrsally measurable and ~-invariant. If 
V~ E ,\..19(8T[rr(r);E) . let S 0 (.r) = :;upp(v~ ). If V~ E • .\..1J (81[rr(.r)]E). then. by the 
argument in C2.3, (v~ )3([8T[r.(x)]E ]3) > 0. and if 9( { c1 . e2 . e3}) = ;e1. e2. e3] (see the 
notation in Cl), for {e1 . e2. e3 } E [8T[r.(r)]Ej3 . then the image. v~. of the normalized 
restriction of (v~) 3 to [8T[rr(x)]FJ3' i:; a measure on [n(.r)]£. so let Ax be the finite 
set of elements of [n(.r)]E· ''-'hich have maximum measure. Let 1J: [F2]<:x: --> F2 be 
an F2-map (sec the proof of C2.3) and let s·(.r) = .,.:;;;:-(~ l( IJ(.Pr.(x)(-4.x))) E [n(.r)]£. 

Put S 0 (.r) = {b(S*(.r))}. where b i a Borel map that assigns to each y E Y an end 
b(y) E OT[Y]E· 

It i:; clear that this S0 works. -1 

Lemma 6.5. Suppose x--> S(.r) satisfies: 
(i) S(x) <;;; 8T[rr(.r))E ' 11-a.e. (:r). 
(ii) S(~·) =/: 0 and i.s finite. 11-a.e. (x) . 
(iii) S is D.-invariant. 11-a. e .. 
(iv) S is universally measurable. 

Then IS(.r)l:::; 2. 11-a.e. (x). 

Proof. Let A= {x : IS(x)l > 2}. Then if Jl(A) > 0. find a Borel set B <;;; A 
which is ~-invariant and Jl(B) > 0. Then by the argument in the preceding lemma. 
we can find. shrinking B a bit if necessary, a Borel function 9 on B which is ~
invariant and g(x) E [n(x)l£. Then, since the ~-action is ergodic, g(:r) = y0 . 11-a.e. 
(.r). for some Yo E Y. Thus Yo E [n(.r)]£. p-a.e. (.r). so 1r(x) E [yo]E =C. 11-a.e. 
( .r). a contradiction. -l 

Denote by S.J. the set of all functions .r,........ S(.r) satisfying: 
(i) S(.r) <;;; 8T[r.(x);E· p-a.e. (.r). 
(ii) 0 < S(x) :::; 2. p-a.c. (.1-). 
(iii) S is ~-im·ariant, p-a.e .. 
(iv) S is universally measurable. 

Define a partial (pre-)order ::5 on S 6 by 

S ::5 Tiff S(x) <;;; T(x). p-a.e. (x). 

Let also for S E S.J.. 
D(S) = {.1·: S(.r) l = 2}. 

The following is an analog of B.t.l and can be proved by the same argument. 
but we prefer to present the proof in a d ifferent way for further use. 

Lemma 6.6. The partial order (S.J.. ::5) has a maximum element. denoted by S.J.. 
(This is of course unique a. e.) 

Proof. Assume not. towards a cont radiction. Define by transfinite induction 
functions {Su}a<"'' in S.J. as follows: So= S 0 is given by Lemma 6.4. Assume no\\' 
Sa is defined. It is not a maximum, :;o there isS E S 6 such that S(.r) CZ Sa(.r) on 
a set of positive measure. Put Sa+ I =Sa U 5. By Lemma 6.5. Sa+l E S::,.. Clearly 
Sa+l ~Sa. Put 

Da = {:c: ISa(x) = 2}. 

Da-l = {.r: ISa+l(.r) = 2}. 
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Since ISa+I(.r) ~ 2 jl-a.e. (.r) and Sa ::5 So+l· clearly Do.~ Do.-1 JJ-a.e. (Here we 
let . 1 ~ B JJ-a.e .. stand for Jl(A \B) = 0. and A ~ B JJ-a.e .. for p(.4. \ B) > 0.) 
Con:,ider any 1· "·ith S(1·) CZ. Sa(.r). Then So+I(.r) 2: 2. so J" E Da+l· and also 
.r ~Do p-a.e. (.r). so Jl(Do+l \ Do.) > 0. Thus we haYe 

Do ~ Do-l jl-a.e. 

Finally assume Sa haw been defined for all o < A. A limit, with So ::5 3 and 
Do ~ DJ p-a.e. for all Q < 3 <A. Put So. = Ua<>. So.. \\'e claim that Sa E s~. 
Then clear!~· Sa ::5 5>.. Vo < A. and Do ~ D>. p-a.e .. Vo < A. 

Put D = Ua<>.Do· If .rED. 5>.(.r)l = 2. since if .r E D0 . then Sa(.r) = 
3(.r). Vo ~ 3 < A. 11-a.e (.r). If 1· rf. D. then Sa(.r)l = 1. Vo < A. and S0 (.r) ~ 
J(.r) . Vo < 3 <A. so Sa(.r) = S3(.r) = S>.(.r). and S>.(.r)l = l. 

Since we haw Do. ~ D 3 jl-a.e .. Vo < 3 < w'J. the ets { Do+J \ Do }a<..:, clearly 
,-iolate the countable chain condition. a contradiction. -I 

Lemma 6.7. S::.. is X r(::. )-ineariant. p-a.e. 

Proof. Fi.x 1 E Xr (::..). Put 

S-,( . .r) = S::..b · .r). 

Then for 6 E ::.. . 

S..,(6 · .r) = S::..(/6 · .r) = S::..(b'~, · x), for some J' E 6 . 

= S::..(b' ·(I· .r)) = S::..(l · 1·) 

= S-,(.r}. p-a.e. (.r). 

o S- is ::..-im·ariant. thus S-, ::5 S::,.. AI o 

.rED( ..,)<=?IS..,(.r)l =2 

¢:? IS::..h. 1')1 = 2 

¢:?~, . X E D (S::,..). 

o p(D(S..,)) = p(D(S::..)) and since 5~ ::5 5::,.. thus D(S~) ~ D (S::..). p-a.e .. we 
ha\'e D(S..,) = D (S::,.) . JJ-a.e .. so S-. = S::,... p-a.e. Thus 5::..(~· · .r) = S::...(.r). p-a.e. 
(1·). i.e., S::.. is ')-im·ariant a.e .. and so S::.. is Sr(~}-invariant a.e. -I 

\\"e complete no"· the proof of Lemma 6.3: 
Fix t"·o infinite amenable subgroups D 1 . D2 ~ r with D 1 ~ .Yr( ::..2 ). ~2 ~ 

Sr(::.. J) and ,yr(~ J).Yr(~2) = r. Consider the two functions S::..,. S::..2 . As D 2 ~ 
.Yr(::..1 ). 5 ::.. , is also .0.2-im·ariant p-a.e. and so S::.., ~ S::,. 2 p-a.e. Similarly S::..

2 
~ 

S::..., 11-a.e .. o S::.., = S::...2 JJ-a.e. Thu letting S = 5::,.,. clearly Sis both .\ -r( ::.. i) 
and .Yr(~2}-im·ariant 11-a.e .. so it is f-im·ariant p-a.e. -1 

Remark. It appear"" that. using the results in [Ad9.J]. one could also extend 6.1. 
so that it also applies to E 1 ..... En induced by free Borel actions of hyperbolic 
groups. but we have not \'erifiecl the details. 



CHAPTER 7 

Product Actions , II 

We will employ here also some concepts and results from Gaboriau [GaOl]. In 
particular. we recall that the approximate ergodic dimension of a countable group 
r is the smallest n such that for some free Borel action of r with invariant measure 
on some X, Er' can be v.1itten as Um Em. with {Em} an increasing sequence of 
Borel equiYalence relations each of which can be Borel reduced to a K:n-structurable 
countable Borel equiYalence relation. in the sense of Appendix D (here K:n = the 
class of n-dimensional contractible simplicial complexes). If 3n(r) denotes the nth 
t2-Betti number of r (see [GaOL 1.2]), and r has approximate ergodic dimension 
< n. then Jn(r) = 0 (see [GaOl, 5.13]). In particular, as f3n(Fn = 1 -j. 0 for n ~ 1 
(»ee [GaOl , 1.5, 1.6]), Ff has approximate ergodic dimension equal ton. 

Theorem 7 .1. Let 11 ~ 1. Let r = r 1 X r 2. where r 1 has approximate ergodic 
dimension ~ n and r 2 contains an infinite amenable subgroup. Assume r 1 acts 
freely in a Borel way on a standard Borel pace X1 with inmriant measure Jli and 
r 2 acts freely in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X 2 with invariant measure 
J12· Consider the product action of r = rl X r2 on X = xl X x2 (which has 
in mriant measure J1 = Jll x 112). Then if E 1 . .... En are ll·eeable countable Borel 
equivalence relations. 

Corollary 7.2. Let n ~ 1. Suppose F2n act freely in a Borel way on X 1 with 
inuariant measure 111 and Z acts freely in a Borel way on X2 u·ith invariant measure 
{.1 2 . Then if F2n x Z acts by the product action on X 1 x X 2. 

Ex.xx2 d E E Fix'!:. .z::.B 1 X ... X n· 

for any treeable Borel equivalence relations £ 1 •... . En· 

Proof of Theorem 7.1. We can assume that £ 1 is induced by a free Borel 
action of F2 on a standard Borel space } ~. Assume then that p : X --+ Y = 

}'1 x · · · x Yn is a Borel reduction of Ef to £ 1 x · · · x En. towards a contradiction. 
As in the proof of 6.1, we v.·ill make the harmless assumption that the Continuum 
Hypothesis (CH) holds. Let p, : Y ~ r~ be the ith projection and put r., = p, · p. 
Finally we fL-..:: an infinite amenable subgroup .:\ ~ r 2 . 

Lemma 7.3. There are maps :r 1- S?(.r), i = 1, ... , n . .;uch that 

(i} S?(.1·) ~ 8T[r.,(x)]E, · 

(ii} 0 < S?(.r)l :::; 2. 
(iii) s? is t:. -invariant. 
(iv) S? is universally measurable. 

Proof. As in Lemma 6.4. 
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For each ~-im·ariant Borel ::.etA c;; .\ .and 1 ~ i ~ 11. denote by S;1 the ~et of 
functions J" ,_. S(J·) defined on .4. and sati,;fying: 

(i) S(.r ) c;; oF .. ( .r ) E • jl-a.e. (.r). 
(ii) 0 < IS(.r) ' ~ 2: -p-a.e. (.r). 
(iii) S is ~-invariant. 11-a.e. 
(iv) S is uniYersally measurable. 

As usual. \\·c define the partial order ::::; on Si 1 by 

S::::; T ¢:> S(.r) c;; T(x). 11-a .e. (.r). 

\Yc call the set A i-nice if S ;4 has a ma:..:imum element in ::::;. 

Lemma 7.4. For el'ery ~-znmrzant Borel set A of positil'e measure. there i.5 a 
~-imtariant Borel set B c;; A of positit·e measure and i E { 1. .. . . n} such that B is 
i-n ice. 

Proof. Consider the functions (51 . ...• 5 11 ) = (S~ .... . S~) giYen in Lemma 
7.3. Start with S1 A and define a transfinite sequence {To }a<J, (.Jt some countable 
ordinal to be determined later) of functions in s{ as follows: 

To= SJ!A 

Suppose Ta has been defined. If Ta i::, ma.ximum in sr. we stop the construction 
at a . i.e .. we let 31 = a - 1. and we are done. as A itself is 1-nicc. Else there is 
S E S f so that S(x) ~ Ta(.r) on a set of positiw measure. Put To.-l = S U T0 . 

Clearly Ta-t satisfies (i). (iii) of Lemma 7.3 a.e. on .4 .. and also (i\·). If it also 
satisfies (ii ) a .e. on A . then clearly fo.-t E S f and we put Ta-l =Ta-l· -ote that 
if \\·e let Da = {.r E A : To.(.r) = 2}. then Do. ~ Da-rl 11-a.e. Otherwise. Ta-t 
faib to satisfy (ii) a.e. on A. so there is a ~-inYariant Borel set A1 c;; A of positiYe 
measure and a function Ct on At satisfying (i), (iii). a.c. on A1 . satisfying also 
(iv). and finally such that 3 ~ U1 ( x) I ~ -l a.e. on .A 1 . If this happens. we stop the 
construction at a (i.e .. we let 31 = o + 1) and we say that we arc in the bad1 -case. 

Finally. if Ta has been defined for all a <A. A a limit ordinaL so that Ta ::::; T3 
and Da ~ DJ. p-a.e .. for all a < 3 < A. we take T>-. = Ua <>-. T0 . so that T>-. E S f 
and Ta :::S T>-.. Da ~ D >-. . 11-a.c .. 'do< A. 

Since this process cannot. b~· the countable chain condition. go on for all a < w1 . 

it fol!O\\"S that it must stop. either because some Ta is maximum. in which case we 
are done. or else because we hit a bad1-casc with witness (At . [;'1 ). 

;\ow repeat the same procedure on .4. 1 starting with S2 IA1 (and \\·orking within 
s;i• ), etc. Proceeding this \\·ay for m ::,tcps if necessary. we sec that either we are 
done. or else we cart find a set C =An c;; An-l c;; · · · c;; .41 c;; A of positive measure 
\Yhich i::, ~-invariant, and we can find functions [.ft, .. .. [;'71 on C which satisfy (i). 
(iii) of Lemma 7.3 a.e. on C. satisfy (iv). and also 3 ~ [; ,(J·) ~ -l a.e. on C. 
i = 1. ... . n. Shrinking C a bit. if necessary. we can find. as in the proof of Lemma 
6.5. a Borel function g: C ~}'such that g(.r) E [p(.r)]E, x -x E,.. V.r E C. Since 6. 
acts freely ou C with invariant measure. £1: is not tame, so there is. by a version 
of the Glimm-Effros Dichotomy (sec. e.g. , [DJK. 3.-l]). or the ergodic decomposition 
theorem. a ~-ergodic, non-atomic measure on C. As in the proof of 6.5. this leads 
to contradiction. -j 
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Lem ma 7.5. For each i = 1. ... n. there is a maximum i-nzce Borel set. i.e .. there 
i.~ a Borel set A ; IL'hich 1s i-nicc. and for any Borel set A which is i-nice. u;e have 
.-1 ~ A; 11-a.e. 

Proof. By a straightforward exhaustion argument. 

By Lemma 7.4. we have 

At u A2 U · · · U An= X , p-a.e .. 

Denote also by .U ; the maximum clement of st·. i = 1. . ... n. 

Lemma 7.6. A , . JI, is ft X C.-invariant. p-a.e. 

Proof. Fix It E f 1 . Consider 'Tt ·A;. It is clearly ~-invariant. Define on it 

!", (.r) = JJ,((-:.t) -t . .r) . 

Then !-" is the ma'Cimum element of s;• A,' so ,, . A , is i-nice. thus 11 . A, ~ A; 
JL-a.e. I t follow~ that A, i. [ ;-invariant and thus ft X ~-invariant p-a.e. Similarly 
for JI,. -1 

Since At U A2 U · · · U An = X p-a.e .. one of the A,·s has positive measure. say 
it is A.] . Since At~ Xt X x2 has positi\'C measure, by Fubini we can find .r2 E x2 

such that if (A t)x2 = {~· 1 : (.r1 ..r2) E AI}. then J1 1(( A 1Y2 ) > 0. Put A'= (AI)x2 . 

Clearly. A' is rl-invariant, since At is r l X ~-invar i ant. For .1'] E A' . let 

p'(.rt) = p(XJ,l'2). 

Then for .1·1 · Yl E .4': 

.l'tEP: Yt <=? (.1·1 · .r2)£~ xr 2 (Yt · .r2) 

<=? p(.rt.X2)(Et X ··· X En)P(YI·.r2 ) 

<=? p'(xt)(E1 X ··· x En)P'(y2), 

i.e .. p' reduces Ep; to Et x · · · x E n. Also if. for .l't E A'. we put 

JI'(xt) = Jft (.rl . .1·2 ). 

\ve ha,-e (letting p' = (r.; .. . .. rr~)): 
(i) JI' (.ri) ~ &T[rr;(.rd[E,. a.e. 
(ii) 0 < 1-'I' (xt)l ~ 2. a.e. 
(iii) J/' is rl-invariant a.e. 
(iv) :U' is universally measurable. 

\\'e will nmv derive a contradiction from this. 
By shrinking A' a bit. "·e can assume that .\/' is actually Borel and (i)-(iii ) 

hold for every .1·1 E A'. Put 

Z = [p' (A')Js, x .. ·XEn · 

This is a Borel (Et x ·· · x E n)-invariant ubset of}'= }'1 x ··· x } 'n · Put Y ' = 
Y2 X ... X Yn. E' = £2 X ... X En· Then cwry (El X ... X En) = (EJ X £')-class 
is of the form c = Ct X C'. with cl an El-class and C' an £'-class. Also E' is 
Kn _1-structurable, where Kn-J = the class of simplicial complexes of dimension 
~ n- 1 \vhich arc contractible (sec the last paragraph of Appendix D). 

Kow fix an (Et x £')-class c = cl x C' contained in Z, so that c = [p'(xi)J£, X E'· 

for some .r1 E A'. Consider t'I\'O cases, according to whether l,\!' (~· 1 ) = 1 or 2. 
Case 1. JI' (~·t) = 1 (note that this only depends on the Ep;-class of .1·1 ). 
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For Y1 E C1. let YI·Y2··· be the geodesic from Y1 to .H'(.1·J) (\\'e ,·iew here 
JI'(:r1 ) a.s an element of DT[rr, (.r,)]£, = DTc,. as opposed to a singkton). Consider 
the tail equivalence relation £ 1 on Y1:: 

(uJ. 112 .... )E,(t'L· t'2· .. . ) 

<=> 3n3m'v"k(u,+k = l'm-d· 

This i:-; hypcrtame. i.e .. the union of an increasing sequence of tame Borel equiv
alence r<'lations (see [DJK. q8]}, so let Et = Um R 171 • where (Rm) is an increasing 
sequenc·e of tame Borel equivalencE" relations on Y?". Let fm : }'{'- IR be such that 
uRmv-<=> fm(u) = fm(r). For (.IJI·Y') E C. put 

9m(YI· y') = Um(YI · .112· · · · ).1) E R X {1. 2}. 

-:\ote that for (y1 .y) E C.(.:::1 . .:') E C: 

(a 9m(YI· y') = 9m(ZJ. ::') ~ 9m-1(.1Jl· y') = 9m+I(.:I· .:'). 

Case 2. jJI'(.ri) = 2. 
Then JI'(.rt) is a pair of ends in DTc,. so it defines a unique line L(.r1 ) in 

Tc, . L(.rt) is f 1-invariant as well. By the u::.ual arguments (see :BK. proof of 
Lemma -1.5.3] and [KeOl. proof of .2]) we ran define. in a r 1-invariant way. fi
nite subequivalencc relations E~,(.ri) on L(.ri) such that E:r.(.ri) ~ E:n_1 (xd and 
Um E;..(.rl) = L(:r' ) x L(.r'). For y1 E C1. let 1•(yi) be the \Wtcx in L(.ri) of least 
distance from y 1 . Assume. without loss of generality. that Y1 is a Borel subset of 
2, and put 9m(Yd = the lca::.t element of [dyi)]E;,. xd· Finally. for (Y1· y') E C. 
put 

9m(YI· Y1
) = (§m(y!). 2) E R X {1. 2}. 

Again note that for (y1 .y').(.:::1,z') E C 

(a) 9m(Y1· y') = 9m(.:::,. z') ~ 9m-1 (Yl· y') = 9rn.l.l(.:::l. ::'). 

This completes the definition of the functions 9m on Z. \Yc next note the 
following property: 

(b) If C. D arc nvo (£1 x £')-classes contained in Z . and (y1 . y') E C. (.:1 . .:::') E 

Dare :mch that 9m(Y1· y') = 9m(z1 . .:::') . then C1 = D1 . 

To sec this. notice that. since 9m(Y1·Y') = 9m(z1 . .:::') .C.D arf' both in Case 1 
or both in Case 2. If they arc in Case 1. then fm(Y1·Y2····) = / 171 (::1.:::2···-l· so 
(Y1·Y2· · · · )Rm(.:J . Z2····l· thus yEti. so 3k.l with Yk = Zt and thus cl = D,. If 
they are in Case 2. then 9m(yt) = 9m(.:I). so again C1 = D 1 . 

Now define a subequivalence relation Q, of (£1 x E') Z by 

(Y1· y')Q,{.:1. ::') ¢::> {Y1· y')(£1 X £')(.:1 . ::') &: 9m(Y1· .1/) = 9rn{:;1· .:'). 

Then Om~ Qm-1 and Um Qm = (£1 X E')\Z. 

Claim. Qm is Borel reducible to a Kn_ 1-structurablc equi,·alence relation. 

Granting tllis. let Q~, = (p')- 1 (Qm). Then Q'rr, ~ Q~•+l · Um Q'm = £2: and 
Q'.,. ir:. Borel reducible to a Kn- 1-structurable equivalence relation. and thu::, the 
approximate ergodic dimension of r 1 is < n, a contradiction. 

So it only remains to verify the Claim. 

P1-oOj of Claim. B.Y Appendix D.1 it i<> enough to wrify that Q171 admits a tame 
Kn-1-l--tructured Qm-spacc. 
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Consider the follo,,·ing fiber space U m·er Z: 

(YI ·Y'.v . .:') E [,' <* (YI ·y' ) E Z &: L' = gm(YI·Y') &: .:'E'y'. 

with projection function 
(YI· y'. v. w) ,__.., (YI · y'). 
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Fixing (y1 . y') E Z and t' = gm(YI·y' ). use the map z' E [y'~E' ~---> (y1 .y',v . .:') to 
carr~· over the contractible simplicial complex of dimension ::; n - 1 from :y']E' to 
the fiber above (YI·Y'). If (Yl·Y')Qm(ZI.z') and v = gm(Yl·Y') = g711 (ZJ. :::').then 
the action of Q111 on U is defined by 

({yl, y'). (:::1. :::')) · (:::J. z'. V. t') = (YI· y'. V, t') . 

This is clearly an isomorphism of the corresponding complexes. It only remains to 
verify that the corresponding equivalence relation of this action b tame. Call this 
equi,·alence relation um. Then we claim that 

(YI·Y' · L' . 'Lc)U111 (ZJ. z',f'. u•) <* v = iJ & w = U'. 

which clearly shows that it is tame. 
==?: is obvious. 
¢=: If t' = v. w = U:•, then l' = gm(YJ· y') = gm (Z J . .:') = v. so. by (b) if 

:(YI ·y')]E,xE' = c = cl X C'.[(zJ.z')]E, xE' = D = DI X D'. "'e hm·e that 
C1 = D 1 . and since w = u· and u· E C2. ii: E D2. \ve also have C2 = D2. SoC= D. 
Thus (Yl·Y')(EI x E')(z1. z') and clearly 

((YI· y'). (zt. z')) · (z1 . ::'. v. u•) = (YI · y' . f' . u• ) = (YI · y'. r . u-). 

Remark. Recently Gaboriau proved a result about ergodic dimension and l2-Betti 
numbers that. in particular. implies that if, in the context of 7.1. Jn(fJ) -j. 0. then 
for any free Borel action of [ on X with inmriant measure. E{ cannot be Borel 
reduced to a Kn- tructurable equivalence relation. In particular, this also gives 
another proof of 7.1. when 3n(f1 ) -1-0 . and also 7.2. 



CHAPTER 

A Final Application 

Fix below an infinite locally finite countable group Z (i.e .. Z i an increasing 
union of a equence of finite subgroups). " "e will consider the groups F2" x Z. F2". 

for n = 1, 2 .... and the follov;ing two free actions: 

(i) The shift action of F2" x Z (resp .. Fn on (2)F~'x z. (resp .. (2)F2'). whose 
corresponding equivalence relation i ' F(F2 x Z,2) (resp .. F(F2. 2)) . 

(ii) The product of n copies of the shift action of F2 on (2)F2 and the action 
of Z on (2) 2 (resp., the product of n copies of the shift action of F2 on (2)F2 ), 

whose corresponding equivalence relation is F(F2 , 2)n x F(Z. 2) (resp., F(F2 . 2)"). 
which up to bireducibility, "'B· is the same ru (ExT)n x Eo (resp .. (ExT)"). since 
E(Z. 2) "'B Eo: see [DJK 7.1]. 

It should be pointed out t hat F(F2" x Z. 2) is the large t, in the sense of 5, 8 , 

equivalence relation induced by a free Borel action of F2" x Z. ee [JKL. 3.16]. 
Therefore 

(EoeT )" x Eo 5:a F(F2' X Z. 2). 
Similarly 

(ExTt 5:a F(F2".2) 
It is also clear. from [JKL. 3.16] again. that (ExT)" 5:a (EoeTtxE0 5:a (ExT)n-I_ 
and F(F2". 2) 5:a F(F2 x Z. 2) 5:a F(F;+1

. 2), for n 2:: 1. It "·as also known that 
ExT <a EoeT X Eo (see [JKL, 3.2 ]) and (ExT)" < Ex = the universal count
able Borel equivalence relation ( ee [HK. 10. ]). The next theorem is a corollary of 
earlier results in this paper and results of Gaboriau. 

Theor em 8.1. i) 

ExT <a ExT X Eo <a (E00T )2 <a · · · <a (ExT )n <a (ExT)" X Eo 

<a (ExT )"+1 <a . · · 
ii} 

(F(F2. 2) "'B) ExT <a F(F2 x Z. 2) <a F(Fi, 2) <a .. . 

<a F(F2'· 2) <a F(F!j x Z . 2) <a F(F;+1
. 2) <a .. . 

iii) Finally. for n 2:: 1. (ExT)" 5:a F(F2", 2) and (E T )" x Eo 5:a F(F2" x 
Z. 2). but F(F2 x Z. 2) i:a (ExT)n. (ExT)" <f:a F(F!j- 1 x Z. 2). and (ExT)" x 
Eo i:a F(F2' . 2). In particular. F(F2" . 2).(ExT)m are incomparable. in 5:a . if 
2 5: n < m. 

Proof. i) That (E:x.T)" <a (ExT)" x Eo.n 2:: 1. follows from 7.2. Al o 
(ExT)" xE0 <a (ExT )"+1 , n 2:: 1. follows from results of Gaboriau [GaOl ]. Indeed. 
write Eo = Um Rm. with Rm an increasing sequence of finite Borel equivalence 
relations on 2N. Then Sm = E~T x Rm is also increasing and Um Sm = E~T x 
Eo . . ow E~T x Rm can be Borel reduced to a JC11-structmable countable Borel 
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equivalencC' relation (see Appendix D). If (E:x.T )n+l ~a (E:x:r)" x £ 0 , towards 
a contradiction. say via a Borel reduction p. put Tm = p-1(Sm) - so that Tm is 
incrC'asing and Um Tm = (E--...r )n-l_ Also Tm can be Borel reduced to a Kn
structurable countable Borel equivalence relation. so by Appendix D and [GaOl, 
2.1, 2.2, 3.5] this implies. in Gaboriau's terminology. that the dimension of each Tm 
("-·ith respect to the product measur<' on {(2)F2 )n+l) is ~ n. But then by ~GaOL 
5.13]. Jp((E:x:r)n+l) = 0. \:/p > n, so. in particular. Jn-r((Eocr)n-l) = 0. thus 
by [GaOL 3.16]. Jn+l(F2"+

1
) = 3,((Eoort+1) = 0, contradicting the fact that 

3n-l(F;'+1
) = L 

ii ) F(F2n, 2) <a F (FJ} x Z. 2) follows from 3.1-l. \\"e ne}..i: proYe that F(FJ} x 
Z. 2) <a F(F;- 1

. 2). Indeed assume that F (F;+1
. 2) ~a F (FJ} x Z. 2} towards a 

contradiction. \'ia a Borel reduct ion p. 
First, clearly F (F2" X z. 2) = uk Rk- where Rk is an increasing sequence of 

countable Borel equiYalence relations induced by a free action of a group of the form 
F2" X zk. where zk is finite. Consider the Cayley graph of F2 ac; a ! -dimensional 
contractible simplicial complex and its n-fold product (see the last paragraph of 
AppendLx D). which is ann-dimensional contractible simplicial complex. \"iew this 
as a structure A , in Kn- Clearly F2 acts freely by automorphisms on A n- and 
thus FJ} X zk acts by antomorphisms on A n with finite stabilizers. where we let zk 
act trivially. Then by the construction in [JKL 3.2] Rk can be Borel reduced to a 
Kn-structurable equivalence relation. and thus so can p- 1 (Rk)- Thus F(F;-1.2) 
can be \'.Titten as the union of an increasing sequence of equivalence relations Sk, 
F(F2n.,.r_ 2} = Uk Sk. where each Sk is Borel reducible to a Kn-structurable Borel 
equiYalence relation. This yields a contradiction, as in i) above. 

iii) \\"ehaYe F (F2xZ.2) 'i:.a (Eocr)". by 3.14 or6.2. Theproofthat (E:x:r)" 'i:.a 
F(F;-r x Z, 2) is similar to the proofs in i). ii) abow. Finally (E:x:r )n x £ 0 'f:.a 
F(F2n. 2) for n 2: 1. follows from the recent (unpublished) result of Gaboriau that 
the ergodic dimension (see [GaOl]) of FJ} x 7l is n+ 1. which implies that (Eocr )" x £ 0 

cannot be Borel reduced to a Kn-structurable countable Borel equivalence relation. 

\\"e do not know if F(F2" x Z.2) "'a F (F!/ x 7l.2). for n;::: 1. 



APPE::\DIX A 

Strong Notions of Ergodicity 

Al. Homomorphis m s and r ela tive e r godicity 

Let E, F be countable Borel equivalence relations in ~tandard Borel spaces 
X. L resp. A map p: X - Y such that 

:rEy =? p(:r)Fp(y) 

is called a homomorphism of E to F. This induce a map p : X IE ~ Y I F. If. 
moreover. 

1-Ey <=> p(:r)Fp(y). 

then p is called a rf'duction of E to F. This means that p is injective. 
:\ow suppose that J1 is a measure on E. \Ye sa~· that (E.J-L) or. for simplicity. 

E. io. F -ergodic, if for any Borel homomorphism p: X-+ Y of E to F there is. orne 
!to E }' such that p(l·)Fyo. 11-a.e. (:r). l\otice that ··Borel homomorphism·· can be 
replaced by ··Jl-mea,urable homomorphism·· in this definition. 

Recall that E is called ergodic if every £-invariant Borel set is either null or 
co-null. Thus it i easy to check that E i ergodic iff E is F -ergodic for ewry tame 
Borel equiYalence relation F. \\"e will di cuss in thi& appendix stronger notions of 
crgodicity. where instead of tame F . which are the simplest equivalence relations, 
we look at the next more complicated class. namely the hyperfinite one . 

Finally. we call a Borel action of a countable group r on X F -ergodic if E{ is 
F-ergodic. 

A2. £ 0-ergodicity a nd a lmost invariant sets 

Recall that Eo is the equi,·alence relation on 2N defined by 

.rEoy <=> :ln'v'm ~ n[1·(m) = y(m)]. 

Thb is a uniYer al hyperfinite Borel equiYalence relation. i.e .. it is Borel hyperfinite. 
and for any Borel hyperfinite F we have F ~8 E0 . In particular. this mean that 
E i::, Eo-ergodic iff E i~ F-ergodic for every hyperfinite F. 

Ergodicity of an equivalence relation E is characterized by the non-existence 
of non-tri\'ial invariant sets. It turns out that £ 0 -ergodicity is characterized by the 
non-existence of non-trivial ··almost invariant"" sets. \\"e proceed to explain t his 
concept and state precisely the result. 

Let r be a countable group and suppose that f acts in a Borel way on the 
standard Borel space X. Suppose also that J1 i a r -quasi-invariant measure on X. 
This means that if A ~ X is a Borel null set. so is 1 · A. v~, E f. or equivalently 
that for ewry ~, E r and every f > 0. there is a 6 > 0 such that if Jl(A) < 6. then 
Jl () ·...l.)<E. 

For any E > 0. F ~ r finite. a Borel set A.~ X is (E. F)-i1wariant if 11h·A6A) < 
f. V~ E F. The action ha.s non-tri!•ial almost invariant sets if there is 6 > 0 so that 
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\:/c. F as above there is Borel A ~ X with 6 :::; p (A ) :::; 1 - 6. which is (c F )
invariant. Equivalently this means that there is a sequence of Borel sets An with 
p(t · AnD.An) _. 0, '</1 E f. but p(An)( l - p(A11 )).;., 0. 

First we note that the existence of non-trivial almost invariant sets depends 
only on the orbit equivalence relation E{ and not on the action. Recall that if 
E is a countable Borel equivalence relation on the X. then [E] denotes the set 
of all Borel automorphisms of X which leave the £-classes im·ariant. i.e .. a Borel 
automorphism f is in [EJ if f(x)EJ:, '</x EX. We now have 

Lemma A2.1. If. in the above notation. Jl(''t ·AnD.An)- 0, \:1~1 E f. then for every 
f E [Ef]. p(J(An)D.A,J _. 0. 

Proof. Fix E > 0. Then. since f E [Efj . we can find finitely many elements 
II· . . . · lk of r and finitely many pairwise disjoint Borel sets X 1 .... Xk of X with 

k 
f(x) = l i. X for X EX;, such that p(J(X \ ui=1 X;)):::; E/ 4. Choose then ,v large 
enough so that p(t;·A11 6An):::; Ej 4k and hence p(J(tj1 ·An6An) ) :::; Ej 4k. fori= 
1. .... k and n > !\-. Fix such ann> 1\'. If x E f(An) \ An. say x = f(y ) , yEAn. 

then either y EX \ (U~=l X;). sox E f(X \ (U~=l X,)). or else y EX;. i = 1. .... k . 
and so X= f(y) = ! 1 • y . thus X E 'h ·An \ An· So 

k k 

J(An) \ An~ Ub; ·An \ An) U J(X \ U X i )· 
i=1 i=l 

Similarly. 

k k 

~ U /(1,- 1 ·An \ An) U /(X \ U X,). 
i=l i=l 

So. 

k k 

p(AnD.J(An)):::; L llhi ·An \ An)- L J.l(J(!,-
1 

· An \ An) ) 
i = l i=1 

k 

+ 2p(J(X \ u X,)) :::; E. 

•=1 

It follows that if Eisa countable Borel equivalence relation on a standard Borel 
space X and fJ an £-quasi-invariant measure (i.e .. the £-saturation of a null set 
in null). then we can define unambiguously the notion: E has non-trivial almost 
invariant sets. It simply means that some Borel action of a countable group r that 
induces E has non-trivial almost invariant sets, and this is equivalent to saying that 
every Borel action of a countable group r that induces E has non-trivial almost 
invariant sets. and also equivalent to the statement that there is a sequence An of 
Borel sets with p(f(An)D.An)--+ 0. '</f E [£ ].but with p(A11)(1- p (An) -f> 0. 

It is also easy to see that tllis notion does not depend on the measure 11 but 
only on the measure class of 11 · 

\ \ie now have the following result: 
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Theorem A2.2 (Jones-Schmidt [JS]). Let E be a countable Borel equiralence re
lation on a standard Borel space X and let 11 be a measure on X. Assume that E 
is ergodic and J1 is E -quasi-im•ariant. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) E is Eo-ergodic. 
(ii} E fails to haPe non-trivial almost invariant sets. 

Proof. Fix a countable group r and a Borel action of r on X with E = E{. 
(i) ==> (ii): Assume (ii) fails. Then fix 8 > 0 and a sequence A, of Borel sets with 

{J:::; Jl(A.,):::; 1- b. such that for any given~, E r. we haw 11h · .4,6.A,):::; 2-". 
for all sufficiently large n. \Ye will find a Borel homomorphism p of E to E o with 
p- 1([y]£

0
) null for each y E Y. Then p shmvs that E is not E 0-ergodic. 

For each fixed ~~ E r. and all large enough n. 

A~= ;-1 
· A,6.A, 

has measure :::; 2-n . thus the set 

X'= n u .4~ 
m n1~n 

has measure 0, so for each 1 E rand almost all :r .. r E Um nn>m(X \ A~). i.e .. for 
almost all :r. -

3m\fn ~ m(x E .4, ¢:? 1 · :r E An)· 

So fi.-x an £-invariant co-null set X 0 ~ X such that for each :r E X 0 . ~, E r . \\'e ha,•e 
that ( *) holds. 

l'\ ow define p : X --+ 2N by 

p(x) = { n ~ lA,.(x). if :r E X 0. 
a. if :r \f Xo. 

where a is some fixed element of 2N and lA = characteristic function of A. From 
( *) it is immediate that p is a Borel homomorphism of E to Eo. \Ye finally check 
that p-1 ([YJ£o) is null. for each y E 2N. 

\\'e have 

where A~ = An. A~ = X \ An. Since B is £-invariant, and E is ergodic. it 

is enough to check that Jl(B) < 1. But clearly Jl(nn>m A~(n)) :::; 1- 6. since 
p(A,). 11-(X \ An) :::; 1-8. so Jl(B) :::; 1 - 8. and the proof is complete. 

(ii) => (i): Assume (i) fails and fix a Borel homomorphism 1r: X--+ 2"' from E 
to £ 0 which does not map a co-null set into a single E 0-class. \Ye will show that 
E has non-trivial almost invariant sets. 

Write Eo = U:'=1 E,. where E, are increasing finite Borel equivalence relations. 
Fix E > 0. F ~ r symmetric (i.e .. closed under inverses) finite. in order to find an 
(f.. F)-invariant set. Since the En are increasing. we have for each r E X some 
nx ~ 1 with 1r(F · x) ~ [1r(x)]E,,x. So X = U:=l Xn. where X , = {x E X : 
11(F · .1·) ~ [1r(x)]£,. }. Clearly X 1 ~ X 2 ~ . .. , so there is some large enough n "'ith 
Jl(X \X,) < E/2 and Jl('Y ·(X\ Xn)) < E/2 for all r E F. Put Y = Xn. Then 
Jl(.\ \ Y) < E/2 and for .1' E Y. 11(F · r) ~ [1r(.r)]£". Fix a Borel transversal. T. for 
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En. Let v = 7r .JL so that v( C) = 0 for each En-class C. Define the measure T on 
T by 

r(S) = v([s:EJ 
for an~- Borel set S C T. Clearly r is non-atomic. So there is a Borel set T0 <:;;; T 
with r(To) = 1/ 2. Put A.= r.- 1(7o:EJ· so that p(A) = 1/ 2. 

If ",• E F.J.· E A \": · A and :r E Y. then, as ~,- 1 E F.n(l-1 · .r) E :1r(.r)]E,, <:;;; 

[To] En, so ,-1 · J.' EA. or .r E ~, .A. a contradiction. So A\:· A<:;;; X \ Y. Similarly, 
~,·A\ A= 1 ·(A \-:· - 1 ·A) <:;;; ~, ·(X \ 1 T So~. · A..6A <:;;; (X \ Y ) LJ 1 · (X \ }") and 
thus Jih · A .6A) <E. "h E F. i.e .. A. is (t:, F)-invariant. • 

Remark A2.3. Kotice that the proof of (ii)=>(i) also shows that the sets witnessing 
almost invariance can be chosen to have measure c for an~· fixed 0 < c < 1. 

R emark A2.4. In [JS, 2.1:. it is actually shovm that if (ii) fails. then one can 
find p : X __. 2r•, a Borel homomorphism of E to E 0 . so that moreoYer p. J1 "' Jlo, 
where Jlo is the usual product measure on 2111 • and if J1 it, actually E-inYariant we 
can insure that P•Jl = Jlo. 

A3. Almost invaria n t vectors 

Consider now a Borel action of a countable group [ on a standard Borel space 
X with invariant measure fl· An I -sequence is a sequence A n of Borel sets v.-ith 
IL(An) > 0. JI(An ) - 0. such that J.l(A;(~~.·)-!.nl--> O.V~r E G (see [dJRj, [R]. [S81]). 
If this action has non-tri,·ial almost inYariant sets. then. as we discussed in A2.3. 
for each 0 < c < l there is a sequence B ';, with p(",. · B'j,.6B'j,.J ~ 0.\11 E G and 

p(B';,) = c. Let then. for each n . An = B!~" . where kn is large enough so that 

fl b; · B!:" .6B!~") < .,!;. for i = 1. ... , n. where r = {1;}~1 . Clearly An it> an 
!-sequence. So we have: 

Proposition A3.1. If the action has non-trivial almost invariant sets. then it has 
an I -sequence. 

Schmidt [S81, 2.1; has a counterexample to show that the converse fails. for 
some ergodic measure presetTing action of F3 . In fact one can pro,·e the following 
stronger result. 

Theorem A 3.2. Let the free group F2 = (a. b) act in a Borel way freely on a 
standard Borel space X with inmriant measure Jl- Let T0 (.r) =a · r be the Borel 
automorphism of X corresponding to the generator a of F2. Assume that f1 is 
ergodic u·ith respect to Ta. Then there is another free action of F2 orz X. which 
gives the same orbit equiualence relation on an F2 -inuariant Borel set of J1 measure 
1. and such that this new action admits an !-sequence. 

The hypotheses of this theorem are satisfied if the given action of F2 is mixing, 
like. e.g., the free part of the shift action of F2 on 2P2 with the usual product 
measure J1 (see A6.1 ). This shift action does not haYe an ! -sequence (so in particular 
it does not have non-trivial almost inYariant sets). This follows from .-\4.1 and A3.4. 
However, by A3.2. one can modify it to another action of F2 . on the same space, 
generating the same equivalence relation, 11-a.e .. so that this new action has an 
! -sequence but no non-trivial almost inYariant sets. In particular, this shO'ws that 
the existence of an ! -sequence is a property of the action and not the equiYalence 
relation. 
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Proof of A3.2. \Ye will use the following: 

Lemma A3.3. There is a standard Borel pace Y. a measure von Yanda measure 
preserFing. ergodic. aperiodic (i.e .. hat•ing no finite orbits) Borel automorphism S 
of ) -. U'ith the following property. For each n = 1. 2.. . . there is a Borel set A, of 
positire measure such that 

( l} v(An.6S(AnJ) < l. v(A ) < 2-n. 
v(An) - n n -

(2} VJiJ ~ n\f jJ ~ m(Si(An) n Si(Am) = 0). if n =1-m . 

Assuming this. \\"e complete the proof as follows: 
The equimlence relations induced by Ta. S are Borel isomorphic. when re

stricted to invariant sets of measure 1, by an isomorphism that sends f1 to v, by 
D~·e·s Theorem (see [D]. [Zi 4 . ..!.3.12]) . .\'eglccting null sets. denote by Sa the Borel 
automorphism of X corresponding to S by this isomorphism. and B, the sets in 
X corresponding to An. Thus. modulo null sets. Sa generates the same equiva
lence relation as Ta. and 11 ( 8n11~~=~Bn)) ~ ~- ~t(Bn) ~ 2-71

, and VJiJ ~ nVIJI ~ 
m(S~(Bn) n S~(Bm) = 0). if n =1-m. 

Tow consider any atom c of the Boolean algebra on Xn = uli $n S~(Bn) 
generated by the sets {S~(Bn) : li ~ n}. such that C has positive measure. Since 
Jl(b·C) = ~t(C), and~~ is Sa-ergodic. there is 'PC· a Borel automorphism of X. with 

,.:;c(.r) = s~<x> (x). for some n(x) E Z. 11-a.e., and ..pc(b ·C)= C. Let TVc: C--> C 
be defined by ~,-"C(x) = ,.:;c(b · x) . 

Similarly if D = X \ Un X n define YD· VD - Finally. let sb = 'l!JD u Un { vc : c 
is an atom of X n of positive measure}. Clearly Sb is a Borel automorphism of 
X , 11-a.e .. and Sb(S~(Bn)) = S~(Bn) for each n and li ~ n. Consider the action 
of F2 on X. where a acts by Sa and b by Sb. Clearly this action generates the 
same equivalence relation as the original one. 11-a.e. 1\Ioreover. it is free a.e. by 
Gaboriau·s [GaOO] results on costs: The equi\·alence relation has cost 2. and the 
new action gives a graphing of cost at most 2. thus exactly 2. so it has to be a 
treeing. i.e .. it is free a.e. 

Finally. we check that {Bn} is an !-sequence for the new action. Fix~, E F2 . 

Say r = ai'b-i' .. . a'kbik. Fix n > i1 l + Ji2l + · · · + lik . Then Sik(Bn) = Bn. 

S!k(Sbk(B,)) = S!k(B11 ), 

Sik-I(S!kstk(Bn)) = stk-I(S;:(Bn)) = s~k(Bn) · 

as likl < n. etc .. and so~~ · Bn = S~I+i,-'-· -~ik(Bn)· So 

11b · Bn6.Bn) = Jl(S!'+· ·· -lk(Bn)6.Bn) ~(Jill -··· + liki)J1(Sa(Bn)6.B,) . 

Thus clearly 

as n ........ ::x:J. 

So it is enough to give the 

Proof of Lemma A3.3. Consider the odometer map W : 2~1 
--> 2r1 given by 

W(1710x) = 0"1x. and the usual product measure p on 21'i . W is measure preserving 
and ergodic. Let en= {1"0x: .r E 2'i}. so that W(C11

) = {0"1x: .r E 2N}. Clearly 
p(C 11

) = 
2

} ... , . and if 1 ~ m < n. then the family {Cm,W(Cm).C".W(Cn)} is 
pairwise disjoint. 
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F h I X n c"n vn v n xn W(C2n) b d' · · · or eac n. ct 0 = - . ,\. 1 , ... , \. 2"_,. 2 "-'+l = e l::>Jomt cop1es 
of C 2

n and fi..x Borel bijections vv;• : X ;' --. X,"~t· 0 ::; i ::; 2"-1
. Let Y be the 

d . . . . f 2~i d I . Vll Vll '" " - 1 ? D fi s }' 1:-.Jomt umon o an t 1c :sets . \. 1 . , \. 2 , ... Azu + l· n- . - ·... e nc on as 
follo"·s: SJ(2~; \ U~=1 C 2

") = WJ(2~ \ U~=1 C 2
"). S X ;'= W,".O::; i::; 211

-
1

. n = 
1. 2 . ... Define the mcru.ure D on }". so that D 2N = p and D on x; is a copy of 
pJC2" in the obvious way. so that each W;' is mca;:;ure preserving. Of course. D is 

not a probability measure. but D(}") = 1 + L::~=l :}2:~', = 2. so put v = ~- It is 
easy to sec that Sis a measure presen·ing Borel automorphism on (Y. v) and it is 
ergodic (since X ~ Y is a complete section for the equiYalence relation given by S. 
and this equivalence relation restricted to X is the one gi,·en by W). Finally, take 
for n ~ 3, 

n 

A~= U X ;'"+•· 
z=-n 

and let A 11 = A~_2 . This clearly works. -j 

If a countable group r acts in a Borel "'ay on a standard Borel space X with 
iuvariant measure Jl. then r acts unitarily on L 2 (X. Jl) by 

"Y · f(x) =fb-I · .r). 
Let L6(X. Jl) be the closed subspace of L2 (X. Jl) defined by 

L~(X. Jl) = {! E L2 (X. Jl) : J fdJ1 = 0}. 

This is clearly the orthogonal complement of the closed subspace of L 2(X.fl) con
sisting of the constant functions. Of course L6(X, Jl) is also [-invariant. Finally 
note that {lis [-ergodic iff the only invariant vectors for the action of ron L 2(X. {l) 
arc the constant functions iff the action of r on L6(X. Jl) has no non-0 invariant 
vectors. 

In general. if a countable group r acts unitarily on a Hilbert space H. and 
f > 0. F ~ [ is finite. then a non-0 vector 1· E H is called (E. F)-invariant if 
lh·.r..,-;-.rll < f . V1 E F. The action has non-0 almost im•ariant t•ectors if 'iff.. F as 
above there is a non-0 (f. F)-invariant ,·ector {depending of course on (c F)). This 
is. as usual. equivalent to the existence of a sequence :z.·n of non-0 vectors in H with 

r·Xn7n . _, 0. V') E r . 
Xn 

Recall also that in the context of a Borel action of r on (X. /1) with J1 [
invariant. a r -invariant mean on LX(X. Jl) is a linear functional J/: £ X(X. f.l) _, c 
with .\/(1) = 1. J/(J) ~ 0. Vf ~ 0. and J/h ·f)= J/(J). Vf E Loc(X. Jl).J' E [ (as 
usual r acts on L 00(X. tt ) by 1' · f(x) = f("Y- 1 

· x)). Clearly integration by Jl· i.e .. 
,\I (f) = J f dJ1 is a r- invariant mean on pc (X J1). 

It turns out that the existence of an !-sequence is equivalent to other important 
properties of the action of r on (X. Jl) and the corresponding unitary action of r 
on L6(X. Jl). 

Theorem A3.4 (Rosenblatt [R]. Schmidt [S81]). Let r be a rountable group acting 
in a Borel way on a 8tandard Borel space X with int•ariant. ergodic measure Jl· 
Then the following are equivalent: 

(i} The artion has an I -sequence. 
(ii} The action of r on L6(X. Jl) has non-0 almost inFariant vectors. 
(iii) There ts more than one [-inFariant mean on Lx(X.tt). 
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Tlw equi\·alence of (i). (iii) it, proved in [R. 1..!]. The equivalence of (i). (ii) is 
pro\·ed in ;s 1. 2.3]. (The implication (i}=>(ii) is quite ea:-,y: If.-!, is an /-sequence. 

let fn = 1.-~ n - p(A,). so that f, E L6(X.It ). Then -. -Jf~J .... ___, 0, \irE f. so the 

unitary action of ron L6(X. p) has non-0 almost invariant vectors.) 
In particular. of course. if the action of [on X has non-trivial almost invariant 

:-;ets. b.'· A3.1 it has an /-sequence, so the action of ron L6(X. p) has non-0 almost 
invariant vectors. This last conclu ion is however easy to prow directly from the 
exist ence of non-tri,·ial almost invariant sets. Indeed. fL'< 6 > 0 and for each f. F 
choose Borel A ~ X with 6 < p(A) < 1- 6 which is (f2 62

. F )-invariant. Put 
f = 1.-~- p(A}. Then f E L6(.X.p).llfll > 6 and h · f- f I= VIL(~. · A.6..4) < fb. 

~1-f . f. ( F) . . so · If < f. 1.e.. 1s E. -mvanant. 
To conclude this section. v.-e recall ho"' the notion of almost invariant vectors 

can be used to characterize amenability. 
For each countable group f. the regular action (or representation of r) is the 

action of ron CZ(r) given by 

1 · x(6) = x(~, - 1 6). 

Theorem A3.5 (Hulanicki; see [Zi -1. 7.1. ]). A countable group r is amenable iff 
the regulm· action of [ on {2 (f ) has non-triPial almost inmriant l'ectors. 

A4. £ 0- ergodicity of the shift action 

\Ye will see here that the shift action of r on 2r i Eo-ergodic. when r is not 
amenable. (Clear!.'· the converse is al o true. since iff is amenable the equi\·alence 

relation E'{ is hyperfinite a.e. by [OW]) . \\'e will actually state this result in a 
somewhat stronger form. 

Theorem A4.1 (see Losert-Rindler [LR]. Jones-Schmidt [JS]) . Let ~ be a countable 
group and r :::; .0. a non-amenable subgroup. Consider the shift action of r on 2~ 
(i.e .. the restriction to [ of the shift action of .0. on 26 ) and equip 2~ with the 
usual product measure 11· Then the action of r on £6(2~ .fl ) does not admit non-0 
almost invariant vectors and thus the shift action off on 2~ is Eo-ergodic. 

Proof. We will relate the action of f on £6(2~, IL) to the regular action off 
and show that if the fir t action had non-0 almost invariant vectors. so would t he 
:;econd. contradicting A3.5. 

\Ye will identify 2~ with z;J (Z2 = Z/ 2Z). which i a compact abelian group. 
Thus IL is simply the Haar measure of Z{ The dual group of Z;J, i.e., its group of 

characters. is Z;J ~ Zf" = {\ E Z;J : \ ( 15) = 0 for all but finitely many 6 E .0.} and 
the character associated to a giYcn \ E Zf" i defined by 

\(x) = ( - 1)2::6 \(o )x (o) . 

for x E Zf". \Ye \\·ill not distinguish bet"·een \ E Zf" and the associated character 
\ (a homomorphism from z;J into 'il). ~Iorcover I \(x)dp(x) = 0 for any \ E 
Zf" . \ =I= 0 and { \ E Zf" : \ =/= 0} form an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space 
L6(Z? .fl) ( ee. e.g., [Ka. p. 193]). (In fact, one can see this directly for this specific 
cru;e. as follows: Easy calculation show that they are an orthonormal set. To see 
that they span. we note that the characters separate parts and arc clo ed under 
multiplication. hence their linear combinations are dense by Stone-\Yeierstrass.) 
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Consider now the action of r <m {\ E Zf' : \ # 0}. Since every \ E Zf'. \ =/:- 0. 
is simply a characteristic functiull of a finite non-0 subset of ~- this is just the 
left-translation action off on the set of finite non-0 sub ets of ~ - thus thi::-. action 
has finite stabilizers. (In case f is torsion-free, the action i~ actually free. ) Let 
W1 . W2 ... be the orbit,; of the action of r on { \ E Zf' : \ =/= 0} and choose 
\n E W

11
• Let Hn be the closed ~ubspace of L6(X. p) with b&i~ consisting of all 

\ E Wn (i.e .. all", · \n." E f). Th(:n clear!~· L6(Z{ JJ) = H1 O H27v - ... and each H 11 

is f-im·ariant. Denote by f n the stabilizer of \ n (i.e .. the set h E [: 1 · \n = \n} ) . 
Then r n is a finite subgroup of I'. Consider the left-coset space r / f n· on which 
f acts by ~1 - hf n = ~. hf,. Thi~ giws a unitary action of f on ( 2 (f / f n) given b_...
;- f (hf

11
} = j(~. - 1 hr" ). Clearl~ this action is isomorphic to the action off on 

H
11

• (Two unitary action::. of r on Hilbert ~paces 'H.1 .1-f.2 are isomorphic if there is 
a Hilbert space isomorphism .p: 1t1 -'H2 such that.;{': · x) = 1 · .;(.z·).\lr E 1-{1.) 

l\m\· assume. towards a contradiction. that the action off on L6(Z;[.p ) has 
non-0 almost invariant vectors. \\"e will show that for each (E. F) there is ann 2: 1 
such that the action off on lfn - and tlm~ on f 2 (r / f n) ha::, an ( ~: . F)-imariant 
vector. \Ye ,,·ill then ca.-,ily dcdllce from this that £2

([) h& an (c F )-inmriant 
vector. i.e .. [2 (f ) ha.-. notl-0 almtl::t invariant vectors. a contradiction. 

So fix f > 0. F s;; r finite. Find then .r # 0 in L6(Z;J, p ) with h;:~( < 
£/F. \I") E F. Let x = .Tt- .z·2 - .... with .r11 E H n- Then L -,EF 1 ~, · r- .r1? < 
E

2 · ll.rW.so 

·-EF n n 

or 

so, for some n . 

thus 

n .-..eF n 

L ,. · In- Xn 12 < f.21.1"nll2. 
"lEF 

lh ·.z·n -x7112 
2 ~<f.. forall ~.E F. 

I X -

i.e., .Tn is (E, F)-invariant. 
So we have seen that [2 (f ;f n) has an (f. F )-im·ariant vector, for which \\"(' can 

of cour~e &sume that it has l Jc>rm 1. Call it 1·. \Ye will find an ( E, F )-inYariant 
wet or for f2 (f ) as follows: 

Let u E f 2 (f) be defined by 
1 

ll h)= ~ v(hf n)
vlfnl 

Then lu ll = 1 and I~~ - u- ul!"' h · r- t·ll <f. \11 E F. so we are done. -l 

A5. Characterizations of ame nable and Kazhda n groups 

Theore m A5.1 (Schmidt . 1]). Let f be a countable group. Then the follou·

ing arP equivalent: 
(i) f is amenable. 
(ii} Every Borel action off on a .standm·d Borel .space X with quasi-inl'Oriant. 

ergodzc measure J1 has non-tri .1/ almo.st invariant sets. 
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(Iii) Errry Borel actzon of f on a ~tandard Borel8pacc X wlfh inmnrwt. ergod1c 
mw.~ure 11 has an I -sequence. 

(i) =>(ii) follo"'s from the Orn~tein-\\"eb::. Theorem :0\\l which implie~ that 
E{ i" h~·p<:>rfinite. 11-a.e .. and A2.2. (ii)=>(iii) is cl<:>ar from A3.1. Finall~·. -.(i)=> 
-(iii) follows from A-Ll and A3.-t (i)=>(ii). 

I\<:>xt we haw a characterization of Kazhdan groups. 

Theorem A5.2 (Connes-Weiss (C\\"], Schmidt [Sbl]). Let r be a countable group. 
Thm the following are equimlent: 

(c) f is Kazhdan. 
(ii) El'cry Borel action off on a standard Borel space X with inmriant. ergodic 

muUiltr( 11 doc.> not hare non-trit'ial almost znmrzant 8et . ., (i.e .. it i.~ £ 0 -cryodic}. 
(Ill) E!'cry Borel actzon off on a ~:>tandard Borel ~>pace X u·ith inrariant. ergodic 

mrnsure J1 does not hm•e an I -M'qucnce (1.r· .. the corresponding action of r on 
L~(X.p) doe:, not hare non-0 almo~>t im·ariant l'ectors). 

Recall that r i~ a Kazhdan group iff any unitary action off on a separable 
Hilbert space H. ,,·hich has non-0 almost invariant vectors. actuall.'· has non-0 
invariant \"CC'tors. Thus (i)=(iii) is immediate. •(ii)=> -.(iii) follow:, from A3.1. 
Fi1Jall.\· (ii)=>(i) is proved in Connes-\\"eiss !CW;. 

A6. Mixing 

Another strong ergodicity property that is considered in ergodic theor.'· is the 
concept of mixing. 

Let r be anr infinite countabl<:> gronp acting in a Borel '"ay on a standard Borel 
'-'pace \" with invariant measure Jl· This action i (strongly) mixing if for an.'· two 
Borel set:, A.. B ~ X. 

lim Jib · A 'I B) = 11(A)p(B) 
"\-X 

(here lim._ f(~.) =a means that VdF ~ r (F finite & fh)- a! <e.. v~. ~F). 
For general information about mixing. sec Schmidt :s ..!] . Schmidt-\\"altcr 

:sw]. and Bekka-1Iayer [B?d. Ch. I]). 
It is clear that mixing is inherited to infinite subgroups, i.e .. if the actiou of 

r on X if> mixing 8o is the restriction of the action to any infinite ~ :::; r. Since 
it i~ dear that any mixing action is ergodic (take A= B to be an inYariant set in 
the drfinition). it follows that if the action off on X is mixing. the action of any 
infinitc ~ :::; r i:,.. in particular, ergodic. It i:, not however true that . com·er ·el~-. if 
e\-ery infinite :;ubgroup ~ :::; r act ergodically on X. then the action of r is mixing. 
To ~e<' an example. notice first that if G is an infinit<' compact Polish group with 
ih Haar measur<:> 11 and r :::; G a countable dense subgroup. then the action of r 
on G by l<:>ft-tran::.lation is ergodic (see e.g .. [Zi 4. 2.2.13]). On the other hand. thi:, 
action il> not mixing. Indeed. fL-...: ~,, E f. ~., - g =f. 1. Then find a compact nbhd S 
of 1 E G :;uch that S r'1 gS = 0. Then for large enough n . ..\" n ~.,.\" = 0. So. if this 
wa." mixing. 11(.\")2 = p(X)Jl(~.,X) = lim,_'X./I(Xn'),.\") = 0. a contradiction. In 
particular. if G = T. r is a dense subgroup ofT bomorphic to Z, then ev<'fy infinite 
:;ubgroup of r is also dmse. thus the translation actiou of r on T has the property 
that e\·er~- infinite subgroup acts ergodicall~· but the action is not mixing. 

The primar~· example of a mixing action of f i~ it:, shift action on 2r. The 
follm\·ing i~ well-known. 
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Proposition A6.1. The shzft actwn of an infinite countable group f on 2r. with 
the usual product measure. is miring. 

Proof. The basic clopen set~ in 2r are the sets 

.\"5 = {! E 2r: /ldom(s) = s}. 

\\·heres varies over all maps s: F- {0.1}. with Fa finite subset of r. Since finite 
unions of basic clopen sets arc dense in the measure algebra of p , it i:s enough to 
wrify the mixing condition for A. B finite unions of basic clopen sets. If N< is as 
abow. " 'e call F the support of X 8 . If A = S ,, U · · · U -'"sk and F, is the support of 
1Y8 , . we call F1 U · · · U Fk a support of A. Fix then F.4.. FB supports for A. B resp. 
Then. except for finitely many r · r FA n F8 = 0. so -y · A. B are independent sets. 
thu~ 

J-L ( ~ · A 1i B )= J-L(~, · A )JL (B ) = p(A )p(B ). 
...J 

It is eas.v to verify that mixing is preserwd under diagonal actions: If the 
action~ of ron (X;. p ;) . i = 1. 2 .... are mixing. so is the diagonal action 

~1 · (x;) = (r · x,) 

on (fL X ,, fl Jl ; ). Another important property is that if an action of r on (X.Jt) 
is mixing and an action of r on (Y. v) is ergodic, then the diagonal action of ron 
(X x Y.JL x v) is ergodic, see [S\\·. 2.3] or [884]. 

Finally, we point out that the two strong notions of ergodicity that we have 
discussed in this appendix arC' not related. There arc E o-ergodic act ions that are 
not mixing and there are mixing actions that are not Eo-ergodic. 

For the first type. consider the standard action (by matrix multiplication) of 
SL2(Z) on ':'2 (equipped with the product measure). In [S 0. 3.6] it is ~hown that 
this action admits no non-trivial almost irwariant sets. so it is E o-ergodic. (This can 
be also proved as follows: It is enough to show that the action of SL2 (Z) on Lij(T2) 
admits no non-0 almost inmriant vectors. To see this. find a copy of F2 contained in 
SL2 (Z) so that the non-identity matrices in this copy do not have 1 as an eigenvalue 
(see [\\'a. p . 6]) . thus act freely by matrix multiplication on Z2 \ { (0. 0)}. As in the 
proof of A4.1 (since a basis for Lij(T2) is given by the non-trivial characters, i.e .. 
the elements of Z2 \ {(0. 0)}. on which F2 acts freely) . it follows that the restriction 
to this copy of F2 of the action of SL2 (Z) on Lij('lf2 ) gives a representation. which 
can be decomposed as a direct sum of subrepresentations isomorphic to the left 
regular representation. As in the proof of 4.1. this shows that F2 is amenable. a 
contradiction.) But it is well-known that this action is not mi.xing (see. e.g .. [BI\1. 
2.11 (iv)]). 

One can also give a completely ··soft .. proof that E o-ergodicity docs not imply 
mixing. \\'e begin with any measure preserving free action of F2 on a standard 
Borel probability space (X. J-l ) which i~ E o-ergodic. We let Ta. Tb :X - X be the 
measure preserving transformations induced by the generators of the fr<'c group. 
Following Dye·s theorem we can find a new automorphism S : X __,_ X of the space 
which has the same orbit equivalence relation as Ta but which is not mixing. Then 
if we go back and define a new action of F2 with 

a· x = S(a ). 

b · x=Tb(x). 
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rhen the equiYalence relation remain::, £ 0-ergodic. since it is in fact unchanged. hut 
the act ion is not mixing ::,imp!~· becau::,e the induced action of the subgroup (a ::; F2 

i~ not mixing. It i~ also not hard to sec that the action will ::,till be free a.c. 
For the second type. \H~ can quote the following characterization of the :-.o

callcd groups with the Haagerup appro.rimation property (HAP). for \\·hich we refer 
the reader to [CC.JJ\'] (see abo [HK] where these groups were called strongly non
l\·a::.hdan (S?\K) group:-.). 

Theorem A6.2 (.Jolis::;aint. see [CC.J.J\". 2.1.3J. Let r be a countable group. ThPn 
r ha> the HAp UJ r admits a free Borel action 011 a standard Borel space X ll'ifh 
lllWT'lant measure p which zs mi.ring but not E0-e1~qodic. 

Since'. e.g .. F2 has the HAP. this shows that F2 ha.c; fn•e Borel actions with 
inn\riant mea::,urc which are mixing but not E 0-ergodic. 

Such an example can be also constructed by clcmentar~· means: 
\\"e will consider tllC' ::,hift action of F2 on 2F2 and define a sequence of inYariant 

measures Pn on 2F2 ::.uch that the action of F2 on (X n· Pn) = (2F2 .Jtn) is mixing. 
therefore the diagonal action of F2 on ([1,. X,. [1, p,) is mixing. but faib to be 
E0-ergodic. 

Consider the Cayley graph of F2 = (a.l>) . i.e .. the undirected graph \\·ith Yertex 
,.,er F2 and edges ben\·ecn g.gh where hE {a=1 .1>±1 }. Thb is of cour;,e a tn•c. B.Y 
a finite subtree (of this graph) we mean a finite subset T <;::: F2 such that T contains 
the unique path between any t\YO of its element:, (in particular. 0 and { ~.} for~. E F2 

arc ::,ubtrees). for such aT and s E 2T, let 

Xs = {.r E 2F2
: .riT = s}. 

Then an application of the usual generalization of the Kolmogorov Con;,istency 
Theorem (sec [P. \'...1.2]) showt. that for any function ;: : Ur 2T ~ [0. l j which 
t.ati~fics the following consistency condition, there is a unique mea.-.urc 11 on 2F2 

with Jt(S,) = ;;(.>): 

Consistency condition. For any two finite subtrC'es T. T' with T' = T U {r }. 
\\'here ~ (/. T' and ~. i;, connected by an edge to some wrtex in T. we ha\'C. for 
·" E 2T. 

<;(s) = <;(s'O) + <;(s'l). 

\\·here s'i: T' ___, 2 is defined by. -i T= s . .<(i(~.) = i. :\Ioreowr forT= 0. ;:(0) = 1. 

(Clear!~· cn•ry measure p on 2F2 arise" in this fa.'ihion (take .p(8) = p(.Y, )).) 
To see this. take in the notation of Theorem\" .-1.2 of[P]. X = 2F1 . ~ = {T : Tis 

a finite subtree}, ::; = <;:::. B r = {1r7= 1(A): A<;::: 2T}. where 7rT: 2F2 ~ 2r is defined 
by «r(f) =fT. so that B r it. the a-algebra generated by the seb {X, : s E 2r}. 
11T(iTy 1(A)) = 2:::.0 <;(s). Condition (iv) in the statement of V.-1.2 is trivially 
satisfied. since the atoms of Br are exactly the sets {1r7= 1({s}): s E 2T} = X 5 • 

final!.\· the s~·stem {JLr} is consistent (according to the definition preceding V.4.2). 
a::; it can be easil~- verified using the condition (x). noticing that if 5::; T then there 
b a "cquence To = S ::; T1 ::; · · · ::; Tn = T. so that T,_ 1 is obtained from T, by 
adding one wrtex connected b~· an edge to some vertex of T,. 

·ow fi.x a positiYe sequence 1 > Pn - 0, and for s E 2T. define ;;, ( s) a follows: 
If T = 0. ;:11 (0) = 1. If T ={~·},and s E 2T. let .p,(s) = 1/ 2. 
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Otherwise. giYen s E 2T. let K0 be the number of edges e = h1- ~12) \Yith 
~1 1. ; 2 E T . such that s(~.I) = s("!2) and K 1 be tlw number of <'dges. r = ("- I · :r2) 
with ~ 1 -12 E T. v.·here shl) -1- s("-2) · Put 

( ·) - 1(1 )Ko /,·, .Pn S - 2 - Pn Pn · 

Let /I n he the corresponding mea:-.ure. so that 

( y ) _ 1 (1 )Ko K t Jln ' s - 2 - Pn Pn · 

It is clear from the definition that Jln is shift-iuvariant. :.Ioreover. an argmnent 
similar to that of A6.1 shows that the action of F2 on (2F2

. Jln) is mixing. Put 

A= {.r E 2F2 
: .r(1) = 0}. 

Then, for any 1 E F2. 

A.6~, . A= {:r E 21;2 : :r(1) -1- .r(:r )} . 

Assume now ~1 -1- 1. Let T , be the set of \·ertices in the unique path from 1 to I· 
I\ my 

So 

A.61 ·A <;:; U {Ss : s E 2T, . for some edge e = h1 -1'2) with 

: 1 .~,2 E T-,. we have sh1) -1- s (;2)}. 

Jln (.4.6"1 · A ) ~ -H-.pn . 

where JL is some positive constant depending on ~, only. so lin (A.61 · A) ~ 0 as 
n ~ x . It follows that if A, <;:; ll, X,. where X , = 2F2

• is defined by 

An = X o X x1 X ... X X n-1 X A. X Xn-1 X .... 

then for the diagonal action of F2 on Tin X , and the measure p = ll .. Pn · we haw 
for any~, E F2. p(An.6~, · A,)= J1n(A . .6~ ·A)~ 0 and 

1 
p(A,) = 2· 

so this action admits non-triYial almost im·ariant sets. thus it fails to be E o-ergodic. 

A 7. Non-orbit equivalent relations 

The theorem of Dye [D] together with the theorem of Ornstein-\\'eiss [O" l 
show that if r is an amenable group. any two Borel actions \Yith non-atomic invari
ant, ergodic measure are OE. On the other hand we hm·e: 

Theorem A7.1 (Schmidt [S81]) . Let r be a non-amenable countable gmup . If r 
is not Kazhdan. then there are two free Borel actions of r with inmriant. ergodic 
measure. which are not OE. 

Proof. Fix such a r. Since r is not amenable. the shift action of r on 2r 
is E 0-ergodic by A4.1. I\ow since r is not Kazhdan. by A5.2 it admits a Borel 
action on a standard Borel :;pace X with im·ariant. ergodic measure v that is not 
E 0 -ergodic. FL"X a free mL"Xing Borel action of r on a st andard Borel space Y with 
invariaut measure p (e.g .. the free part of the shift action of ron 2r) and consider 
tb.e product space X' = X x Y, with the meas ure p' = v x p. and the diagonal 
action')· (.r, y) = b ·l', 1 · y) . This is clearly free and p' is invatiant. The fact that 
p' is ergodic was discussed in A6. 
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It is clear t hat E{ is not £ 0-ergodic. therefore not OE to the shift action of 
r. ~ 

Open Problem A 7 .2. Is it true that every non-amenable countable group has at 
/east two free Borel actions with invariant. ergodic measure. that are not OE? 

Addendum. Hjorth has recently provided a positive answer to thi:, question. 



APPE~DIX B 

Cocycles and Cocycle-invariant Functions 

Bl. R eview 

\\'e "·ill recall here the ba.'>ic definitions and sonw ~imple facts concerning co
cyde,. Detailed accounts can be found in Zimmer [Zi -lJ and Adams-Kechris ;AK]. 

Let r be a countable group acting in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X 
,,·ith im·ariaut measure Jl. and H a countable group. A cocycle of this action into 
Hi" a Borel map(\: r X X- H ·uch that for all r.6 E r. 

o(~o . .r) = a(J.o · .r)a(o . .r). 11- a.e. (.r) . 

If this equation is true for all .r \\·e say that a is a strict cocycle. 
Two cocycles Q : r X X ---+ H. J : r X X ---+ H are equivalent or cohomologous. 

in :-;~·mbols 

(\ "' 3. 

if thC're is a Borel map .r r-- h.r from X to H such that for all• E r. 

A standard way in \\'hich cocycles arise is the following: Suppose H acts freely in 
a Borel way on the standard Borel pace Y and p : X ----+ Y is a Borel homomorphism 
of E{ to Ej;. Then define the (strict) cocycle a : r x X ----+ H by 

a(-,, .r}. p(.r) = p(J . .r). 

\\'e call this the cocycle associated to the homomorphism p. 
Let us note that if a is associated to p and 3 "" a. sa~· a(~, .. r) = h- ·:r 3h . . r )h; 1 . 

11-a.e. (.r). then if we put 

a(1·) = h;1 
· p(.r). 

a i:-. also a homomorphism of E{ to £1. such that morC'owr 

a(:r)E1p(.r). for all x E X. 

and finally the coc.,·cle associated to a is equal to 3. 11-a.e. In other \\'Ord . "·e 
can "adjust .. p to a homomorphism that only change:-. p(.r ) up to £1-equi,·alence. 
to obtain an~· given coc~·cle equivalent to a. 

Quite often in thi paper v•e \\'ill be concerned about "Cocycle reduction·· results. 
which shmY that. under certain circumstances. a cocycle o can be replacC'd by an 
equivalent one .J. a "' 3. whose range J(f x X ) is contained in a "Small" subgroup 
of H. 
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B2. a -invariant functions 

Suppose a : r x X- Hi::, a Borel cocycle as in Bl. and H acts in a Borel way 
on some space } -. Then a 11-measurable function f : X _, 1· is called o.-mrarwnt 
if for all --. E r. 

a(-).l') · f(x) = f(~. · x). 11- a.e. (.r) 

We will often use the following variation of a basic fact. called the Cocycle 
Reduction Lemma in Zimmer [Zi8-1, 5.2.11]. 

Proposition B2.1. Let a countable group r act in a Borel way on X with inuar·iant 
measure p and assume H is a countable group acting in a Borel way on } -. so that 
Er-" zs £1-ergodic. Let a : r x X - H be a Borel cocycle and assume that there is 
a JL-mea.surable. a-inmriant function f : X -> } -. Then there is Yo E Y and 3"' a 
wzth .:l(f x X) ~ Hy0 = the stabilizer of Yo· 

Proof. Since a(-: .. x) · f(.r) = f(.-... ·.r). p-a.e. (.r). f restricted to a Borel co-null 
:;et .\0 . is a homomorphism of E{ X0 toE};. So by the £1-ergodicity of E{. there 
i, Yo E Y ,,·ith f(x)E'fry0 . p-a.e. (x). Let x r-- h::c be Borel such that 

f(x) = h; 1 ·Yo· JL- a.e. (x). 

Then note that if 

:J,....., o, and 
3(1 . x) ·Yo= YO· p- a.e. (.r). 

so J(~ •. x) E Hyo• p-a.e. (x) . By defining 3(--:•. x) = 1 on a null set. we can actually 
assume that J(r x X)~ H yo · -1 

B3. a -invariant measures 

The following is a standard fact. \Yhich is explicitly isolated in Zimmer [Zi -1. 
p. 7 ] but. in some form. _traces back to Furstenberg [Fur;. Since we need to use it 
repeatedly. we include a proof below for completeness. 

If K is a compact, metric space. we denote by }vf(K ) the compact. metric space 
of measures on K (see. e.g., [Ke95. 17.£]). If a countable group H acts in a Borel 
way on K , then it acts in a Borel way on .A1(K ) by 

h · p(A) = p(h-1 ·A). 

for ewry Borel set A~ K. or equi\'alently 

J fd(h·p)= J (h- 1 ·/)dp. 

where h · f(k) = f(h- 1 · k)) . for e\·ery (real or complex) continuous function f on 
A- . If the action of H on K is continuous. so is the action of H on .~vt (K). 

Proposition B3.1 (see. e.g .. Fur tenberg :Fur]. Zimmer [Zi 4. p.7 ]). Let ~ be 
a countable amenable group acting in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X 
with invariant measure p. Let H be a countable group actmg continuously on a 
compact. metric space K. Let n : .6. x X - H be a Borel cocycle. Then there is an 
a-inuar·iant. p-measurable map x f-.-> vx from X to JVf(K ). 

Proof. Let t{'(X . M(K)) be the space of all measurable assignments 

-\:X-+ M (K ). 
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\Ye <'quip this space with the topology pro,·ided b~· the semi-norms of the form 

A..--.. / , (.r......., JK fxdA(:r))dp . 

79 

where .r ,......_ f r i:, :-,ome mea:-,urable function from X to the continuou:::. function:::. on 
A. of norm ::; 1. 

Th<.' space l'f'(X .• vt (K )) can be thought of a:, a closed subset of the dual to 
the Banach space of measurable functi on:::. 

.r ~--+ fx· 

X~ C(K). 

from _\" to the continuous functions on I\-. which haw the property that 

.rt-t I fxl· 

(\\'h<.'re fx = SUPcEKifr(<)) is in ( 1 (X. p). Thus in the topology generated by 
th< ~eminorms it becomes a compact space. which is also conYex. in the sen. e 
that if A1. A2 . .... An are in lf(X. }v1 ( F<: )) and ~'1· r2 ..... r, are non-twgatiYe reals 
~umming to 1. then L ,<n r,A, E lf{X. ,\;f{J\)). 

\\'e let ~ act on f!(X. /vi {K )) by 

(h · A)(.r) = o.(h. h-1 · .r) · A(h- 1 · .r). 

\\'e let (.6., )nEN be a Folner sequence for .6. . If we put 

Tn: Cf( X. ,\..1(/\.))- l'f'(X.M(J\)) 

1 
A >--.- L: h·>. 

~~ nl hE.:,r. 

and take any point in the intersection of the closures of the images of the operators 
T,. then we haw a fixed point as required. ...., 

Under the assumption on CH one can obtain a stronger result. 

Proposit ion B3.2 (Assume th<.' Continuum Hypothesis). Let ~ be a countable 
amf'nable group acting in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X u·ith inranant 
1111 a.~ure 11. Let H be a countable group acting continuously on a comport . metric 
spaf'l' K. Let a : 6. x X --. H be a Borel cocyclc. Thrn there is an a- invariant. 
uniuersally meas1trable map J.' ,_. vx from X to J\;f(K). 

Proof. Since ~ i:::. amenable. a theorem of Christensen [C]. ~lokobodzki . gi,·es. 
u,;ing CH. a uni,·ersally measurable right-invariant mean on ~- i.e .. a positin• linear 
functional ;; on{""(~). the Banach space of bounded real functiow on ~- with 
.,;(1) = 1. and .;;h ><p) = ..p(p). where~, *P(8) = p(o~,). \\·hich is such that 91:- 1.1].:, 
i~ a universally nwasurable map from [-1.1].:, into [-1. 1]. 

;\ow fix v0 E M(I{ ) and define. for .r E X. a positiYe linear functional Ax on 
C(J\ ) = the Banach space of real continuous function~ on l\ .. by 

.\ x(J) = .,;(6 ~--+ .I fd(a(o . . r)- 1 
· v0 )). 

B,..· the Riesz Representa tion Theorem . . \ x corresponds to a measure vx E Jvt(A'). 
].('., 
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and tl1C' uniYC'rsal meru;urability of ..p implies that J' ,__ vr i!' uni,·crsally mca:mrable. 
Finally. we ,-crify that for ('\·cry : E ~ . 

n(-1• J') · V:r = 1/ .. r:r · 11-a.e. (.r). 

that is. for e\·ery f E C(h'} 

or 

I\ ow 

:;o 

and 

.\ ,.(o{! .. r) - 1 ·f)= .\ -. :rU} . 11- a.e. (J') 

..p(J- l (o.(-: .. J·)- 1 
· f}d(o(c5 .. r)-1 

· vo)) 

= .,:(6 ,__ I fd(o(8.-1 • .r)-1 
· vo)). 11- a.e. (.r). 

I fd(o.(J. -, · J')- 1 
· vo) 

=I (o(6.: · .r) · f)dvo 

= l (o(b": .l' )O:{t .:l·)-1 
· f)dvo. 11- a.e. (.r). 

l (o.(-... r)- 1 
· f)d(o(8 . .r)- 1 

· vo) 

= l (o.(J. :r)o.(! .. r)- 1 
· f)dvo . 

Letting p(c5) = j(o.(6. J')o.{t · .r)- 1 
· f)dv0 • we haYe. by the right-im·ariance of'..,?. 

-,J(p) = .,:(~. "'p). 

'"her<:'~. "'p(8) = p(8~"). and the proof i:> complete. -I 

Proposition B3.1 can be used to give a neat proof that free measure pre::>crYing 
actions of the free group 011 probability spaces are neYer hyperfinite (a special case 
of the fact mentioned at the end of OF): and that neat proof can in turn be used to 
show that the analog of B3.1 fails in the BoreL or even Baire measurable. context. 

Corollary B3.3. If F2 arts freely on a standard Borel space X wzth mvarwnl 
mea.sun• Jl. then E~ is not hyperfinite. 

Proof. Appealing to the ergodic decomposition theorem. we may a'>Sume. 
\\"ithout loss of generality. that F2 acts ergodically. Write F2 = (a. b) . so that a and 
b are the generator:;. \\'e suppose. towardl:i a contradiction. that there is a Borel 
action of Z on X \Yith E=.' = Ei-.,. (Recall that an equivalence relation is hyperfinite 
if and on!~· if it is induced b_,. a -Borel action of Z: see [D.JK].) 

\\'e haw a Borel cocycle 

gin•n by 

o.(k . .r) =a 
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if k .. r =a· .r. Appealing to B3.1. and following the notation of C2. in u~ing OF2 

to indicate the boundary of the Cayley graph of the free group. "·e may find an 
iuntriant conull Borel :,et X 0 s;; X and a Borel as:-,ignmem 

such that 
Jlt·.r = a(C. .r) · /l:r 

for all.r E .\0 . ( E Z. Observing that for each .r. a E F2 . there will be { = f(a . .r) E Z 
with 

a({.1·) = a. 

we obtain 

llu·.r = a · /1.1.·· 

for all1· E Xo. a E F2. 

Claim: Jl:r ~ .\.113(8F2). a .e. :r. 

(Here ,\.113(8F2) refers to the collection of measures which are not supported ou 
t\\·o or less point!'>.) 

Proof of claim: OthenYise ergodicity gives that for almost ewry J' .JL.r E 

.vt:3(0F2 ) and. appealing to lemma C2.3. we may find a Borel im·ariant conull set 
_\~ s;; Xo and Borel function 

,uch that for all a E F2 . • rE X~ 

s*(a · .r) = as·(.r). 

Letting ..11 ={.rE X~: s*(.r) = 1}. we have that A.1 i::. a Borel trans,·ersal for£;~. 
i.e .. £;•; is tame. which immediately contradicts the fact that F2 acts freely \Yi ;h 
im·aria1it mt>a::.ure on X~. (-!Claim) 

So we can assume that there is a Borel ::,et } 0 s;; X 0 . conull and im·ariant. and 
a Borel function 

i:>UCh that 

Yo- [8F2] 9 

1· ,__ {c.r, r~} 

a · kr · c~} = { c u .r. e~ . .r}. 
for ev<'ry 1· E } tJ· a E F2 . (Here [.4.::52 i the set of subsN of A of cardinality ::; 2.) 

Let .-1.0 be the set of .r E } 0 such that neither C.r nor c~ begin with a or a-1. 
Here we ,·iew ol-2 and the action of F2 on DF2 a;, in the Ia -r paragTaph of the 
proof of C2.1. i). For each .r E }0. '"e can find some n E 2 \Yith bn · .r E .40 . thus 
Jl(Ao) > 0. 

Also for 11 1 i: n2 E Z. 

a" 1 
· Ao '1 an~· Ao = 0. 

thus A.0 is a Borel transversal forE~'~· ,,·here (a) = {an n E Z}. Z0 = (a) · .4.0 . 

which is a contradiction as before. 
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Counterexample B3.4. There is a contmuou.~ free actwn of 2: on a Poh,h space 
X u·ith dense orbits. and a Bm·el cocycle n : :£ x X - F2 such that there zs no 
Ba1re mwsurable map 

.r ~ /J x 

surh that for all .r m a comeagcr inrariant set. n E Z. 

/ln ·.r = o(n .. r) · /JJ· · 

One constructs the example as follows. Again, letting a and b be the generators 
of F2 . we start with the free part of the shift action of F2 on 2F': notice that thi~ 
action is gf'nerically ergodic. in the sense that e\·ery irn-ariant Borel set i~ either 
meagC'l" or comeager. Following [S\Y\\"]. we ma~· find an irwariant dense G0 set 
X <;:;; 2F2 . contained in this free part . on which: 

(a) EJ._, is hyperfinite. and in fact there is a continuous action of Z on X with 
Ex - E-'-F - ~. 

2 

(b) (a' · :r: l E Z} is dense in X. for all .rEX: 
(c) {bl · :r: l E Z} is dense in X. for all.r EX. 
It follows easily from (b) and (c) that the orbit equivalence relation EJ.., as 

well as £(~> and Eii>, induced by the respecti\·e cyclic subgroups (a/ and (b).- are 
generically ergodic. and hence non-tame (compare [HjOOa. 3.1]). and in fact non
tame even \Yhcn restricted to any comeager subset of X. Let also a : X x Z _, F2 

be the Borel cocycle defined as in the proof of B3.3. 
1\ow, towards a contradiction. suppose that we can find a Bairc measurable 

map .r 1- ll:r \Yith 
fln·x = a(n.1·) · {l:r. 

on an invariant comcager set X 0 . As in the corollary abO\·e. we obtain 

{la·:r =a· {l:r· 

for .r E X o. a E F2. 

Claim: ll:r ¢:. .;'\lf3(8F2). for a comeager set of .r. 

Proof of claim: Otherwise generic ergodicity giws, on a comcager set X~ <;:;; 

X o.JL:r E ,\.13 (8F2 ) . and. a.<; before. this implies that Ei,~ is tame. \\·hich is a 
contradiction. - ( -1Claim) 

So. again a:, before. on an invariant comeager Borel subset 1'0 <;:;; X 0 . we can 
find a Borel map :r 1- {e.r.e~} with 

{ea·:r·e~.:r} =a· {er,c~} 

for all a E F2. l' E } O· \\'e can again let A0 be tlH' set of :r E Yo for which neither 
ex nor e~ begins with an a or an a- 1. By considering the action of (b) \\"C obtain 
that Ao is non-meag<'r. Thu:, Zo = (a) · Ao is comeager, by generic ergodicity. and 
.40 is a Borel transversal for £~~ . contradicting its generic ergodicity. 

Remark. Actually. the results of [S\\"\Y: imply the follm\·ing: For each infinite 
countable group f and continuou~ free action off on a perfect Polish space Y with 
dense orbits. there is an im·ariant dense G 0 set Z <;:;; Y. an invariant dense G 0 set 
X <;:;; 2F2 contained in the free part of 2F2 . and a homeomorphism .p of Z onto X 
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with .rEf y C> ..p(:r)E~,:J(y). In particular, the set X ~ 2F2 in B3.4 can be chosen 

:::.o that there is a continuous free action of r on X '"ith £~ = Ef. Thus. "·e can 
replace Z by any infinite countable group r in B3A. 

Finall:-·. B3...1 can be also used to negatively answer a question of " 'eiss, see 
[\roo]. p. 290. 

Fix an infinite countable group r and a free continuous action of r on a perfect 
Polish space X "·ith dense orbits. Denote by B (X) the linear space of all bounded 
Baire measurable functions u : X ---7 :R modulo meager sets (i .e., the clements of 
B(X) are equivalence classes of Baire measurable f : X - lR modulo the equiv
alence relation ft "'h ¢::> ft, h agree on a comeager set, and every u E B(X) is 
bounded modulo meager sets). Although technically a. u E B (X ) is an equi,·alence 
class. as usual we think of it as a function. Let also U(X) be the linear space of all 
{u,.} E B (X)N, which are uniformly bounded, i.e .. for some c and all n, lun(-r)l < c 
on a comeager set of x's. ·ote that r acts on B (X ) by (! · u)(x) = u(!-1 

· x) and 
similarly on U(X) by 1 · {un} = h · Un}· 

A map 11 : U(X) ---+ B (X) is called a natural projection if it satisfies: 
(i) 1T is linear. 
(ii) r.( { u. u . ... }) = u. for u E B (X). 
(iii) limnun:::; IT({un}):::; limnUn, for {un} E U(X) (this of course means that 

for a comeager set of x·s. limnun(x):::; IT( {un}(x)):::; limnun(x)) , 
(iv) IT is shift-inYariant, i.e .. IT({un+d) = IT({un}). for {un} E U(X). 
(Y) IT is a f-map. i.e .. IT(/· {un}) = ! ·IT({un}) . 
)/ote that, in the presence of the other conditions. (iii) is equivalent to 
(iii)' If Un :2 0 (i.e .. un(x) :2 0 on a comeager set) for all n, then IT( { un}) :2 0. 
\Ye now have the following result, which in the special case r = Z28Z28Z28 ... 

and the canonical action of ron 2N given by ((i0 , i 1 .... ) · x)(k) = x(k) + ik mod 
2. provides a negative answer to \<\'eiss·s question. 

Theorem B3.5 For any infinite amenable group r and continuous free action of 
f on a perfect Polish space X with dense orbits. there is no natural projection 
IT: U(X)---+ B(X). 

Proof. In view ofB3.4 and the remark following it, we can assume (by replacing 
X by an invariant dense G6 set, if necessary), that there is a Borel cocycle a : 
f x X ---+ F2 such that there is no Baire measurable map X ---+ A1(8F2 ), x f--' Jlx 

with ll,.x =a('":' · x) · Jlx · for all rE f. in a comeager set of x. 
Assuming now that there is a natural projection 7i : l/(X) ---+ B(X), '>Ve will 

deri,·e a contradiction, by finding such a map :r ~---+ Jlx· 

Fix a (right) Folner sequence {Fn} for f, i.e .. a sequence of non-empty finite 

sets Fn ~ f "'ith Fn}:.~Fnl ---+ 0. for all/ E f. Fix also a measure vo E ;\1 (8F2) . 
and put for x E X, n E f::! 

1 '\"" -1 
Vn,x = Fl L..., a(b,x) · Vo. 

n 6EFn 

We view below ;\1(8F2 ) as a compact subset of the dual space C(8F2 )* of 
C(8F2 ). the Banach space of all continuous functions on 8F2 . 1'\orms refer to these 
spaces. 
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An easy calculation. using the cocycle identity. shows that for 1 E r. r E X 

IFn~ ~Fn l 
lrvn.···.r - a(~, .r) · lln . .r l :S Fn _, 0. 

For f E C(CJF2 ). let u{, :X~ R be the Borel function defined by 

u~(1·) = lln,.r(f). 

and put 
uf=iT({u~}). 

(;\ote that lu{,(.r) < fl. for all.r. n.) 
Fi.x a countable Q-subspace {!,} ~ C(CJF2 ). norm-dem;e in C(CJF2). containing 

1. and closed under the F2-action on C(CJF2 ). For any rEX. define Jl.r: {!;} _, lR 
by 

Jlx(f,) = u1•(:r) . 
(Here we think of uf• as a function by picking a representative in its class.) Thus. 
IJ..Lx(f; ) :S I j, I on a comeager invariant set. using condition (iii ) of a natural 
projection. It is also easy to check. using condition (i) of a natural projection. that 
fl x is Q-linear. on a comeager invariant set. It is positive (f; 2: 0 =? flx(f;) 2: 0) 
on a comeager inYariant set. using condition (iii)'. and Jl.r(l) = 1. on a comeager 
invariant set. using condition (ii). Thus. J..Lx extends uniquely to a measure. also 
denoted by flx· on a comeager invariant set. \Ye let flx be equal to vo outside 
this set. so .r 1-4 Jlx is defined everywhere. Since the function r 1-4 uf• (x) is Baire 
measurable for each i. it follows that r 1-4 J..Lr is Baire measurable. Finally. to get a 
contradiction. it is enough to wrify that on a comeager invariant set of r's. 

Jl·.·x = a(l.r) · J..L:r· for all~, E f. 

This means that we need to check that for each i . ~, E r. 
Jl-, .;x(f;) = (a(! .. 1·) · Jlx)(f,) 

for a comeager set of r. or equivalently 

or 

u1• (t · x) = flx(ah. x)- 1 
· J,) 

= uoh.x)-
1

· /, (l·) 

7r({u{,•} )('y ·1·) = 1r( {u~ ( -, :r) _, f,} )(.r). 

::\Tow. by condition (v) . 

iT(I'- 1 · {u{,•}) = ,-1 · 1r({u{,•}). 

so we haw 1r({u{,•})(r ·1·) = (1- 1 · 1r({u{,•})(x) = 1r(r-1 · {u{,·})(.r). thus we only 
need to show that 

;rh - 1 · {u{,•}) = rr( { u~(v)- 'J, } ). 

Since conditions (i) . (iii) imply that if {vn}· { wn} E U(X) are such that 

lvn(X)- lL'n (.r)l __.. 0 

for a co meager set of .r. then 

rr({t•n}) = 7r({wn}). 

it is enough to verify that 

h-1 · u{,•(.r)- u~(-, . .r)-' ·f,(r) l--> 0 
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on a comcager set of :r. i.e .. 

1111 .-.-:r(f,)- Vn_x(a(~ .. . r)-1 · f,)l- 0 

or equinllently 
11, .. -,.;r{f;)- (o{1. J') · Vn.:r)(f;)i- 0. 

which i~ immediate. since 

and the proof is complete. 

R e m ark. ::\ote that condition (iv) of a natural projection wa. neYer used in 
this proof. Howewr. if one has a 7i that satisfies all the other conditions except 
(iv). then 11'({u,}) = 11({ ,~ 1 L,<, Un}) .atisfies all conditions (i)-(Y). 

Finally. note that if --Baire -measurable .. is replaced by "mea:;urable .. (with 
re~pect to some fixed measure). then. by the Christensen. :\Iokobodzki result. using 
CH. there is a natural projection from uniformly bounded sequences of measurable 
functions into bounded measurable functions. 

B4. M aximum t wo-supported m eas ures 

\Ye \Yill prow here a basic fact, which goes back. in some form or another. to 

papers of Adam and Zimmer. e.g .. [Zi 1. 3.7]. [Ad . 3.1]. [Ad95. 2.6] . \\"e will 
make frequent use of this and some of its Yariation::. in this paper. 

\\'e use the following notation below: If J\. is a compact. metric space. we denote 
by_ 'v( 9 (1\ ) the Borel subset of }vl (E) consisting of measures supported by at most 
2 points. i.e .. the v E ,'vt(K) for which there are a. bE A.' (not neces ·arily distinct) 
with v({a.b}) = 1. Put ·upp(11) = {a.b} in this case. If H acts continuously on K 
and we consider the induced action on /vi {I\·). the set J'vt 9 (K) is clear!~- invariant. 
Put also ;'vt3(J\) = ,'v((J\.) \ ,\.1:52(1\). 

P rop osition B 4 .1 (Adams. Zimmer). Let r be a countable group acting in a Borel 
u•ay on a standar·d Borel space X with inuariant measure Jl· Let H be a countable 
group acting in a continuous way on a compact. metric space K and consider the 
induced action on ,'vt(K). Let a : [ x X ~ H be a Borel cocycle. LetS denote 
the .set of all J-1-measurable. o-ineariant function8 :r ...___. vx from X to }vl( l\"). and 
assume that S =!= 0 and all :r >-- v:r inS 8atisfy v:r E }vi ~2(K). Jl·a.e. (:r). Define 
n pa tfial pre-order ~ on S by let ling. for III. 112 E • 'vt 9 (I\). 

III ::; 112 {:} supp( vi) ~ supp( 112) 

and 
(.r >-- vx) ~ (:r o- 11~) iff (ll:r::; v~. Jl·a.e . (I)). 

Then there i.s a maximum element in (S . ~)-

Proof. Con:-,ider any S E S. where for S = (l' >-- ll:r) we \\Tite S(:r) = vx. Put 

D(S) ={:rEX: ·upp(llx)i = 2}. 

with AI= card(:·!} Then D(S) i::. JJ-measurable and we put 

r = sup{fL(D(S)): S E S}. 

\\'e first argue that this sup is attained. Indeed. pick Sn = (.r >-- v~) E S with 
Jl(D(S,)) > r- ~- Let v; = ~(c5a"(:r) + c5b"(x)), where supp(v;) = {a"(.r) . b"(.r)}. 
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H<'re ba = tl1<' Dirac mca_,ure at a. Then clearly S11 = (.r f- D_:.') E S a....., well. Put 
5-x. = (.r f- v;- ). "·here 

Th('n again Sx. E S. so v;c E }11'(~2 (1\), 11-a.e. (.r). by our assumption. Clearly 
D(Sx) 2 D(Sn ) = D(S., ). for each 11. so p(D(S:x:)) = r. 

'Ye will now see that actually S"" is a ma-ximum element of (S. ;:::). Ind('ed. 
fix any S = (1·........, V.r) E S . Bra similar argument to the abow, !S+;x 

1 
E S, :::.o 

Jl(D(S) \ D(S:x.)) = 0. since. otherwise. p(D( s~t'S. )) > Jl(D(Sx)) = r. Also for 
the same reason, 

11( {.rEX :isupp(v.r)l = l. jsupp(v~) l = 1. 

supp(v.r) 'l supp(v:')} = 0, 

and, by our assumption on S. 

p( {.rEX :isupp(v.r)l = L lsupp(v:') = 21. 
supp(v.r) ~ supp(v:)} = 0. 

It then follow:. that supp(vr) ~ supp(v;c). 11-a.e. (.r), i.e .. V.r::::; v;c. 11-a.e. (.r). or 
S ::5 Sx. -1 



APPE ·mx C 

Actions on Boundaries 

Cl. Trees 

In thi~ paper, by a tree we will a lways mean an acyclic connected graph (\'. T), 
Kith countable vertex set ~ - . and edge relation T (i.e .. T ~ ~-2 and (.r. y) E Tiff x. y 
are connected by an edge). " 'hen V is understood or irre]e,·ant. "·e simp!~· write T 
for the t ree. A finite path inT is a sequence (~·o · ~·1 .... . V11 ) with n ~ 1. (c,. P;+I) E 
T. and !'; =/oz·1 for i =I j. 

The boundary of the tree T, in symbols 8T. is defined as folloKs: 
An (infinite) path through T is a sequence ( vo . z·1 , .. . ) such that v; =I v1 for 

i =I j . and (1•, . vi+I) E T for each i. '\'e call t\Yo paths (t·n) · (w11 ) equi,·alent, in 
symbols. (rn) ~ (1L'11 ). if 3n3m\fi(l'n+t = U'm~ 1 ). An end ofT is an equi,·a]ence 
class of paths. The boundary ofT is the set of ends ofT. 

It "'ill be also convenient to use another (but closely related) concept of tree, 
which is a standard tool in descript iw set theory. To distinguish it from the notions 
aboYe. we "·ill call it a set-theoretic tree. 

A set-theoretic tree on a countable set A is a subset S ~ A <:x:, t he set of finit.e 
"equences from S. such that 0 (=the empty sequence) is inS and if (a0 .. ... an-1) E 
5 and m ~ n. then (a0 .. . .• a111 _I) E 5. T he body of S is the set 

N [5] = {(ao. a1 .. .. ) E A : \in(ao . ... . au- 1) E S}. 

"'hen A~ is equipped ,,·ith t he product topology. with A di crete, [S] is a closed 
::;uhspace of AN. A basis for t he topology of [S] is giYen by the sets X (aa ..... an-tl = 
{ tbo. b1 ... . ) E :sJ : \ii < n(b; =a,)} . for (ao .... . a 71 _ 1 ) E S. 

I\ ow suppose ( ~ ·. T) is a tree and fi.x t'o E \/ . Then for each end e E 8T there 
i~ a unique path ( z•0 , 1·1 .... ) E e starting from l'O · called the geodesic from v0 to e 
aud denoted by [r0 . e]. Let 

T{z·o) = {0} u {(t'l· 1'2 ..... Un-d: n ~ 2. (vo. !'1 · l':z ..... l'n-d 
is a finite path ofT}. 

Then T(t·0 ) is a set-t heoretic tree on V. and so [T(vo): is a closed subset of FN. 
The map ..;,.0 : (T(z·o) ~ ~ 8T given by 

.p,.0 (r) = e iff .r = [l'o. e:. 
is a bijection for ~T( t·o)] onto 8T. and can be used to put a topology on f)T. by 
transfPrring. Yia this map. the topology of ~T(t·o)] . It is important to note here that 
this topology is independent of vo. so intrinsically defined. since if u·0 is another 
Ycrtex. the map ..p~; o .,;;,. : T(r0 ) ~ T(zL'o) is a homeomorphism. A basis for the 
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topology of fJT is gin'n by the ~ets 

[z·o ..... rn: = {( E fJT: ::z·ll-1·1',+2· ... 

(z·u. t"1. L':2 •... • l'n.l'n+-1····) E c}. 

with (co. l'I· ...• 1"11 ) a finite path in T. 
It i::. clear that if T i~ locally fimtc. i.e .. e'WY wrtex has finite degree. {)T is 

compact . mctrizable. 
\Yhen T is not nec<'ssaril~· locall~· finite. we can define a canonical compactifi

cation of fJT as follows: 
Let fJ"T = {)T l.J I·. \\"e no,,· define the topology on fJ'T. Let (z·0 . c1 ..... r") 

be a finite path in T. \\"e aliO\\' the possibilit_,. that n = 0. i.e .. a single wrtex (z•0 ). 

First define ko. z·1 ..... 1'11 ]" for 1l ~ 1. b.\· 

[t•o .... . l'n]" =[co .... . l'n; u {z· E \" : 

:l!'n-1· · · · .z·m[(t•o.l'l· · · ·. l'n·l'n-1· · · ·~"m = r) 

is the uniqu<' path from t'o to t•j} 

:"Jext. for r 0 E ". and F a finite set of ,·ertices. IN 

[eo]f- ={eo} l.J U {[z•o.rd": (co. ct) E T.r1 fj F}. 

Finally. the basis for the topology of {)*T consists of all the sets 

[t·o. l'I· ... . l'nl*· [z·o]f- . 

for n ~ 1. (z·0 ..... V11 ) a path in T. z·0 E \·.F a finite set of vertices. 
It is not hard to check that {)* T is compact. metrizablc and {)T is a subspace 

of {)*T. 
Similarly. if S ~ .-l <:x: is a set theoretic tree on A . .,.,.e define the compactification 

[S]* of S by l<'tting 

[S]" = [S] u 5', 

and taking as a basis for the topology of [s:· the sets 

"Y (.ao .... o,_ 1 ) = .Y(a .... an-Jl U {(bo. · · · . bm-1): 

m ~ n. Vi< n(b, =a.)} 

for (ao ..... an-d E 5'. and 

.\"* = {(ao ..... an-Il} u {X" : «o--···au-l·F (ao ..... ar,-t.an) 

(ao .... . an-l·an) E S.an ft F} 

for (ao ..... a 11 _I) E S.F ~A finite. 
Then. if ( \ ·. T) is a tree and z·0 E \ '. the map 

.;-:.
0 

: [T(z·o )J* _, 87 

..,::;., [T(eo)] = -?tw 

..P~o (0) = t'Q 

.,7~.0 (1'!. · · · .l'n-d = l'n -1· for 11 ~ 2 

is a homeomorphism of [T(t•o):· with {)"T. 
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For each set X. \W denote by [X/. t he set of subsets of X of cardinality k 
(/.: = 0.1. 2 .. .. ). Let also [X]<:x = Uk[X ]k . If T is a tree and {c 1 . e2} E [aT]2. 
then the (geodc8ic) line from c1 to e2 in symbob 

[e1 . c2] 

is a sequence (rn)nE~ such that (rn . l'n-d E T. 'Vn E Z. and 

[t•o . e2; = (uo. r1 . 1"2 · .. . ). [z-o. et] = (t·o. t·-1 · L'-2 · ... ) . 

It is uniquely determined up to a shift. \Ye w111 also occasionally write ~e 1 . e2 ] = 
{ rn : n E L} for the et of vertices on thi · line. Finally. if { c1 . e2 . c3 } E [8Tj3, then 
there is a unique Yertex in V. denoted by 

[eJ . C2. C3j . 

which belongs to [e1. e2J - [c2 . e3]. [e3. ei~-
Suppose now r is a countable group acting by automorphisms on T . i.e .. r acts 

on 1· and (.r. y) E T <=> (~. · .r. 1 · y) E T. \ \ "e will simply say in this case that r acts 
on T. Since {.r,)"' (y;) <=> h · .r,) .-... h · y;). r acts natural!~- on aT b!· 

') · [( .r;)]~ = [h · .ri)J~ -

This act ion is cont inuous. Similarly. r acts continuously on o*T. Of course r acts 
in a naturaJ (Borel) way on the tandard Borel spaces [aT]2 . [aT]3 a well . and the 
map {c 1• e2. e3} ........- [e1. e2. e3] is a Borel f-map from [aT j3 toT. 

C 2. Free groups 

Consider now F, . 1 ::; n ::; oc. the free group of rank nand fix a set of generators 
a 1 . a2 .. .. for Fn. The Cayley graph of Fn (relatiw to this fix set of generators) has 
Yertcx set F = Fn and edge relation T gi\'en by 

(T. 6) E T <=> 3i(6 = 1a, or~ = 6a;). 

The group Fn acts on T by left-multiplication 

~, . 6 = ,6. 

\\·e will consider now the act ion of F, on aT. which is usually denoted by aFn and 
called the boundary of Fn. The following results are part of the folklore. 

P r oposition C 2.1. i} The action of F, on aFn has hyperfinite associated equiua
hcnce relation E~;,". Similarly the action of Fn on [aFnJ2 has hyperfinite associated 

I8F 12 equimlence relatwn EF., n 

ii) For e E 8Fn. the stabilizer of e is either tritrial or isomorphic to Z. There 
are only countably many e E aFn for which the stabilizer is non-trivial. S imilarly 
for {c 1 .e2 } E [aFnF- the stabilizer of {e1 .e2} is either trivial or isomorphic to Z 
and thrre are only countably many {e1 . c2 } for which it is non-triuial. 

Proof. i) I\ote tha t the fir. t assertion implic · the second. To see this . fix 
a Borel ordering -<of aFn. let X = {(e1.e2) E (aF7,j2 : c1 =/:. e2} and define 
the im·olution 1r on X by 11((e1. e2 )) = (e2 . e1 ) . Identify [8FnJ2 with the Borel 
subset Xo = {(e1. e2) E (8Fn)2 

: e1 -< e2} . If£~;," is hyperfinitc. so is E = 
(£%;," x £~:.")IX. and thus so is E' on X defined by 

x E'y <=> .rEy or xE1r(y). 
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since E' ha.s finite index over EIX: see [JKL. 1.3]. :.\ow clearly Ef:"l
2 

~ E'. :;o 
'aF ' 2 

EF-" " is hyperfinite. 
To pro,·e that £~~· is hyperfinite. choo.se v0 = 1 (the identity of Fn) as a fixed 

vertex in Fn. Then given c E fJF,. the geode::.ic [1. c] is simply an infinite reduced 
word so 1 s2 ... in the generators a 1 . a 2 ..... i.e .. an infinjte sequence (s;) such that 
s; is of the form a"f and s,s,+1 i= 1. Thus we can identify fJF, with the set of such 
words. which is a closed subset of { a1 . a2 , ... }N. With this identification, it is easy 
to check that the action of 1 = t0 ... t k E F, on sos1s2 .... where to ... tk is a finite 
reduced word. is given by left-concatenating 

t of1 ... tkSOS1 82 .. . 

and then doing the obvious cancelations. It follows that. under this identification. 
the equi, ·alence relation E~~" corresponds to the follm...-ing tail equivalence relation 
on the set of infinite reduced words: 

(s,)Et(f,) {:::} 3n3mV'i(sn-t = tm+•). 

whlch by [DJK. .2] is hyperfinite. and the proof of i) is complete. 
ii) Csing the notation and concepts of i) . it is easy to check that if an infinite 

reduced \Yord has non-trivial stabilizer, then it is of the form 

e = u•p · p · ... 

Khere u·,p E F,. So clearly there are only countably many such e. Replacing e by 
w-1 ·ewe get p ' p" p' .... whose stabilizer is a conjugate of the stabilizer of e. so 
we may as well assume that e = p • p - ... with p of least possible length. Then it 
is easy to check that its stabilizer is {p" : n E Z} . 

::'-Jow suppose {e1 ,e2 } E [8Fn]2 . If 1 i= 1 E Stab({e1.e2 }), then clearly 1 2 E 
Stab( el) n Stab( e2 ). It follO\\"S that there are only countably many { e 1 • e2 } \vhose 
stabilizer is non-trivial. For each { e1 . e2 }. if 1 is as above and Stab( el) = { o" : n E 
Z} . then on = 1 2 for ::.orne n i= 1. so since commutativity of non-trivial elements is 
an equivalence relation in any free group (see. e.g. ;Ls. 2.1 ]) it follows that '). o 
commute. Thus the stabilizer of { e1 . e2 } is abelian. so isomorphic to Z. --1 

Finally, we consider the action of Fn on JV1 (8Fn). for finite n (so that the spaces 
8Fn .. M (8Fn) are compact). 

Proposition C2.2. Let n be finite . and consider the action of F11 on .M ( 8Fn). 
i} The action ofF, on ,\113(8F71 ) is free and the corresponding equivalence 

relation E-:3 (aFn ) is tame. 

ii) The~e is a Borel partition JVI <2(8Fn) = .A/h U J\1(2 into Fn -invariant Borel 

sets. such that the action of F, on M 1 is free and E;::, 1 is hyperfinite. and the 

action ofF, on J\11 2 has stabilizers isomorphic to Z . and Ff-~2 is tame. 

Proof. i) This is clear from the following lemma. wh<'re Fn acts on itself by 
left-translation ('r · o = 16). 

Lemma C2.3. There is a Borel Fn -map from . .\113(8Fn) to F,. 

Proof (Lyons. see [AL]). Fix f1 E M 3(fJF,). using Fubi11i (see. e.g .. [JKL. 
proof of 2.24]). if p 3 is the product of three copies of f1 (a mea.:;ure on (fJF,)3 ), then 
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p:3([8Fnj3) > 0. where we write here [8Fnj3 for the et of triples (x, y. :;) E (8Fn)3 

with .r. y. z distinct. Consider the Bord Fn-map 

-?({ei,e2.c3}) = [ei.e2.e3]. 

and let v = ..P~((J13 ![8FnJ3)/J13 ([8Fn] 3 )) . This is a measure on Fn. so let 

O(J-L) = {J E 8Fn: v({'"~}) i maximum}. 

Clearly O(J-L) E !Fn]~00 , the set of finite non-empty subsets of Fn. and if Fn acts 
on [Fn]~00 in the obvious way by left-translation. then clearly () is a Borel Fn-map 
from M 3(8Fn) to [Fn]~x. ~ow. since Fn is torsion free, Fn acts freely on [Fn]~oc. 
o there is an Fn-map TJ : [Fn]~00 -+ Fn. Then 

TJ O{) 

i::.. a Borel Fn-map from lvf3(8Fn) to Fn. 

ii) Decompose M <2(8Fn ) as }vf<2(8Fn) = M o U U I M r U ;\If I, where 
- - 0<r<2 2 

, \.11 0 consists of all measures upported by exactly one point, ,\If I consist. of all 
2 

measures supported by two points. each one having measure ~. and • VI r consists 
of all measure of the form n5a + (1 - r )c5b. a "1- b. Then. by the proof of C2.1. 
it is easy to see that each one of the ets JVIr (0 :S r :S ~) can be plit into two 

Fn-invariant Borel sets M;., Jvt ; such that the action of Fn on M;. is free and F;,.~; 
is hyperfinite, and the action of Fn on .~vr; has stabilizers isomorphic to Z and M~ 
b countable. Put then 

MI = U M; 
O~r~~ 

\112 = U M~ . 
O~r~~ 

Corollary C2.4 . Th e groups Fn.l :S n :Soc. are near-hyperbolic. 

P roof. This is clear from C2.2. if n is finite. and it follow · for F 00 • ince 
F-x. ~ F2 . -I 

C3. Free products of finite groups 

\\-e "''ill consider here free product 

r = Ao * AI* .... 

of finite non-tri,·ial groups. where the sequence .40 . A I .... may be finite or infinite. 
The fact below are part of the folklore. 

\\'e associate to r the following set theoretic tree Sr on A = U, (A; \ { 1} ): 

(ao. a I , . . .. a n- dE Sr ¢:? aoai ... an-I 

is a reduced word in r. 
where aoa1 . . . an-I i reduced if a, E An,\ {1} "''ith n, -::p n,_1 , Vi :S n- 2. Thus 
the elements of Sr are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements off: 

(ao, ... . an-d ,..... ao .. . an-I · for 71 ~ 1, 

0 ...... 1. 

The infinite sequences (a0 , a 1 .... ) E I r] can be viewed as infinite reduced words. 
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TllC' group [ acts on Sr b~· left-concatenation and cancelation. i.e .. for 

(ao . aJ ..... a,_ 1 ) E Sr.~· E r. 
~. · (a0 ... . . a,_t) =the reduced work equal to >ao .. . a,_ 1 • 

Similarly facts continuously 011 [Sr; b~· left-concatenation and cancelation and also 
act:-; continuously on :sr)* = [Sr] U Sr. \\·c will now prow results analogous to C2 
for r. 
Proposition C3.1. i) The action of r on [Sr] has hyperfinite associated equit•a

lence relation E~SrJ. Similarly the actwn off on [Srf has hyperfinite associated 
[Sf cquiralence relatzon Er r 

ii) Fore E [Sr ]. the 8tabilizer of e is cyclic. There are only countably many 
e E [Sr j for u·hich the stabilizer i8 non-tririal. Similarly fo7· { e1. c2} E [Sr j2. the 
stabilizer of { e1. e2 } is cyclic-by-finite and there are only countably many { c1. e2} 
for which it is non-triuial. 

Proof. i) The proof here is csscntiall~· identical to that of C2.1. i). since the 

equi\'alence relation EWrl is simply the tail cqui\'alence relation. 
ii ) The part concerning [Sr] is again similar to that of C2.1. ii). Concerning 

[Srf. we have again that if {r1 .e2} E [Sr]2 and 1 f= 1 E Stab{{e1 .e2}). then12 E 

Stab{{el})n Stab({e2}). It follows that Stab({e1 .e2}) cannot contain a free non
abelian subgroup. I\ow. by Kurash 's Theorem (sec. e.g .. [Ro. 11.55]) any subgroup 
of r is isomorphic to a free product of a free group (perhaps trivial) and subgroups 
of each A,. Since the free product A* B of t\YO groups \Yith JA.J ~ 3. JBJ ~ 2 contains 
a free non-abelian subgroup (see. e.g .. [LS. p. 177]) . it follows that each stabilizer 
must be cyclic-by-finite. --1 

Let us also note the following fact concerning the action off on [Sr]3
. 

Proposition C3.2. There is a Borel r -map .; : [SrJ3 - [r~<x . 

Proof. For e f= f E [Sr]. let e 1\ f = the largest common initial segment of 
c..f E [Sr~- For {e.f.g} E [Sr]3. the sequences el\f.f 1\g.g /\e are compatible. 
i.e .. each for each two of them one is an initial segment of the other. so let (e. f. g) 
be the union of e 1\ f. f 1\ g, g 1\ e. i.e .. the longest of these three sequences. Say 

(e . f,g) = aoa1 ... an-1· 

\vhcrc n ~ 0 (so that (e. f,g) could be 0). Consider now t\Yo cases: 
(a) (e. f. g) = e 1\ f = f 1\ g = g 1\ e. Then e = aoa1a2 ... a,_le, . .. . f 

aoal ... Gn-lfn .... g = aoal . . . Gn-19n ... . and say e, E A.kn. fn E A(,. . Yn E : lm n. 
If k11 .l 11 , m 11 are distinct. put 

.,;({e.f.g}) = (e.f.g) = {ao ... an-d· 

If at least two of k11 .l11 , mn are equal. with common value 1.·. put 

<?({e.f.g}) = ao ... an-1Ak · 

(b) One of e 1\ f. f 1\ g. g 1\ e is longer than the other two. say, e.g .. e 1\ f. Then 
e = aoa1 ... a,_Ien .... f = aoa1 ... an-1fn .... and say en E Ak.,, fn E A.ln. If 
k n f= (,. let 

.;({e.f.g}) =(c. f. g)= {ao ... an-d· 
If kn = (11 = k. put 
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It is easy to check that..;;: [SrJ3 ~ [r] <x is a f-map. 

Finally \\"(' \'erif_,. that r is near-h.Yperholic. 
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Proposition C3.3. Let r = A 0 "'.41 "' ... be a free product of finite group.s. Then 
r ,,., near-hyperbolic. 

Proof. When there are only finitely man:v factor~. [ r] i~ compact. so consider 
the continuous action of r on [Sr] and the induced action on ./\-1 ([Sr]). 

The action of ron Jvt 9 ([Sr]) ha..'> cyclic-by-finite stabilizer and £;.."L~2 ( [Sr ]) is 
h\'perfinite. by arguments similar to that of C2.2 ii). using C3.1. 

Con ·ider now the action of r on A1 3 ([Sr]) . As in the proof of C2.2. if 11 E 

}vf 3(~S~ ]) . 113 ([SrJ3 ) > 0. and if <.pi · as in C3.2 

v = .,;.((113 [Sr]3)/113 ([Sr]3 )) 

i,., a measure on [r] < x. so let 

(}(Jl) = U{F E [r :<x: v({F}) i maximum}. 

Then (}(II ) E [r ]<:x and(} is a Borel f-map from ,\lf3([Sr]) to [rj <x . Thus the 
C'qui,·alence relation Ej-.\.13 ([Sr]) is tame and the stabilizers of the action of r on 
/vi3( ;Sr]) are finite. 

\\'e now consider the case \Yhere there are infinitely many A0 . A 1 .. . . In this 
case we work with the compact space [Sr]* instead of [Sr]. Recall that [Sr]~ is 
the disjoint union of the two f-in\'ariant Borel sets ;sr] and Sr. Since the action 
off on [Sr] and [Sr]2 has associated equivalence relation hyperfinite. it is easy to 
H' rify that the action of r 011 ,Vf <z( [Sr]*) has also a..<>sociat£'d equivalence relation 
hyperfinite. It is also clear from C3.1 that the stabilizers of the action of r on 
.Vf <z( [Sr]*) are cyclic-by-finite. 

-Finally. we consider the action of ron }vh([SrJ*). We split , \lf 3 ([Srt) into the 
two r -im·ariant Borel seto. 

M' = {II E Jvt3([srn : 11(Sr) > o} 

,\1111 = {p E .Vf3([SrJ*): p(Sr ) = 0}. 

Then. by arguments similar to the case of ,vt3([Sr]) abO\'C. we see that there is a 
Borel f-map from }vf' to [rj<x and a Borel f-map from .\11 11 to [r ]<oc. so there is 
a Borel f-map from ,\lf3([Srt ) to [f ]<x. Thus as before. all the stabilizers of the 
f-action on .Vf3 ( [ rJ-) arc finite and £~\.13 ([Srr> is tame. -1 

C4. H y p erbolic groups 

For the definition and basic prop0rtics of hyperbolic group::>. we refer the reader 
to [GrJ. [GdlH!. [CPDJ. [KBJ. Free groups are well a:, finite free product~ of finite 
groups are hyperbolic. \Ye will summarize below \'arious facts about h~·perbolic 
groups that we use in this paper. prO\'iding appropriate references. 

Theorem C4.1 (see [Gd!H. .37). Suppose H is a hyperbolic group and G ~ H is 
a subgroup . Then one of the follou•ing holds: 

(i) G is finite. 
( ii) G is Z-by-finite (1.e .. contains an infinite cyclic subgroup of finite index). 
( iii) G con tams a copy of Fz. 
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From this. one has the follo"'·ing corollary. whose proof was supplied to us by 
Simon Thomas. 

Corollary C4.2. If H is a hyperbolic group which is not amenable. then H does not 
contain an infinite normal amenable subgroup. In particular if H is torsion-free. it 
contains no non-trivial normal amenable subgroups. 

Proof. Suppose X S) H is an infinite normal amenable subgroup. Then, by 
C4.1, .'\'contains an infinite cyclic subgroup Coffinite index. We then claim that if 
1 E H. then for some n 2: 1, In E C. From this it immediately follows that H does 
not contain a copy of F2 , so, by C4.1 again, H is itself Z-by-finite. thus amenable, 
a contradiction. 

To prove the claim. assume it fails. and consider the subgroup (r}.N of H . It 
is amenable. so it contains an infinite cyclic subgroup (80 ) of finite index. Clearly 
Oo rf. .\'. say 6o = 1 no go, where no =f. 0. go E 1\'. Then o~ = 1 nok 9k. for some 9k E "V. 
So (oo) n 1\' = {1}. and thus (80 ) has infinite index inN. a contradiction. -l 

If H is hyperbolic. we denote by 8H its boundary. a compact, metrizable space. 
The group H acts continuously on 8H . \Ye summarize below the relevant for us 
properties of t his action and the induced action on M s,2(8H ) and }v13(8H ). 

Theorem C4.3. Suppose H is hyperbolic. 
i) (See (KB. 4.2} and the proof of C2. 2. ii}) If 1 E H is torsion-free. then 1 fixes 

exactly two elements of 8H. In particular. if H is torsion-free. the set of elements 
of 8H with non-trivial stabilizers is countable and if we consider the action of H 
on the set of elements of A'l s,2(8H ) with non-trivial stabilizer. the corresponding 
equivalence relation is tame. 

ii) (Adams (Ad94. 5.1}. {Ad96. 3.3 and 3. 7/) Th e action of H on 8H has 
associated equivalence relation E'kH which is J..L-hyperfinite for every measure J1 on 
8 H . and all the stabilizers are amenable {therefore cyclic-by-finite). Similarly. for 

the action of H on M s,2(8H ). the associated equivalence relation E');$2 (oH ) is>. 
hyperfinite for every measure>. on M <2(8H ) and all the stabilizers are amenable. 

iii} (See {Ad96. 5.3}} The action ~f H on M 3 (8H ) has finite stabilizers and 

the corresponding equiralence relation E;:' 3 (oH ) is tame. 

Corollary C4.4. Every hyperbolic group is near-hyperbolic. 
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K:-structured Equivalence Relations 

\Yc usc the terminology and notation of [.JKL. Section 2.5]. For L a countable 
relational language and K a class of countable L-structures. closed under isomor
phbm. we refer to a countable Borel equivalence relation E on X together with 
a Borel as ignment to each £-class C of a structme Ac = (C .... ) E K a!> a K
o.tructured equiralence relation. \\·e denote this by (E, Ac )c0 ; E· If E admits such 
(£. Ac )cEx E· we call E K-sb·ucturable. 

\Ye no\\· revie\\· some notions from Gaboriau [GaOl]. 
Suppo e Eisa countable Borel equivalence relation on X. An E-space consists 

of: 
i) A standard Borel space U and a surjective Borel map 1r: U ~X with each 

fiber ;r-1 
({ x}) countable. The triple (XJJ, 1r) is called a standard fiber space over 

.\. 
ii ) A Borel map which assigns to each (x. y) E E and u E U \\'ith u E 

rr- 1({y}), an clement (x.y) · u E 1r-1 ({x}) such that if xEyEz. then for any u E 

rr - 1 ( { z}). (x, y) · ( (y,.:::) ·u) = (x. z) ·u. and for any .T E X. u E 1r-1 ( { x}). (r. x) ·u = u. 
l\otice that. for each fi.~ed xEy. the map u ,___. (r. y) · u is a bijection of 1r- 1 ( {y}) 

with ,.-'({r}) with inverse v ,___. (y.r) ·1' and (by definition) u ,___. (r. r) · u is the 
identity on rr- 1({r}). 

Define the following equivalence relation R~ on U: 

uR~v <=> 3(r. y) E E[(.r. y) · u = v). 

Thus the R~-class of u is the £-orbit { (.T, y) · u : (r. y) E E. 11( u) = y} of u. Clearly 
R~ b a countable Borel equivalence relation on U. If R~ is tame, i.e., admits a 
Borel transver!>al. we call the £-space[} tame (or discrete according to Gaboriau). 

A K-stmctured standard fiber space consi ts of a standard fiber space (X. U. 1r) 
together \vith a Borel assignment 1· ,__.Ax= (7r - 1 ({r}} .... ) E K. A K-strurtured 
£-space consists of an £-space (X. U.rr) such that (X. U.11) is K-structured and for 
each (r. y) E E the map u........, (r. y) · u is ani omorphism of A y \vith Ax· 

Proposition D.l. Let E be countable Borel t>quimlence relation on X. Then the 
following are equimlent: 

(i) E admits a tame K-structured E- pace. 
(ii) E can be Borel reduced to a K-structurablf' countable Borel equivalence 

relation. 

Proof. (i)=?(ii): Let (X. U, 1r), (A.r)xEX be a tame K-structured £-space. Let 
Y be a Borel transversal for R~. 

Define the following equivalence relation F on Y 

uFv <=> rr(u}E1r(v). 

95 
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Fir:;t we claim that E ~B F: 
Let {gn} be a countable set of Borel functions such that .rEy <=> 3n(gn(J·) = y). 

Let also h: X-C be a Borel function ,,·ith h(.r ) E 71-1({1·}). Gin'n now .rEX. 
let n (.r) be the least n such that (gn(.r) .. r)·h(.r) E } '.Put f(.r) = {9n(x)(.r).J·) ·h(.r). 
Then clearly .rEy <=> f(J·)F J(y). 

So it is enough to shmY that F is .K:-structnrable. Fix an F-equiYalence class 
C ~ } '.in order to assign. in a Borel way. a structure Be= (C. S6c)sEL E .K:. Fix 
S E L. an n-ary relation symbol. All 71(u). u E C. are in the same £-class D. so 
choose an element .ro E D . Given nm,· u1 ..... Un E C. consider 71(u,) = :r, . i = 
l ..... n and v, = (.ro.J.';) · u, E rr- 1 ({.ro}). Put 

( ll1 .. . . . Un) E S 6 c <=> ( L'r • . .. , Vn) E SAro . 

It only remains to show that thi definition is independent of the choice of .r0 ED. 
Suppose another .r~ E D was chosen. Let t'; = (.r~ . .ri) · u, E 71-1 ( {.r~}). \Ye ha,·e 
to show that 

( l'J ..... Vn) E SA.ro <=> ( r~ ..... tt;,) E S.Ar(, . 

For that is enough to check that (.r~ . .r0 ) · r, = v;. i = 1. ... n. But this is clear as 

(.r~ . xo) · l'; = (.r~ .. ro) · (.ro ..r,) · u; 

= (1·~ . .r;) · u, = r~. 

Remark. \\'hat is really shown here is that (in the obvious sense) U / R~ is .K:
structurable. The tameness of R~ is only used to guarantee that this is a standard 
Borel space. 

(ii)=}(i): Let (F. Be leE }'/ F be a .K:-structured countable Borel equiYalence re
lation on Y. Let also f: X--+}' be Borel with 

J:Ey <=> f (.r)F J(y ). 

Let U ~ X x Y be defined by 

(.r. y) E U <=> yF /(1·). 

Let for (.r. y) E U. 11(.r. y) = .r. Clearly (X. U. 71) is a standard fiber space. Gi,·en 
.r E X. define 

A x= (rr- 1({x}),SAx}SEL 

= ({.r} X [f(.r)]F.SAx}SEL 

as follows: Given (x.y1 ) .... ,(:r .yn) E 1r-
1 ({.r}).let 

SA"'((.r.yr), .... (.r.yn)) <=> (yJ .... . yn) E S 6 c . 

where C = [f(.r )]F· Thus 
(.r ,y) ...... y 

is ani omorphism between Ax and B [J(x)]F· 
\\'e final!~· define the £ -action on this fiber space: 
Gi,·en (.rr .. r2) E E and (1·2 . y ) E rr- 1 ({1·2}). let 

(.rr. J.'2) · (.r2. y) = (.rr . y). 

Clearly u f- (.r1.x2) · u is an isomorphism from A x2 to Ax, · so the only thing we 
need to check is that this £-space is tame. But clearly for (.r1 . y1 ) . (.r2 . Y2 ) E U. 

c.; 
(J.'1·YtlR£(.r2·Y2) <=> Y1 = Y2· 
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( ~otice that (.1·1 · Y1 ) . (.rz . Yz) E U. Y1 = Y2· imply that f(rl)F f(.r2). thus (.r1 . r2) E 
£). So R~ is indeed tame. -I 

\Yc note next the following fact. 

Proposition D.2. Suppose E ~ F are countable Borel equimlence relations. IfF 
admits a tame K-structured space. so does E. 

Corollary D .3. If E <;;; F are countable Borel equivalence relations and F can be 
Borel1·educed to a K-struciurable countable Borel equivalence relation. so can E. 

Proof of Proposition D.2. Let (X. U. 11). (A x)xEX be a smooth K-structurecl 
F-space. The restriction of the F-action to E clearly gives a K-structured £-space 
and it only remains to show that it is tame. i.e .. R~ is tame. But note that R~ <;;; Rlj. 
and R~ is a countable tame equiYalence relation. thus so is R~. -1 

Of particular interest to us in this paper is the class Km of m-dimensional 
contractible (abstract) simplicial complexes (see. e.g .. [L. p. 96]). A simplicial 
complex consists of a non-empty countable set A and for each k = 1. 2 ..... a 
collection Sk of nonempty subsets of A of cardinality k+ 1. such that letting 50 =A. 
\\'e haw that eYery k element subset of an~· B E sk is in Sk-1· The elements of 
Sk are called the k-simplexes of the simplicial complex. If there is a largest m 
such that Srn i- 0. \\'e say that the simplicial complex is m-dimensional. An m-
climensional complex (A. Sk)k=l.2 ..... m can be represented as a structure A in the 
countable language Lrn = {R1 ..... Rm} where R, is an (i + 1)-ary relation symbol. 
by letting 

\\·here 
Rt(ao .. ... ai) ¢::> {ao ..... a,} E Si . 

\\"e say that a simplicial complex is contractible if its geometric realization, 
(see. e.g., [L. p. 9 ]) is contractible. \\'c denote by Km the class of m-dimensional 
contractible simplicial complexes. (For m = 0. Ko consists of the triYial structures 
\\·ith one element and no relations. ) A one-dimensional contractible simplicial com
plex is simply a. tree (sec, e.g .. [l\Ia, Section 6.-!], thus K1 can be identified with the 
class T of trees. 

l'sing the concept of a product of simplicial complexes (see. e.g .. [ED~12. p. 
262]). one can sec that if £ 1 ..... Ern are equivalence relations. where each E, is 
induced by a free Borel action of F2 . then £ 1 x · · · x Em is Km-structurable. 
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Proof of the General Case of Theorem 4.4 

EL Amenable classes of structures 

In what follows we will adopt the convention that whenever we consider a class 
of structure C we have in mind that they are all on the fixed set N. 

\Ye say that a Borel class of structures C. closed under isomorphism, i essen
tially countable if 

(~ IC) ~BE ; 
that is to ay, if its isomorphism relation is Borel reducible to the universal countable 
Borel equivalence relation of [DJK], or equivalently, there is some countable Borel 
equivalence relation to which it is reducible. v\'e say that a class of countable 
structures C is measure amenable if there is an assignment 

M f--+ 'PM 

of means on N to tructures inC such that whenever 1r : M ~ }/ is an isomorphism, 
then 

IP.K on= 'PM· 

and moreover the map <l> : C x [ -1. 1 f' -. [ -1. 1] given by 

(M. f)..._.. .PM(!) 

is univer ally measurable. 
For example: Assume the Continuum Hypothe is, and let C be the structures 

.,\;f on N which are isomorphic to 

(Z. <. P). 

the integers under the usual ordering. equipped with some unary predicate P ~ Z 
\\·hich will depend on the particular JVI E C. For each M E C, we can, in a Borel 
manner, choose an isomorphism 

and then. for each n, let 

.P.Vf.n: [-1. 1]'\1 -+ [-1.1] 

1 •=n 
f-+ -- "' J(l!-·- 1 (i)). 

2n-1 L 
t= - n 

C ing Christen en, l\1okobodzki. as in OF, we may find a universally measurable 
shift-invariant mean r.p on N and for each ;\If let 

<PM(!)= ;p(n ._. IPM.n(J)). 

\\·e have to face up to the fact that C may be measure amenable without being 
essentially countable: For instance, consider the class C of the models of [:\Iak]. 
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consi::.ting of isomorphic copie::. of expan!:>ions of(~ ·2. <lex}: as di:::.cus:-.ed in [HjOOa:. 
this isomorphism relation is far from e,.;semially countable. but if we a.'i. ume CH 
then we can. in parallel to the example above. shm\· that it is measure amenable. 

The counterexamples can get worse. The class C of countable structnres may 
be amenable and essentially countable, without ~ C being Borel reducible or uni
Yersally measurably reducible to an amenable countable Borel equi,·alence r0lation. 
If we take any class of structures B whatsoe\-er and replace it by C = {/vt U (Z. < 
) : A1 E B} (appropriately coded as structures on N) then. under CH. we may 
assign buitably inYariant means by concentrating on the (Z. < ) , wllile maintaining 
(~ B) '.5:8 (~ IC). This difficulty is the subject of the lemmas below. "C"nder 
suitable assumptions. we do indeed obtain that essential countability will entail 
reduction to an amenable countable Borel equi\·alence relation. 

The second problem is that without CH there is no ~own way to obtain any 
examples of measure amenable structures. This we will bypass by the now standard 
metamathematical trick. As mentioned in the course of 4.4. the statements being 
proved are all projectiw. and this liceiL'>eS the use of CH. 

The next lemma is implicit in :HK]. 

L emma ELL Let C be a class of str·uctures with 

() : C ---> Xx 

witnessing that (~ C) '.5:8 Ex . Then we may find a countable Borel equi1•alenre 
1·elation F on a standard Borel Y with~, : C- } " witnessing(~ IC) '.5: 8 F. and we 
may. in a Borel manner. assign to each .~\If E C a pair (A.\..1. Pm) such that 

(a} A.\..1 <;;;: Un ;\.;fn: 

{b) P.1..1 : A.1..1 ___. Y: 
{c) }vt _, (A..\..1. P.\..1) is ~-inmriant. in the sense that if": J\.;f ~ .\'then 

P.\..1 = p_,. 0 1r: 

{d) P.VI(a)F--:.(.\11) . for all a E A.1..1: 
(e) Y equals the range of..,: 
(f) there is Borel~;: Y- C such that uh(M)) ~;\If. for all ME C. 

Proof. Follov.·ing [HK]. we may find a countable fragment F <;;;: L--.;
1 

_ _,_. such 
that for each }vt E C there will he some a E M <:'-i such that (.M.a) is F-atomic. 
The following are all routine consequences of the definition of atomicity: 

(i) the set {(-\.-1.a) : (}vt.a) is F-atomic} is Borel: 
(ii) in a gi\'en fragment Fn = F(c1 ..... en) (\\·here c1 ..... c, are fresh constant 

symbols). the collection ofT<;;;: Fn which are complete and admit an atomic model 
is Borel: 

(iii) for each T as in (ii) we may in a Borel way choose somp (.VI. a) with 
(Jvt. a) F= T. 

Gi\·en these facts. we let 

A.1..1 ={a: (M.a) is:F-atomic}. 

PM(a) = Th.r((Jvt. a)), 

Y = {ThF( (;\.If. a)): a E A.1..1.M E C}: 
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for each T E 1' we choose in a Borel manner /vt E C using (iii) and let this be u(T): 
W<' ,.,ct TIFT2 if L'(Tl) ~ '4-'(T2): and \\'e let :,(}.;1 ) = P.'v1(ii). for a the first tuple. in 
the IC'xicographic ordering on f::!<\ with a E A.'v1· -l 

Lemma E1.2. Ld C be a meawre amenable class of countable structures. and 
•uppo.~e that for all • \If E C and a E • \If . 

• \If f= Vb V t(a) = b: 
t a term 

that is to say. the algebraic closure of any a E J\11 is the whole structure. 
Then ~ !C i Borel bireducible to a measure amenable countable Borel equiua

/nzce relation. 

Proof. It is easily seen. and obserwd in the course of :HK]. that. ::.ince struc
tmes in C are finitely generated. ~ IC is essentially countable. Thus El.l applies 
and. using its notation. we will show that F is measure amenable. 

Lct (t,);el be some fixed enumeration of terms. Define for each .~vt E C 

CT,V1 : .;\If ~ .4,'v1• 

CT,'v1(a) = (t;(IJ(a), ti(2J(a) ..... t,(n)(a)). 

where the sequence i(l). i(2) . .... i(n) is chosen of least length and then lexicograph
ically least so that 

(t,(l)(a). ti(2)(a) ..... t;(n)(a)) E A,'v1· 

Clearly. Jvt ~---+ (A.'v1. CT.V1) is isomorphism invariant. 
To see that F is measure amenable, notice that each F-class D is of the 

form {Th.r((J\II.a}) : a E A.'v1}· for some .M E C, and that if it is also equal 
to {Th.r((N, b)): bE A;,·} for some N E C. then M ~ N. 

\Ye define a mean vo on D as follows. Fix a universally measurable assignment 
.VI,_ <,?,'v1 that Yerifie ·that Cis measure amenable. Then giwn f E f.x(D). put 

vo(f) = .P.'v1(a E Jvt ,_ f(Th.r((.vt. a}))). 

U ~ing the invariance properties of <,?,'v1· it is easy to see that v 0 is well-defined. 
i.c .. independent of the choice of M. The verification of universal mea. urability is 
routine. -l 

Remark. A imilar argument works if "'·e replace the hypothesis that the 
algebraic closure of each a E ,\It i the whole structure. by the hypothesis that. for 
some n. the algebraic closure of each a E ;\It" is the whole tructure. 

E2. The factoring lemma 

\\'e prove here the general case of 4.-1. 

Lemma E2.1 Let [ and H = H 1 x H2 x ... H n be countable group acting by Borel 
transformations on standard Borel space X and Y. re p .. with the H acting freely. 
and let 

p:X-+Y 

be a Borel homomorphism of Erx to E~ with 

a:Xx f-H 
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the associated cocycle. and 

a, = p, 0 Q : X X r --+ Hi 

the induced cocycle for the various H, . 
Suppose that for each i :::; n we have either: 
(i) ai maps into an amenable subgroup of Hi . or 
(ii} there is a hyperfinite equivalence relation E i on some standard Borel Z ; 

and a Borel homomorphism p; :X--+ Zi from Ef to E i with the property that for 
allxEX.~rE f 

Pi("! · x) = Pi ( x) q nkt, x) = 1. 

Then there is a countable Borel equivalence relation F on Z. such that p factors 
through F and F is {L-hyperfinite for any measure {L on Z. 

Proof. We may as well assume that n = 2, H 1 is amenable. and that there is 
a Borel homomorphism 

(P2 =)p': X--+ Z(= Zz) 

from Ef to some hyperfinite F ( = E 2 ) with the additional property that for all 
xEX,")'Ef 

p'(""Y · x) = p'(x) q n2(:,x) = 1. 

We make the further harmless assumption that each p'([x]r) is infinite: the case 
for those which are finite can be dealt with separately using an argument which is 
similar to and somewhat easier than the one below. 

Since hyperfinite equivalence relations are induced by Z-actions ( ee [DJK], 
[JKL]), we may in a Borel fashion assign 

where each <z is a linear order of order type Z on [z]F with the invariance property 
that 

Vle t hen write 
xRex' 

if p'(x)Fp'(x') and p'(x), p'(x') are exactly f many places apart in the linear order 
<p'(x)=<p'(x') restricted to p'([x]r ). In other words, if there are x0 • x 1 , ... , xe E [x]r 
with 

each 

and for all u E [x]r with 

there \Vill be some i with 

Xo = X . 

Xt = x'. 

p'(xo) = p'(x), 
p'(xe) = p'(x'), 

p'(xo) <p•(x) p'(u) <p'(x) p'(xe) 

p'(i) = p'(x,) . 
This definition makes sense for f 2:: 0. and we can extend it in the natural way to 
C < 0 by setting 

x'Rex 
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if .rR( -()I'. 

\\·e will build a measure amenable clas of tructures C and then a class of 
expansions D. \Ye will show that p factor::. through =::- ID and then appeal to El.2 
to argue that ~ ID is Borel bireducible to a measure amenable countable Borel 
equivalence relation. 

The language for C will have unary functions (Ft)cE:::.· (.h )hEH,, and an equiv
alence relation E~. The structures in C are those structures on N that satisfy: 

(i) Va([a]E· = {1\(a) : hE Hi}); for all h 1 .h2 E H 1 , • 

frh, o frh2 = frh,+h2 • 

\fb(F0 (b) =b): 

(ii) 'ria, b, 

V V ( h o Fe( a) = b) : 
tE"2hEH, 

(iii) for all [ E 'il.h1.h2,h3 . h-1 E H r. 

\fa, b V ( h o h, o Fe o h 2 (a) = h 3 o Ft o h 4 (a)): 
hEH1 

Va V (h(a) = Fo(a)); 
hEH, 

(v) for all fr. [z E 'il. 

\fa V (.h o Ft,-e2 (a) =Fe, o Ft2 (a)). 
hEH1 

In es ence. (i) states that the {.h : h E Hi} act transitiYely on each £~
equiYalence clas . and that the action respect the group structure suggested by 
H1 . (ii) tate in particular that the algebraic closure of any point is the whole 
structure. (iii)- (v) state that in essence that 'il. via the assignment e t--. Ft, acts on 
the ·tructure"s collection of all e· equi \·alence classes. 

\\"e will in fact see that this class of tructures i not only measure amenable 
but ··2-amenable" in the sense of [JKL]. 

\\"e b<'gin with a Folner sequence (Dn)nEN for Hr. For n E N, M E C. a E /vi, 
we first let 

1 
~~-.'vi= IDn i 1{Fh(a):hEDn }; 

that is to ay. f~·-'vl(b) equals 1/ Dn if there exists hE Dn with }vt f= Fh(a) =b. 
and equals zero otherwise. \\"e iterate and define for each n, m . 

!~:~ : Jvt ___. [0. 1j 

r··'vl 1 ( ~ fnFt(a) .• 'vl). 
n.m =2m' 1 ~ 

' £E[-m.m; 

For each Jvt E C and a. bE A1 with a£· b. it follows from (i) and the propertie of 
the Folner sequence that 

limn-::>C J~--'vl- f~·-'vlllc1 --+ 0, 

and then by (ii) \Ve have that for all a,b E ;VI , 

limm-x(limn-:xJ IJ~:~- J~::: lit,)--+ 0. 
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\Yc massage this into the form required by [JKL. 2.5] by recalling that each .\.1 E C 
has N = {0. 1. 2. 3 .... } as its underlying set. and letting 

! .VI JO .. VI 
n.n1 - n.1n · 

and thereby obtain that C is 2-amenablc. It then follows that we can integrate 
against an invariant uHiversally measurable mean to obtain that C i:, measure 
amenable (sec [Ke91]. [JKL]. or the example at the start of E.l ). 

The class V arises by expanding the structures in C through the addition of 
fresh unary predicates. (Un )nEN· For this purpose let us fi..x a countable Borel 
separating family (Bn lnEN for } ·. To each .i\.1 E C and function 

a:/v1~Y 

we associate the structure .\ltu which includes the language of C. 011 which it behaves 
just like }vt. but interprets the fresh unar:· predicates by obeying the dictate that 

(.\ 'u I= Un(a)) {:} a(a) E Bn. 

\ \"e let V be the collection p,!f,.l. \It E C. a : .i\11 __. }'}. These satisfy the assump
tions of £1.2 and so it suffices to show that p factors through ~ jV. 

For each J'. we define a pair nx. ax: JVx __. }·. 
The underlying set of X:r will be the set of pairs {(. y) such for some u E (x]r 

"'e have 
(a) J.'Rtu: 
(b) yEH,p(u) . 
\Ye set 

(C. y)E*(f. y) 

if and only if { = l. \\·e naturally enough define the fh functions a::, suggested by 
the action of H 1 . so that 

hu:. y) = (t. h. y). 

The F£ functions require more care. 
First fi..x an enumeration (h,),E:I of H 1 x H2 . Then let 

Ft((y.l)) = (h;0 · y.l + [). 
where i0 is least such that for some u E [J.·]r we ha\·e 

xRr+(u. 

(h,0 · y)EH,p(u). 

\Ye then. in the most obYious way possible. define 

ax: .V;r- Y 

(£. y) >--- y. 

In a Borel manner it is possible to choose for each J' a bijection 

1ix: N ~ {(£. y): C E Z. 3u E [x]r(y£H,p(u). xR<u)}. 

and we finish the definition by letting h'; be the copy on N of ;\':c provided by rrx 

and then setting 

Claim (I): If u1 . u2 E [.r]r with 
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thf'n 

Proof of cla im: F ix ~~ E r with ~~ · u1 = u2 . It follows from the df'finition of 
R1 that p'(uJ) = p'(uz). and hence 

nz(~ .. uJ) = 1 

.". ob. Ut) E H1 X {1} 

.". [p(ul)]H, = [p(uz)]H2· 

C laim (II) : For any :rEX we have X; in C. 
Proof of claim: Appealing to Claim (I). we have 

{ y : ( {. y) E X.r} 

( -lCiaim) 

i:- an H 1-equi,·alence class for any ( E Z. This quickly implies (i) in the definition 
of C. (ii) follo,,·s from the careful choice of theFt functions. For (iii)-(v) ,,.e obsern' 
that thf' £~-equivalence classes arf' arranged into a Z-chain by {xR t(·): { E Z} and 
that the action of the F, functions re:;pects that ordering. (-JCiaim) 

C la im (III) : }.-1.r, ~ ,\;f.r2 =? p(x1)EHp(:r2). 

Proof of claim: Since t he functions a x 1 o 7r.r 1 and a .r2 o 1r x 2 must have a point 
in common. (-1Ciaim) 

C la im (IV): ;1·1Er'\ J"2 => .A1x, ~ .\lfx,. 

Proof of claim: If J.· 1Ef.r2 . then we can find some f with 

.r1Ri:r2. 

and hencf' for all { 
:r1Rt+i(-) = J.'2Rr( ·). 

\\"e simply define an isomorphism 

by 
l"(f. y) = ((- [, y). 

This isomorphism clearly intertwines a .r, and a .r2 • ( -lCiaim) 

Thus p factors through 3: IV. By El.2. we ha,·e that 3: IV is Borel bireducible 
to a measure amenable countable Borel equivalence relat ion. which by ~CF\\" ] \\·ill 
be ji-hyperfinite for all mea urcs [t. -l 
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